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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Background 

Flood risks in the Ironbark Creek Catchment have been the subject of numerous studies. In 
2008, a catchment wide Flood Study, titled Wallsend – Plattsburg (Ironbark Creek) Flood Study 
was completed by DHI Australia (DHI, 2008). 

Subsequently a Floodplain Risk Management Study (FRMS) and a Floodplain Risk 
Management Plan (FRMP) were completed in 2009 (Worley Parsons, 2009a and 2009b). A wide 
range of flood mitigation options were examined and ultimately filtered to the works and actions 
recommended in the FRMP. 

Key recommendations in the FRMP targeted the reduction of flood risk by creating a flowpath 
with greatly enhanced conveyance through the Wallsend Commercial Centre area. This included 
two main components: 

• Increasing the flow capacity under Minmi Road; and 

• Removing designated buildings and bridges, and widening the Ironbark Creek Channel 
between the downstream end of the Stockland Wallsend shopping centre and Federal Park. 

A principal aim was to reduce the force of flash flood waters in extreme events (where the risk to 
life is greatest) from present conditions where most buildings (including Stockland Wallsend 
shopping centre) would be in danger of collapse, to a lesser force which would enable practical 
strengthening of buildings, so as to allow shelter;in;place using onsite flood refuges when 
evacuation was not possible due to the rapid onset of extreme evacuation hazard. 

The City of Newcastle (CoN) engaged SMEC Australia to determine the feasibility of the options 
recommended in the FRMP, and to develop an appropriate implementation strategy. A technical 
sub;committee was responsible for regular oversighting of the study progress and its outcomes. 

Mitigation Options Nominated in the Consultant Brief 

The Consultant Brief for the current study subdivided the two main components for an enhanced 
flow path into 5 mitigation options to be assessed both individually and all together. The 5 
options are describe below and at Plate ES�1. 

Objectives of the Study 

The primary goal of the current study is to undertake investigations to determine the feasibility of 
these five nominated options for creating a flow path to increase flow conveyance, to consider 
revised or alternative options, and to determine a preferred option(s) and associated 
implementation aspects.. 
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The study area is shown 
at right and the 5 
mitigation options 
nominated in the 
Consultant Brief for 
consideration are: 

1. Minmi Road Bridge 
enlargement; 

2. Remove Tyrrell and 
Boscawen Street 
Bridges and enhance 
conveyance of Nelson 
Street Bridge; 

3. Remove designated 
commercial centre 
buildings on left bank 
(west of channel); 

4. Remove designated 
commercial centre 
buildings on right bank 
(east of channel); and 

5. New larger channel in 
the Wallsend 
Commercial Centre 
(Ironbark Creek). 

 

  

Plate ES	1 – Key Features of the Ironbark Creek Floodplain 

The key objectives of this study are to: 

• Review existing flood models and assessment methods, and to provide revised information 
on existing flood behaviour and hazards in the Wallsend Commercial Centre area. 

• Analyse sensitivity of flood model predictions to rising sea levels and rainfall intensities (due 
to climate change), and advise flood risk implications. 

• Structurally assess designated buildings adjacent to Ironbark Creek to determine the likely 
risk of failure during a range of design flood events including the Probable Maximum Flood 
(PMF). 

• Undertake building audits and property valuations for potential property acquisitions that may 
support flood mitigation options. 

• Investigate feasible flood mitigation options and undertake hydraulic modelling to assess the 
impact on flood behaviour. 

• Prepare a short list of options, assess potential reduction of flood risk and damages, assess 
capital costs, then establish benefit;cost profiles. 

• Determine a preferred option, then develop a property acquisition strategy and prioritised 
implementation strategy. 
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• Investigate the viability of building strengthening to meet requirements for shelter;in;place 
during extreme events. 

Review of Data and Models 

A review of available data, including previous studies and models has been undertaken. This 
included reviewing the hydrologic and hydraulic flood models developed for the 2008 flood 
study. These models were found to be fit for purpose and were updated where appropriate, most 
notably to include more recent topographic data describing the floodplain and to utilise the most 
up to date technology. The models were also calibrated to the 1988 and 2007 flood events, the 
same calibration events used in the 2008 flood study. 

Part of the calibration process involved establishing appropriate blockage factors for the 4 key 
bridges in the Wallsend Commercial Centre, being the bridges as Nelson Street, Tyrrell Street, 
Boscawen Street and Minmi Road. 

Assessment of Designated Buildings 

The initial assessment of the designated buildings included an architectural building survey 
audit, preliminary property valuations and structural stability assessment. This information was 
used to inform the flood damages assessment, further detailed structural assessments, property 
acquisition aspects and the implementation strategy. 

Establishing Flood Behaviour for Existing Conditions 

Four design flood events were used in the flood modelling of existing conditions. These were the 
Probable Maximum Flood (PMF), a very rare and severe design flood event, as well as 3 other 
design floods with annual exceedance probabilities of 10%, 1% and 0.2%. The frequency of 
these 3 floods are equivalent to average recurrence intervals of 10 years, 100 years and 500 
years respectively. 

For each design flood event bridge blockage factors were determined for the 4 key bridges. This 
was also carried through to the mitigation options modelling, whereby each option / option 
combination was modelled with relevant blockage factors (that varied by bridge and design flood 
event). 

Establishing the Impact of Mitigation Options on Flood Behaviour 

The 5 nominated mitigation options were initially modelled with a representative design event 
(0.2 % AEP) to establish the likely hydraulic benefits. This was followed by a rigorous process 
that tested the hydraulic benefits of alternative options, modified options and option 
combinations.  

Hydraulic modelling of options in combination was undertaken and it was found that there is little 
combined benefit of implementing options together. The hydraulic benefits of the combined 
options were similar to those where an option was modelled independently. 

The result was that 4 targeted options were determined for more detailed assessment, being: 

• Option 1 – Enlarging Minmi Road Bridge, including a new channel. 

• Option 2 – Remove Tyrrell and Boscawen Street Bridges, and increase flow capacity at 
Nelson Street Bridge. 

• Option 4B – Create right overbank flowpath, including removal of two commercial buildings 
(east side of channel). 
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• Option 5B – New larger channel (20;25m wide) in Wallsend Commercial Centre, including 
removal of 2 bridges and enlarging 1 bridge. 

Options 1 and 2 are as originally nominated in the Consultant Brief, while Options 4B and 5B are 
modifications of Options 4 and 5 originally nominated in the Consultant Brief. 

Detailed Assessment of Targeted Mitigation Options 

Detailed assessment of the 4 targeted options involved: 

• Hydraulic modelling assessment using the full range of design flood events. 

• Utilising the hydraulic assessment results to undertake a flood damages assessment and 
determine the reduction in damages for each option compared with existing conditions ; 
defines the 'benefit' of each option. Key input data included a floor level survey database 
provided by the CoN, comprising a combination of two surveys completed in 2000 and 2011. 

• Preliminary capital cost estimates for each option. 

For each of the 4 design flood events, the flood damage assessment determined tangible flood 
damages (both direct and indirect), which were calculated separately for residential and 
commercial properties and then tallied. Allowance was made for the destruction of buildings, 
which is particularly relevant for the larger design floods. The structural assessment of 
designated buildings examined the strength of critical structural elements and developed failure 
curves that were used to assess the notional number of 'destroyed' buildings for the flood 
damages assessment. 

This approach then allowed the Average Annual Damages (AAD) to be calculated for existing 
conditions and each of the 4 targeted options. 

Calculations showed that tangible flood damages increase in moderate increments through the 
more frequent floods (10%, 1%, 0.2% AEP), with a dramatic increase at the PMF level. The total 
tangible damages in the PMF for existing conditions are estimated at $194M (Residential $35M; 
Commercial $159M). In the PMF it is estimated that 274 properties would be subject to above 
floor flooding, with depths exceeding the second floor level in many cases. It is estimated that 
108 buildings would be destroyed in the PMF, an approximately equal number of residential and 
commercial premises. 

All of the targeted mitigation options reduce tangible flood damages substantially. In fact, 
reductions in Average Annual Damages (AAD) range from 17% to 63% as follows: 

• Option 1 – reduces AAD by 17%. 

• Option 2 – reduces AAD by 53%. 

• Option 4B – reduces AAD by 25%. 

• Option 5B reduces AAD by 63% 

Options 2 and 5B produce substantially greater reductions in AAD than Options 1 and 4B. 

Of note is that the targeted mitigation options have a proportionately greater beneficial impact on 
the higher probability (more likely) design floods. This can be seen in the following table which 
compares the impact of Option 5 on both the 10% AEP and PMF events. Option 5 is used in this 
comparison as it has the greatest hydraulic benefit (and correspondingly, the greatest cost), but 
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is typical of the beneficial impact that the targeted mitigation options have on the higher 
probability flood events. 

Table ES	1 – Comparing Mitigation Option Impact on the 10% AEP and PMF Events (using 
Option 5B)1 

Scenario 

10% AEP PMF 

Existing Option 5B Diff % Existing Option 5B Diff % 

Above 
Floor 
Flooding2 

43 7 �83.7% 274 257 �6.3% 

Tangible 
Flood 
Damages 

$9.98M $1.67 �83.3% $194M $174M �10.3% 

Note 1:  Option 5 is used as it has the greatest hydraulic impact, but is typical of the greater beneficial impact that the 
targeted mitigation options have on higher probability flood events. 
Note 2:  Total number of buildings with above floor flooding (residential + commercial). 

As shown in the above table, Option 5B reduces the number of buildings with above floor 
flooding in the PMF by 6% (274 to 257), but the reduction for the 10% AEP event is 84% (43 to 
7). Similarly, Option 5B reduces the tangible flood damages in the PMF by 10% ($194M to 
$174M), but the reduction is 83% for the 10% AEP event ($9.98M to $1.67M). 

Table ES�2 and Table ES�3 below further demonstrate the substantial beneficial impact that the 
4 targeted mitigation options have on the higher probability design events, in this case the 10% 
and 100% AEP events. The two tables also demonstrate that Options 2 and 5B produce a 
substantially greater beneficial impact than Options 1 and 4B. 

Table ES	2 – Impact of Targeted Mitigation Options on Above Floor Flooding (for 10% and 
1% AEP Events) 

Scenario 

10% AEP 1% AEP 

No. of Buildings 
Flooded1 

Diff % 
No. of Buildings 

Flooded1 
Diff % 

Existing 43 N/A 68 N/A 

Option 1 31 �28% 64 �6% 

Option 2 9 �79% 50 �27% 

Option 4B 29 �33% 62 �9% 

Option 5B 7 �84% 46 �32% 

Note 1:  Total number of buildings with above floor flooding (residential + commercial). 
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Table ES	3 – Impact of Targeted Mitigation Options on Tangible Flood Damages (for 10% 
and 1% AEP Events) 

Scenario 

10% AEP 1% AEP 

Tangible Flood 
Damages 

Diff % 
Tangible Flood 

Damages 
Diff % 

Existing $9.98M N/A $16.71M N/A 

Option 1 $7.55M �24% $14.77M �12% 

Option 2 $1.77M �82% $10.87M �35% 

Option 4B $5.40M �46% $15.41M �8% 

Option 5B $1.67M �83% $7.39M �56% 

 

As shown in Table ES�2, Options 2 and 5B reduce the number of buildings with above floor 
flooding in the 10% AEP event by 79% (43 to 9) and 84% (43 to 7) respectively. For Options 1 
and 4B the reductions in buildings with above floor flooding in the 10% AEP event are 28% and 
33% respectively. 

For the 1% AEP event Options 2 and 5B reduce above floor flooding by 27% and 32% 
respectively, compared with 6% and 9% reductions respectively for Options 1 and 4B. 

It can be seen in Table ES�3 that Options 2 and 5B reduce tangible flood damages in the 10% 
AEP event by 82% ($9.98M to $1.77M) and 83% ($9.98M to 1.67M) respectively. By 
comparison, Options 1 and 4B reduce tangible flood damages in the 10% AEP event by 24% 
and 46% respectively. 

For the 1% AEP event Options 2 and 5B reduce total tangible damages by 35% and 56% 
respectively, compared with 12% and 8% reductions respectively for Options 1 and 4B. 

Benefit�Cost Assessment of Targeted Mitigation Options 

For each targeted option the Net Present Value (NPV) of Average Annual Damages was 
determined. The benefit of each option was then determined as the reduction in the NPV of 
damages for that option compared with existing conditions, as follows: 

• Option 1: $5.18 million 

• Option 2: $16.38 million 

• Option 4B: $7.69 million 

• Option 5B: $19.41 million 

Capital costs for the 4 targeted mitigation options are estimated to be: 
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• Option 1: $12.77 million 

• Option 2: $5.89 million 

• Option 4B: $2.07 million 

• Option 5B: $15.48 million 

Using the reduction in the NPV of damages for each targeted option (the 'benefit') and the 
capital cost estimate (the 'cost'), the benefit;cost (B/C) ratios for each option were determined as 
follows: 

• Option 1: B/C = 0.4 

• Option 2: B/C;= 2.8 

• Option 4B: B/C;= 3.7 

• Option 5B: B/C;= 1.3 

A B/C ratio exceeding unity (1) usually means an option is worth considering further (i.e. benefit 
of option is greater than cost of implementing). Options 2 and 4B have the highest benefit;cost 
ratios, being 2.8 and 3.7 respectively. These are relatively high values and demonstrate the 
considerable worthiness of these options. The benefit;cost ratio of Option 1 is well below unity 
(0.4) and hence does not warrant further consideration. 

Option 4B, although having the highest benefit;cost ratio, was excluded based on an 
assessment of flood hazard and risk. This option would create a new formal overland floodway 
through the CBD in the right overbank area, and this would create an isolated 'flood island' 
between this floodway and the Ironbark Creek Channel to the west. This option would increase 
hazard in the commercial centre including during evacuation, with the increased hazard being 
even greater for properties located within the 'flood island'. 

With Option 4B excluded on this basis and Option 1 excluded on the basis of a very low benefit;
cost ratio (B/C = 0.4), the two viable options are Option 2 (B/C = 2.8) and Option 5B (B/C=1.3). 

The discussion following Tables ES�2 and ES�3 demonstrates that Options 2 and 5B have a 
substantial impact in reducing the number of buildings with above floor flooding and reducing 
tangible flood damages. The beneficial impact is proportionately greater for the higher probability 
design events (greatest impact occurs for the 10% AEP event). 

Indeed it was shown that the beneficial impact of Option 5B is slightly greater than Option 2, 
however this comes at substantially greater capital cost. The implementation cost for Option 5B 
is $15.48M compared with $5.89M for Option 2, and the greater cost is further reflected in a 
substantially lower benefit;cost ratio for Option 5B (B/C 1.3 v. B/C 2.8). 

The reduction in hazard provided by Options 2 and 5B for the Wallsend Commercial Centre is 
similar and substantially lower than for existing conditions. For existing conditions the 1% AEP 
flood hazard outside of the channel displays significant areas of H5 (extreme) hazard. Options 2 
and 5B each substantially reduce the 1% AEP flood hazard outside of the channel, with the 
hazard being predominantly in the H2 and H3 categories with some areas of H1 category on the 
periphery of the inundated areas. 

Comparing the 1% AEP hazard between Option 2 and Option 5B, there is slightly higher hazard 
for Option 2 (H3 v. H2) to the west and north of the Tyrrell Street / Nelson Street intersection. 
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This has some implications for evacuation, but can be addressed with minor 'levee' works in 
Tyrrell Street. 

Preferred Option 

As discussed above, the two viable options are Option 2 (B/C = 2.8) and Option 5B (B/C=1.3). 
Based on a superior benefit;cost ratio of 2.8, Option 2 was confirmed as the preferred option. 
Although the beneficial impact of Option 5B is slightly greater than Option 2, this comes at a 
substantially greater capital cost which is reflected in the substantially lower benefit;cost ratio. 

Option 2 involves the removal of two road bridges (Tyrrell and Boscawen Streets) and 
increasing the flow conveyance of the Nelson Street Bridge. Works to increase flow conveyance 
can include removing or modifying obstructions (fences, suspended pipes, etc) that may trap 
debris and block flow, modifications on the upstream side (to abutments, pier and deck girders) 
to reduce entry losses, installing new railings that do not impede flow over or around the bridge. 

The removal of the two bridges will have substantial implications for access and traffic 
management in the Wallsend Commercial Centre, and as a result the Nelson Street Bridge will 
need to convey an increased traffic volume. 

The cost estimate of $5.9M for Option 2 incorporates an amount of $2.7M (including design and 
contingency allowances) for road works and traffic management modifications in Wallsend. 

A more detailed assessment of road works and traffic management implications should be 
undertaken to confirm the required modifications under Option 2. 

Feasibility of Protection and Guidelines on Building Assessment and Strengthening 

The structural stability assessment of designated buildings was used together with the hydraulic 
modelling results to review the structural adequacy of identified critical building elements and to 
assess (for the preferred option) the feasibility of protection of designated buildings and other 
buildings on the floodplain. This included consideration of hazard reduction, flash flooding, 
evacuation and the viability of shelter;in;place. Subsequently for the preferred option, general 
guidance was prepared for assessing building structural condition and strengthening, although 
this is not feasible for the PMF. 

The “Standard for Construction of Buildings in Flood Hazard Areas” (ABCB, 2012) is applicable 
to flood prone areas in Australia, but the guidelines are not suitable for flood depths greater than 
1m or velocities exceeding 1.5 m/s. Therefore they are not suitable for large flood events 
(including the PMF) and buildings in proximity to the Ironbark Creek Channel in Wallsend. 

Given the magnitude of flood forces within the Wallsend Commercial Centre area it is not 
considered feasible to strengthen buildings to withstand PMF flood forces or to provide onsite 
flood refuge above the PMF level. Therefore the community will need to consider a lesser 
standard and ultimately decide whether to relocate the Wallsend Commercial Centre to flood 
free land in the longer term. 

Property Acquisition and Implementation Strategy 

The City of Newcastle envisaged the likelihood for a considerable extent of property acquisition 
to support the adopted mitigation option, based on the key recommendations in the FRMP that 
targeted the reduction of flood risk by creating a flowpath with greatly enhanced conveyance 
through the Wallsend Commercial Centre area. 

The preferred option (Option 2) requires bridges at Tyrrell and Boscawen Streets to be removed 
and modifications to the Nelson Street Bridge to enhance flow conveyance. However, at this 
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time there are no properties identified for acquisition and demolition under Option 2. Subject to 
the completion of a traffic management assessment, there may be a need to acquire a 3m wide 
strip of land (120m long) to allow widening of Bunn Street between Tyrrell and Nelson Streets. 

An adjunct to Option 2 is to include a minor 'levee' that is proposed to be constructed in Tyrrell 
Street to both reduce hazard in the area of the Tyrrell Street / Nelson Street intersection and 
increase the time for evacuation along Nelson Street and elsewhere. The works are envisaged 
to be located wholly within the road reserve and hence do not require property acquisition. 

To promptly expedite the preferred option and to gain the maximum benefit particularly in terms 
of flood risk and hazard reduction, it is recommended that the CoN Floodplain Risk Management 
Committee (FRMC) should drive the core phases of the preferred option and the Essential 
Partner Activities. 

The core phases of the preferred option that need to be executed to enable timely 
implementation include: 

• Assess traffic management impacts of the preferred mitigation option. 

• Detailed design of preferred mitigation option. 

• Arrange funding and construction of preferred mitigation option. 

Throughout these implementation phases the FRMC should encourage active community 
involvement so as to promote local ownership of the project and to assist in shaping the final 
form of the works. 

There are also Essential Partner Activities to the preferred mitigation option, that need to be 
jointly pursued to gain the maximum benefit from the preferred option particularly in terms of 
flood risk and hazard reduction. The FRMC should also take a lead role in advancing partnering 
in the following activities: 

• Planning policies that are cognizant of the high flood risk and hazard in the commercial 
centre and adjacent areas. 

• Emergency management ; in particular emergency evacuation routes should be investigated 
in consultation with the State Emergency Service. 

• Building strengthening and shelter;in;place. (NOTE: This is not feasible for the PMF, and 
therefore the community would need to consider a lesser standard. 

In the longer term, particularly if significant strides are not made with the abovementioned 
Essential Partner Activities, it would be appropriate to consider relocating the Wallsend 
Commercial Centre to flood free land.  

In the meantime it will be necessary to make people aware that there is a limit to the magnitude 
of flood that can be safely managed with building strengthening and onsite flood refuge. Onsite 
flood refuge can only be considered as 'the line of last defence' and this must be widely 
promoted in the community. 

The implementation strategy is summarised in the following table. 
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Table ES	4 	 Summary of Implementation Strategy 

Category Core Phases Funding Source Start Duration 

Preferred 
Mitigation 

Option 

(Option 2) 

Traffic 
Management 
Investigation 

CoN           
($20,000 est.) 

Immediate 3 months 

Detailed Design1 

CoN / OEH / 
Treasury       

($5.89M est.) 

12;18 months 
(once grant 

funding 
approved)1 

6;12 months 

Construction1 After Detailed 
Design 

12 months 

Duration to Implement Preferred Mitigation Option 33�45 months 

Essential 
Partner 

Activities 

Planning Policies 
& Emergency 
Management 

CoN, OEH, SES, 
BoM 

Immediate Ongoing 

Building 
Strengthening  
and shelter;in;

place2 

CoN, OEH, 
Owners 

3;6 months 

Ongoing 
(substantial 

implementation 
within 5;10 yrs) 

Note 1: CoN has lodged a grant application for detailed design. Commencement of construction is subject to funding 
approval, and if not forthcoming may cause delays to the projected timeline. 

Note 2: Building strengthening and shelter;in;place are not feasible for the PMF, and therefore the community would 
need to consider a lesser standard and ultimately decide whether to relocate the Wallsend Commercial Centre to 
flood free land in the longer term. In the meantime it will be necessary to make people aware that there is a limit to the 
magnitude of flood that can be safely managed with building strengthening and onsite flood refuge. Onsite flood 
refuge can only be considered as 'the line of last defence' and this must be widely promoted in the community. 
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The following formal presentations were made to the community and relevant stakeholders 
during preparation of the study: 

• 4th June 2014 ; Newcastle Floodplain Risk Management Committee ; presentation outlining 
report progress and findings at that date, including question and answer session. (Venue: 
CoN). 

• 5th November 2014 ; Community Information Session ; presentation outlining report progress 
and findings at that date, including question and answer session. (Venue: Wallsend Library). 

• 12th March 2015 Newcastle Floodplain Risk Management Committee and representatives of 
relevant community groups ; presentation outlining report findings, including question and 
answer session. (Venue: Wallsend Library). 

It is expected that the draft report will be placed on public exhibition during the May/June period 
of 2015. 
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City of Newcastle 
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U/S Upstream 
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1  INTRODUCTION 

1.1  Background to Flooding 

Flood risks in the Ironbark Creek Catchment have been the subject of numerous studies. In 
2008, a catchment wide Flood Study, titled Wallsend – Plattsburg (Ironbark Creek) Flood Study 
was completed by DHI Australia (DHI, 2008). It is referred to herein as the 2008 flood study, and 
Plate 1�1 shows the extent of the catchment modelled. It included the development and 
calibration of an integrated one and two;dimensional (1D and 2D) hydraulic model of the 
Ironbark Creek floodplain. The model was calibrated using surveyed flood marks from significant 
flood events that occurred in 1988 and 2007. The 2008 flood study demonstrated that during 
major flood events, significant ‘out of channel’ flow occurs through the Wallsend Commercial 
Centre, creating significant risks to life, property and infrastructure. The commercial centre is 
also referred to herein as the Wallsend CBD. 

Following completion of the 2008 flood study, the City of Newcastle (CoN) commissioned 
Worley Parsons to prepare a Floodplain Risk Management Study (FRMS) and Floodplain Risk 
Management Plan (FRMP) for the Wallsend Commercial Centre. The FRMS conceptually 
investigated numerous flood mitigation options. Options considered ranged from flood warning 
systems, strengthening of existing structures, establishment of flood refuges and civil and 
structural engineering works to improve flow conveyance. For each option, the FRMS 
conceptually considered the potential flood mitigation benefit, implementation costs and social 
impacts. 

Key recommendations in the FRMP targeted the reduction of flood risk by creating a flowpath 
with greatly enhanced conveyance through the Wallsend Commercial Centre area. This 
included two main components: 

• Increasing the flow capacity under Minmi Road; and 

• Removing designated buildings and bridges, and widening the Ironbark Creek Channel 
between the downstream end of the Stockland Wallsend shopping centre and Federal Park. 

In regard to the flood hazard the FRMP states: 

"The Wallsend Commercial Centre presents a significant floodplain constriction between 
Wallsend Park and Federal Park, where the creek is confined to a narrow concrete lined 
channel. On both sides of the channel, commercial buildings act as a barrier to overbank 
flood flows. In effect, the shops and other commercial buildings act like a dam causing large 
floods to build up a ‘head’ of water upstream of Nelson St to push the flow through. This 
build up creates the energy to force floodwater along the streets and through the carparks of 
the business district i.e. the streets are default flood paths. In large floods the flow through 
the streets and carparks can be fast moving with strong and dangerous currents." 

A principal of the proposed works was to reduce the force of flash flood waters in extreme 
events (where the risk to life is greatest) from present conditions where most buildings (including 
Stockland Wallsend shopping centre) would be in danger of collapse, to a lesser force which 
would enable practical strengthening of buildings as a prerequisite to providing upper storey 
refuges. However, it was found in this current study that given the magnitude of flood forces 
within the Wallsend Commercial Centre area it is not considered feasible to strengthen buildings 
to withstand PMF flood forces or to provide onsite flood refuge above the PMF level. 
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Plate 1	1 – Ironbark Creek Catchment to Minmi Road (Source: DHI, 2008) 
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The CoN engaged SMEC Australia Pty Ltd (SMEC) to determine the feasibility of the options 
recommended in the FRMP, and to develop an appropriate implementation strategy based on 
the flood risk and resourcing available. 

The Consultant Brief (the Brief) for this study, based on the findings of the FRMP, nominated the 
following specific flood mitigation options for assessment: 

1. Enlarged waterway area for Minmi Road Bridge (bridge replacement envisaged); 
2. Removal of Tyrrell and Boscawen Street Bridges and enhance flow conveyance of 

Nelson Street Bridge; 
3. Removal of designated commercial centre buildings on left bank (west of channel); 
4. Removal of designated commercial centre buildings on right bank (east of channel); and 
5. New larger channel in the Wallsend Commercial Centre. 

The Brief called for the feasibility of each of the options to be assessed separately and 'all 
together'. Also the Brief required a desk;top assessment and recommendations regarding a 
proposed pseudo;levee in Tyrrell Street ; its intended purpose being to increase the available 
time for evacuation along Nelson Street. 

The work undertaken for this present study informs the final stage of the NSW Government’s 
floodplain risk management process (refer Plate 2�2). The study focuses on the Wallsend 
Commercial Centre as well as the downstream Federal Park area to Minmi Road and the Irving 
Street tributary on the eastern side of the commercial centre. The commercial centre is shown in 
Plate 1�2, while the overall Study Area is shown in Plate 2�1. 

 

Plate 1	2 – Wallsend Commercial Centre (Source: FRMS, Worley Parsons, 2009a) 

 

1.2  Key Components of the Study 

The key components of this study include: 

• Review existing flood models, assessment methods and provide revised information on 
existing flood behaviour and hazards in the Wallsend Commercial Centre area. 
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• Analyse sensitivity of flood model predictions to rising sea levels and rainfall intensities (due 
to climate change), and advise flood risk implications. 

• Structurally assess designated buildings adjacent to Ironbark Creek to determine the likely 
risk of failure during a range of design flood events including the Probable Maximum Flood 
(PMF). 

• Undertake building audits and property valuations for potential property acquisitions may 
support flood mitigation options. 

• Investigate feasible flood mitigation options and undertake hydraulic modelling to assess the 
impact on flood behaviour. 

• Prepare a short list options, assess potential reduction of flood risk and damages, then 
establish benefit;cost profiles. 

• Determine a preferred option, then recommend a property acquisition strategy and prioritised 
implementation strategy. 

1.3  Report Structure 

This report is structured as follows: 

• Section 1 � Introduction. 

• Section 2 � Background Information – provides details of the existing floodplain 
characteristics, historic flood events, previous studies and relevant guidelines and policies. 

• Section 3 – Review of Available Data and Flood Models –reviews hydrologic and 
hydraulic models used for the 2008 flood study, and determines suitability for the present 
study. Outlines model updates and re;calibration using the available surveyed flood marks 
for 1988 and 2007 floods. 

• Section 4 – Assessment of Existing Flood Behaviour – updated existing conditions flood 
model used to estimate the existing flood characteristics for the 10%, 1%, 0.2% Annual 
Exceedance Probability (AEP) design flood events as well as the Probable Maximum Flood 
(PMF) event. Model results used to assess existing level of flood risk within the Study Area. 

• Section 5 – Assessment of Designated Buildings – discusses the assessment of 
designated buildings adjacent to the Ironbark Creek Channel and associated flood risk 
implications. Includes property valuation, building survey audits and structural assessment. 

• Section 6 – Assessment of Potential Flood Mitigation Options – various flood mitigation 
options were assessed hydraulically, particularly the potential to reduce flood level, velocity 
and hazard. Culminated in 4 targeted mitigation options for further detailed assessment. 

• Section 7 – Assessment of Flood Damages – flood damage assessment for existing 
conditions and the 4 targeted mitigation options. The reduction in flood damages compared 
with existing conditions established the 'benefit' of each option. 

• Section 8 – Cost�Benefit Analysis – presents capital cost estimates for each of the 
mitigation options. Using these costs and the benefits established in Section 7, a benefit;
cost assessment was undertaken for the 4 targeted options. 
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• Section 9 – Likelihood of Building Failure and Building Strengthening – structural 
stability assessment of designated buildings. Assesses likelihood of building failure and 
feasibility of building strengthening. Develops guidelines for building strengthening. 

• Section 10 – Property Acquisition and Implementation Strategy – presents a prioritised 
works implementation plan for the preferred option that optimises the benefit of potential 
funding for flood mitigation works. 

• Section 11 – References 

 

A range of technical investigations supported this study, as follows: 

• Wallsend CBD Flood Modelling: Bridge Blockage Guideline (SMEC, 2014a).  This 
discussion paper provides detailed information and justification to support the methods and 
assumptions applied to modelling bridge blockages within the Wallsend Commercial Centre 
area, for both existing and post;mitigation scenarios. 

• Wallsend Floodplain Risk Management Plan � Implementation Works: Structural 
Assessment (Draft � SMEC, 2014b).  This report details a structural condition assessment 
for designated buildings that are located adjacent to the Ironbark Creek channel. The 
outcomes of this report are used to inform the flood risk for existing conditions and for a 
range of mitigation options, and to further assess the preferred option. 

• Wallsend Floodplain Risk Management Plan � Building Survey Audit: Architectural 
Report (Draft � EJE, 2013).  This report provides key architectural information on selected 
buildings that are located adjacent to the Ironbark Creek Channel. The information in this 
report was used to inform property valuations, assess the potential for safe flood egress and 
to identify options for potential flood refuge. 

• Preliminary Valuation Report � Wallsend Floodplain Risk Management Plan Various 
Properties, Wallsend NSW 2287, (Draft � Preston Rowe Paterson, 2013). Provides 
valuations for the designated properties that have been identified for potential acquisition. 

• Review of Model Used In Previous 2008 Flood Study. Details the review of hydrologic 
and hydraulic models used for the 2008 flood study, and determines suitability of the models 
for the present study. 

• Assessment of Flood Damages.  Quantifies tangible flood damages for existing conditions 
and the 4 targeted flood mitigation options. 

• Capital Cost Estimates for Mitigation Options. Presents capital cost estimates of the 4 
targeted flood mitigation options. 

• Wallsend Floodplain Risk Management Plan � Implementation Works: Building 
Condition Assessment (Draft � SMEC, 2014c). This report assesses the structural 
condition of the designated buildings. It can be used in conjunction with the Structural 
Assessment Report to assess and design building strengthening for designated buildings 
and other buildings in the Wallsend Commercial Centre area and the wider Wallsend 
floodplain. (NOTE: Specific structural engineering advice must be sought to design and 
certify building assessment and strengthening to BCA requirements and associated 
Australian Standards). 
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1.4  Acknowledgments 

This study was supported by state government funding administered by the NSW Office of 
Environment and Heritage (OEH) and also funding provided by the City of Newcastle (CoN). 

The CoN Floodplain Risk Management Committee is the formal body responsible for overall 
guidance of this study. A technical sub;committee was responsible for regular oversighting of 
the study progress and its outcomes. The sub;committee comprised officers of CoN, officers of 
OEH and SMEC project team members. 

Members of the technical sub;committee met on at least 8 occasions to review progress and 
confirm the direction of investigations and the findings of the study. Also, SMEC's Project 
Manager and other project team members had regular contact with relevant CoN officers and 
sub;committee members, including a further 5 informal meetings, 2 site inspections and regular 
telephone contact and email correspondence. 

During this study valuable feedback was received from a range of sources including the 
Wallsend community, the CoN Floodplain Risk Management Committee, CoN officers, OEH 
officers and the technical sub;committee members. 

Formal presentations were made to the community and relevant stakeholders, as follows. 

• 4th June 2014 ; Newcastle Floodplain Risk Management Committee ; presentation outlining 
report progress and findings at that date, including question and answer session. (Venue: 
CoN). 

• 5th November 2014 ; Community Information Session ; presentation outlining report 
progress and findings at that date, including question and answer session. (Venue: Wallsend 
Library). 

• 12th March 2015 Newcastle Floodplain Risk Management Committee and representatives of 
relevant community groups ; presentation outlining report findings, including question and 
answer session. (Venue: Wallsend Library). 

It is expected that the draft report will be placed on public exhibition during the May/June period 
of 2015. 
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2  BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

This section provides information on: 

• The existing characteristics of the Ironbark Creek floodplain; 

• NSW Government's floodplain risk management process and the objectives of this study; 
and 

• Previous studies and guidelines that have been considered in this study. 

2.1  Characteristics of Ironbark Creek Floodplain 

The Wallsend Commercial Centre (refer Plate 1�1) occupies an area of about 18ha. It is 
bounded by Cowper Street to the south, Bunn Street to the west, Low Street to the east and 
Federal Park to the south. Ironbark Creek drains through the centre of the commercial area. 

Upstream of Cowper Street Ironbark Creek exists as a wide grassed channel, but through the 
commercial centre Ironbark Creek is reduced to a concrete lined channel. Parts of the 
commercial centre (notably bridges and buildings) present a significant flooding constriction. 
Commercial buildings line both sides of the channel and bridges at major road crossings of the 
channel have limited waterway area. These constrictions mean that flows in excess of the 
channel capacity are forced through the streets and carpark areas of the business district. 

This is highlighted in the following quote from the FRMP: 

“The Wallsend Commercial Centre presents a significant floodplain constriction between 
Wallsend Park and Federal Park, where the creek is confined to a narrow concrete lined 
channel. On both sides of the channel, commercial buildings act as a barrier to overbank 
flood flows. In effect, the shops and other commercial buildings act like a dam causing large 
floods to build up a ‘head’ of water upstream of Nelson St to push the flow through. This 
build up creates the energy to force floodwater along the streets and through the carparks of 
the business district i.e. the streets are default flood paths. In large floods the flow through 
the streets and carparks can be fast moving with strong and dangerous current.” 

The channel through the commercial centre varies between about 10 to 15m wide and has a 
typical longitudinal grade of 0.2%. There are bridge crossings at Tyrrell Street (refer to Photo 1), 
Nelson Street (refer to Photo 2) and Boscawen Street (refer to Photo 3 and Photo 4). The 
overbank area on both sides of the channel comprises a mixture of commercial and residential 
properties as well as general streetscape and carpark areas. 

Immediately downstream of the Wallsend Commercial Centre a watercourse referred to as the 
Irving Street Tributary (refer to Photo 5) joins the Ironbark Creek Channel. In this area a number 
of sporting fields are located to the west of the Ironbark Creek Channel while the eastern 
overbank area is characterised by industrial land uses. Downstream of the Federal Park sporting 
fields, the concrete lined channel transitions into an excavated vegetated channel that continues 
under Minmi Road to Hexham Swamp. Minmi Road comprises a substantial embankment that 
elevates the road surface above the surrounding floodplain, with a twin span bridge constructed 
over the Ironbark Creek Channel (refer to Photo 6). 

Plate 2�1 diagrammatically describes the key features of the Ironbark Creek floodplain within the 
study area. Plate 2�1 also denotes the location of the abovementioned photographs. 
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Plate 2	1 – Study Area with Key Features of Ironbark Creek Floodplain 
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Photo 1 on the left shows the Tyrrell Street Bridge looking downstream. Photo 2 on the right 
shows the Nelson Street Bridge looking downstream. 

 

Photo 3 on the left shows the Boscawen Street Bridge looking downstream. Photo 4 on the 
right shows the Boscawen Street Bridge looking upstream. 

Photo 5 on the left shows the Irving Street tributary looking downstream. Photo 6 on the right 
shows the Minmi Road Bridge looking downstream. 
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2.2  The Floodplain Risk Management Process 

The 'Floodplain Development Manual: the management of flood liable land' (FDM ; DIPNR, 
2005) recommends a process for the development and implementation of floodplain risk 
management plans. This process is outlined in Plate 2�2. 

This study informs the final stage of the NSW Government’s floodplain risk management 
process for the Wallsend Commercial Centre area. Specifically this study assesses the 
feasibility of the options recommended in the FRMP, and develops an appropriate 
implementation strategy based on the flood risk and resourcing available. 

 

 

Plate 2	2 – The Floodplain Risk Management Process (Source: FDM, DIPNR, 2005) 

 

2.3  Objectives of This Study 

The primary goal of the present study is to undertake investigations to determine the feasibility 
of these five options for creating a flow path to increase flow conveyance, to consider revised or 
alternative options as appropriate, and to determine a preferred option (or option combination) 
and an associated implementation strategy. (NOTE:  Additionally, a pseudo;levee in Tyrrell 
Street, which could provide more time for evacuation along Nelson Street, is to be desk;top 
assessed). 
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The key objectives of this study are to: 

• Review existing flood models, assessment methods and provide revised information on 
existing flood behaviour and hazards in the Wallsend Commercial Centre area. 

• Analyse sensitivity of flood model predictions to rising sea levels and rainfall intensities (due 
to climate change), and advise flood risk implications. 

• Structurally assess designated buildings adjacent to Ironbark Creek to determine the likely 
risk of failure during a range of design flood events including the PMF. 

• Undertake building audits and property valuations for potential property acquisitions that may 
support flood mitigation options. 

• Investigate feasible flood mitigation options and undertake hydraulic modelling to assess the 
impact on flood behaviour. 

• Prepare a short list of options (targeted options), assess potential reduction of flood risk and 
damages, assess capital costs, then establish benefit;cost profiles. 

• Determine a preferred option, then develop a property acquisition strategy and prioritised 
implementation strategy. 

In summary, this study comprises core components, being: 

• Hydrologic and Hydraulic Investigations; 

• Structural and Building Analysis; and 

• Property Acquisition and Implementation Strategy. 

2.4  Relevant Guidelines and Studies 

Guidelines, policies and previous studies pertaining to the Ironbark Creek catchment and the 
Wallsend Commercial Centre area were reviewed, with references of particular relevance being: 

• ‘Newcastle City@wide Floodplain Risk Management Study and Plan’, (BMT WBM, 2012). 

• 'Newcastle Development Control Plan 2012', (CoN, 2012). 

• ‘Floodplain Risk Management Study for the Wallsend Commercial Centre’, (Worley Parsons, 
2009a) ; investigated a large number of flood mitigation options, and recommended an 
approach aimed at reducing flood risk by creating a flowpath with greatly enhanced 
conveyance through the Wallsend Commercial Centre area. 

• ‘Floodplain Risk Management Plan for the Wallsend Commercial Centre’, (Worley Parsons, 
2009b) ; based on the findings of the FRMS, the FRMP presents the adopted plan for 
reducing flood risk in the commercial centre. 

• ‘Wallsend@Plattsburg (Ironbark Creek) Flood Study’; (DHI, 2008) ; established hydrologic and 
hydraulic flood models to examine the viability of flood mitigation options for the Wallsend 
Commercial Centre area. These models were used in the 2009 FRMS (Worley Parsons, 
2009a) and form the basis for modelling in the present study. 

• 'Newcastle Flood Policy 2004', (CoN, 2004). 
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3  REVIEW OF AVAILABLE DATA AND FLOOD MODELS 

3.1  Data Compilation and Review 

A review of available data has been undertaken, including: 

• Existing studies outlined within Section 2. 

• Hydrological and hydraulic models developed for the 2008 flood study and subsequently 
used during development of the FRMS. 

• Available survey, LiDAR data, aerial photography and other GIS data. 

• Floor level survey information carried out by the CoN (2000), and more recent floor level 
survey (2011) for buildings within the study area. 

At the start of the project an inception meeting was held with Council officers and other relevant 
stakeholders to discuss the proposed methodology. This also allowed SMEC to gain a greater 
insight into the flooding behaviour within the Wallsend Commercial Centre and surrounding 
areas. Subsequent to the inception meeting, and following completion of the data review, a 
detailed site inspection was undertaken with nominated Council staff and other relevant 
stakeholders (including local landholders and business owners). The purpose of the site 
inspection was to: 

• Identify hydraulic controls, floodplain characteristics and the extent and nature of existing 
development within areas that are likely to be flood prone land; 

• Develop a photograph library that was used throughout this study; 

• Ground truth available data; and 

• Identify data gaps, their significance and any measures required to address the deficiency. 

3.2  Overview of Flood Models Used in Previous 2008 Flood Study 

A review was completed of the flood models developed for the 2008 flood study, which 
comprised: 

• Hydrology of Wallsend;Plattsburg 12.4 km2 catchment (XP;RAFTS software). 

• Integrated one;dimensional (1D) two;dimensional (2D) hydraulic model of Ironbark Creek 
and its tributaries (MIKE FLOOD software). The modelling was calibrated using surveyed 
flood marks from the 1988 and 2007 flood events. 

In broad terms the review involved: 

• Assessing model input parameters and model setup. 

• Confirming suitability of models. 
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3.3  Review Outcomes � Hydrologic Model 

As outlined in the 2008 flood study the XP;RAFTS hydrologic model remains largely unchanged 
since it was first developed by Cardno Lawson & Treloar in the late 1990s. 

The XP;RAFTS hydrologic model has been reviewed for model setup, model parameters and 
the process for generating inflows in required 'dfs0' input file format for the MIKE FLOOD 
hydraulic model. The XP;RAFTS model has not been reviewed for rainfall, topography or land;
use inputs.  

Following review the XP;RAFTS model was considered fit for purpose. The main outcomes of 
the review are: 

• The existing hydrology uses a 10% AEP design event rather than 5% AEP as specified in 
the Brief. It was subsequently confirmed with the CoN that the 10% AEP event would be 
used in this study in lieu of the 5% AEP event nominated in the Brief. 

• A storage coefficient multiplier (Bx) of 2 has been applied within the XP;RAFTS hydrologic 
model. This is higher the default Bx value of 1. However this is considered reasonable given 
the large amount of catchment storage within the Ironbark Creek catchment as evidenced 
during subsequent calibration to the 2007 event. 

• Discharge hydrographs including the peak discharge values generated by the hydrologic 
model for the designated design storm events were found to be suitable for input into the 
hydraulic model. 

3.4  Review Outcomes � Hydraulic Model 

As outlined in the 2008 flood study the MIKE FLOOD model was originally developed in the mid 
2000s. It provides a linked 1D and 2D schematisation of the floodplain, using a 4m square grid 
bathymetry derived from photogrammetry. This enables the 2D (MIKE 21) component to provide 
general coverage of the floodplain, while the 1D model component (MIKE11) developed earlier 
by Cardno Lawson & Treloar represents key waterways as 1D elements (e.g. concrete lined 
channels). The 1D elements are hence represented at sub;grid scale for improved assessment 
of conveyance. 

3.4.1  ARR Revision Projects 

The hydraulic model review incorporated the latest applicable developments in the major 
revision to Australian Rainfall and Runoff (ARR ; IEAust, 1987) that is currently nearing 
completion. In particular the hydraulic model review included and assessment in terms of two 
major ARR revision projects, namely: 

• Project 11 – Blockage of Hydraulic Structures 

• Project 15 – 2D Modelling in Urban & Rural Floodplains 

3.4.2  Input Parameters and Model Schematisation 

The MIKE FLOOD model has been reviewed by SMEC for model schematisation and input 
parameters. In summary, the review showed the model to be reliable and fit for purpose. It was 
however updated and modified where appropriate, as detailed below: 
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• Bathymetry downstream of Minmi Road and downstream boundary conditions used in the 
FRMS and 2008 flood study were reviewed. It was decided to proceed using LiDAR derived 
elevation levels downstream of Minmi Road with a QH (discharge;stage) relation at the 
downstream boundary. 

• The overtopping of bridges within the Wallsend Commercial Centre area has been 
implemented as bathymetry (via the 2D grid) rather than 1D weir structures within MIKE11. A 
sensitivity test during re;calibration was undertaken to determine if weir overflows should be 
directly implemented in the MIKE11 component of the model (results indicated this was not 
necessary). 

• A Delta value of 0.95 (hydrodynamic weighting parameter between upstream and 
downstream control of momentum) has been applied in the MIKE11 model. Lower Delta 
values were trialled during the model re;calibration process (results indicated lower values 
had a negative impact on model stability and the original values were retained). 

• Some MIKE FLOOD model coupling parameters applied in the model are not recommended 
values (although these were recommended at the time). These were updated to the current 
recommended parameters and are not expected to impact significantly on the results. 

3.4.3  Bathymetry Update 

The previous hydraulic model employed a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) based on digital 
photography available at the time of the study. However, the CoN were able to provide LiDAR 
data for the Newcastle LGA current at December 2011. The DEM used with the MIKE FLOOD 
model has therefore been updated to incorporate this latest LiDAR survey. This change to the 
underlying bathymetry is the most significant change made to the model, and is discussed 
below. 

More recent LiDAR data capture for the Newcastle LGA (as at 2.12.2011) is held by the CoN ;
post processing was completed by an external consultant in March 2012. The DEM has been 
updated to include this LiDAR data. Key original features (including buildings, coupled cell 
values and Minmi Road elevations) have been retained. Previously, ground survey was used to 
define structures in the floodplain including bridges, culverts and pipes. This data is included in 
the existing hydraulic model and is considered suitable for this study. 

The latest LiDAR data was provided as a series of one kilometre square tiles of one metre grid 
raster data. This data has been utilised to update the original model bathymetry (DEM) outside 
of the ‘dry land’ areas and buildings. The process for updating the bathymetry was as follows: 

1. Make a selection of all areas that are not ‘dry land’ or buildings. 
2. Make a selection of values blocked along the MIKE11 alignments and coupled cells. 
3. Using the original bathymetry, excise all values based on the selections above. 
4. Establish a new bathymetry with the same overall dimensions as the original bathymetry. 
5. Stamp in the resulting grid from 3 (selected original grid data). 
6. Stamp in original features including Minmi Road. 

The bathymetry values for coupled cells have deliberately been carried over to the updated 
model bathymetry to take advantage of the model stability achieved in the original model setup. 

Difference map between the updated bathymetry and the original bathymetry (updated minus 
original) is shown in Plate 3�1 and Plate 3�2. There are considerable areas of greater than 0.1 
m difference between the original and updated bathymetries. In percentage terms, about 60% of 
cells have a difference greater than 0.1m (either higher or lower). Within this figure, the split is 
roughly even between higher and lower. The impact of this on the model results is expected to 
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be relatively minor, particularly in relation to the magnitude of hydraulic losses associated with 
bridge blockage (refer Section 3.6 ) within the Wallsend Commercial Centre area. 

 

Plate 3	1 @ Bathymetry Difference – Updated minus Original 
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Plate 3	2 @ Bathymetry Difference – as per Plate 3@2 with Additional Colour Graduations 

 

The bathymetry values derived from the latest LiDAR have also been applied downstream of 
Minmi Road. For the downstream boundary condition a QH (discharge;stage) relation is applied 
in the model. The downstream boundary is located about 200m downstream of Minmi Road and 
this is expected to be sufficient to ensure the Minmi Road region is not boundary affected. 
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3.4.4  Bridge Overtopping Implementation Sensitivity 

During the bathymetry updating process it was observed that due to the previous model setup, 
flow is required to exit the concrete lined channels via lateral coupling to the 2D grid in order to 
accommodate surcharge flow at bridges, as opposed to weir flow over the roads. The effect of 
this versus other bridge overtopping implementation methods was originally not known. 

Therefore an alternative simulation was trialled using the 2hr PMF event with the bridges 
implemented as weirs within the 1D component of the model. The weirs represent the 
overtopping component as a MIKE11 weir structure and the cells in the 2D bathymetry that 
account for the bridge width were removed. Blockage proportions for hydraulic structures (i.e. 
bridges) in the PMF were based on calibration values used in the 2008 flood study, as this 
assessment was done prior to the development of 'design' event bridge blockages for this study 
(refer Section 3.6). 

The difference in maximum water levels was most prominent in the region between Cowper 
Street and Boscawen Street and varied between 0.1m and 0.3m. The variation in maximum 
PMF water level resulting from varying the bridge implementation method is shown at Figure 4. 
For the purposes of this study the difference is not considered significant, particularly as the 
model has been calibrated to two historic events. Hence, the original bridge implementation 
approach was retained. 

3.4.5  Grid Resolution and Building Representation 

The model review and re;calibration was extended in May 2014 by the CoN to include review of 
a number of research studies relating to hydraulic model grid resolution and building 
representation, and to report on these aspects in relation to the approach used in the 2008 
Wallsend hydraulic model. This relates to the latest industry approach to two;dimensional 
hydraulic modelling for urban areas, and in particular included assessment of the Wallsend 
model's 4m fixed grid spacing, the merits of a smaller grid spacing or flexi;grid arrangement, and 
the means of schematising buildings. Specifically, the appropriateness (or otherwise) of the 
following matters were examined: 

• The 4m x 4m fixed grid finite difference hydraulic model (as used in the 2008 flood study); 

• Whether it would be better to use a smaller fixed grid, say 2m x 2m or 1m x 1m; 

• Whether it would be better to use a finite element 'flexi;grid' model in lieu of the finite 
difference model; and 

• Whether the means of representing buildings and their impact on flooding in the 4m x 4m 
fixed grid model should be changed. 

Conclusions reached from a detailed assessment of these matters are outlined below: 

• Fixed Grid Finite Difference Modelling Approach. As discussed in Smith and Wasko 
(2010), the Wallsend model is a finite difference model using a fixed 4m grid. Further, in 
Smith and Wasko (2012) and Smith, Wasko and Miller (2012), following review of grid 
resolutions of 0.5, 1, 2, 5 and 10m, it was shown that grid resolutions of 2m or less are better 
than grid resolutions of 5m or more. This applies particularly for flow directions, identified 
flow paths, magnitude and resolution of flood hazard. There is less of a difference in the 
prediction of peak flood levels. On balance a fixed grid finite difference model using a 4m x 
4m grid (as in the Wallsend model) is considered adequate to support assessment of 
mitigation options requiring adjustment of the model DEM on a property by property basis. It 
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is not considered that a smaller fixed grid (2m x 2m or 1m x 1m) or flexi;grid (finite element) 
model is required. 

• Interpreting Flood Hazard. As discussed in Smith and Mack (2014), the use of 2D 
numerical models (regardless of grid resolution) may under;predict peak flood velocities 
compared with physical model studies and actual historic velocities. This can have 
significant implications for floodplain planning especially where structural stability under flood 
conditions is relied upon for safe refuge. On balance the Wallsend model is considered 
adequate for assessing flood hazard and flood forces, since the most appropriate means of 
representing buildings in the hydraulic model is being used (see below), and structural 
assessments for designated buildings are being completed that will determine flood forces 
with appropriate precision and applied load factors (factor of safety). 

• Representation of Buildings. In Smith and Wasko (2012) and Smith, Wasko and Miller 
(2012), it is concluded that the best performing method when representing buildings in a 
numerical model is to either remove the building footprint from the computational grid or to 
increase the elevation of the building footprint to be above the maximum expected flood 
height. Other methods, while able to reproduce peak flood levels, were not able to 
satisfactorily reproduce flow distributions and flow directions around buildings on the 
floodplain. It follows that flood hazard would only be satisfactorily reproduced using 
numerical model methods that deflected flows around building structures. It is noted that the 
Wallsend hydraulic model uses the two preferred methods to represent buildings, which 
supports a better assessment of flow distributions and flood hazard than other alternative 
methods of representing buildings. 

In summary, the 4m fixed grid finite difference model is considered appropriate for this study to 
assess mitigation options requiring adjustment of the model DEM on a property by property 
basis. It adequately represents buildings and is suitable to assess flood hazard and flood forces. 

3.5  Calibration of Updated Hydraulic Model 

The MIKE FLOOD model as developed by DHI for the 2008 flood study was subsequently used 
by Worley Parsons in the FRMS. It now provides the hydraulic modelling platform for the present 
study, following review and updating including incorporation of the current software engine (at 
the date of modelling). The updated hydraulic model was calibrated to surveyed flood marks for 
the 2007 and 1988 floods events, the same events used for calibration in the 2008 flood study. 
Model parameters for calibration events reflect the relevant catchment and floodplain conditions 
at the time (where known), including floodplain topography and structures on the floodplain. 

3.5.1  Historic Flood Events for Calibration 

The 2008 flood study identified three possible events suitable for calibration, being April 1988, 
February 1990 and June 2007. In the 2008 modelling attempts to validate the model using the 
February 1990 flood event were unsuccessful. In that study a model setup based on the April 
1988 calibration, but using the February 1990 rainfall, typically gave predicted water levels that 
were too high in all areas of the model and specifically more than 1m too high compared to 
historical flood levels in the Wallsend Commercial Centre. 

A comparison of actual rainfall depths and flood mark levels for the various events showed that 
while the actual rainfall depths for the February 1990 flood event are greater than the April 1988 
rainfall depths over a similar duration, the recorded flood levels are much lower than the 1988 
levels. A second model simulation was performed with the February 1990 rainfall reduced by 
20%, but predicted water levels remained higher than the recorded levels, particularly around 
the Wallsend Commercial Centre area. Comparisons with an earlier flood study (CLT, 2004) 
also showed a similar problem with results for the February 1990 event in that study. 
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The 2008 analysis raised issues with the integrity of flood data collected during the 1990 event, 
and therefore for the purposes of model validation, it was not considered further for the 2008 
flood study and is not considered further for this current study. 

Hence, following the updating of the hydrologic and hydraulic models, the hydraulic model was 
calibrated using available data for the April 1988 and June 2007, as was done in the 2008 flood 
study. Representative stage hydrographs used for the two calibration events are shown in 
Figure 1 for Ironbark Creek at Minmi Road. The peak discharges are respectively about 109 
and 140m3/s, as determined by the XP;RAFTS hydrologic model. The time to peak for the main 
rising limb of the hydrographs (from initial rise) is approximately 1.9 hours for the 1988 event 
and 1.1 hours for the 2007 event. (NOTE: Actual flow hydrographs output by the hydraulic 
model at this location will be somewhat different due to the effects of floodplain storage, flow 
attenuation, flow splitting and diversions). 

As was the case for the 2008 flood study, it was necessary during the calibration to make 
allowance for the blockage of hydraulic structures (i.e. bridges). Examination of the 2008 flood 
model setup showed that calibration blockage percentages (for 2007 and 1988 events) in the 
report (DHI, 2008) did not correlate accurately with the bridge openings used in the actual model 
setup. Following closer examination, it was decided to use the bridge openings shown in the 
model setup (not the 2008 flood study report) to establish the bridge blockage percentages that 
were relevant to the 2008 flood study model calibration. 

3.5.2  2007 Event 

The historic flood dataset provided by the CoN contained about 300 surveyed levels for the 
2007 flood event. To avoid ambiguity, these values were rationalised to those used for the 2008 
flood study. A range of model runs were initially undertaken to establish model performance and 
the impact of model input parameters. 

Following the initial model runs without blockage of hydraulic structures (i.e. the 4 key bridges), 
the calibration blockage values from the 2008 flood study were used for the 2007 event, as this 
raised the modelled water levels somewhat improving the match to the surveyed values. The 
blockage proportion at Minmi Road was then reduced by about 6 percent to lower the modelled 
flood levels upstream of Minmi Road and produce a closer match to recorded levels. 

Values for model roughness were also adjusted, however this was found to result in minimal 
improvement in model predictions. 

It was found necessary to further adjust hydraulic structure blockage proportions between Tyrrell 
Street and Boscawen Street, in order to raise the modelled water levels to match the surveyed 
levels in this area. 

The adopted 2007 bridge blockage proportions between Tyrrell Street and Minmi Road inclusive 
are summarised in Table 3�1. 

Table 3	1 – Bridge Blockage Percentages for 2007 Event Calibration 

Bridge Structure 
Adopted Blockage 

Proportion 
2008 Flood Study Blockage 

Proportion 

Tyrrell Street 92% 67% 

Nelson Street 84% 60% 
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Bridge Structure 
Adopted Blockage 

Proportion 
2008 Flood Study Blockage 

Proportion 

Boscawen Street 27% 22% 

Minmi Road 60% 64% 

 

The performance of the hydraulic model for the 2007 event in comparison to the surveyed 
(recorded) flood levels is presented as Table 3�2 and Figure 2. 

Table 3	2 – Calibration Points Analysis – Difference Range for 2007 Event 

 
Difference 

<0.2m 
Difference 
0.2m<0.3m 

Difference 
0.3m<0.5m 

Difference 
0.5m<1.0m 

Difference 
>1.0m 

Number of 
Points1 

72 10 12 9 3 

Percentage 68 10 11 8 3 

Note 1:  Number of points in this table exceeds those shown in Figure 2 which only includes points along Ironbark Ck. 

As evident from Table 3�2, the modelled values demonstrate a reasonable match to the 
surveyed levels. Although the proportion of points with a difference less than 0.2m is slightly less 
than that achieved in the 2008 flood study, the match for points along Ironbark Creek between 
Cowper Street and Minmi Road is better than the match obtained in the 2008 flood study. 

The calibration to the June 2007 is exhibited in the longitudinal profile for Ironbark Creek shown 
in Figure 2. As displayed in Plate 3�3 below (same information as Figure 2B), the modelled 
values between Cowper Street and Minmi Road are generally a good match for surveyed levels 
for this area.
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Plate 3	3 @ Ironbark Creek @ Maximum Water Level Profile Downstream of Cowper Street (Calibration to June 2007 Event) 
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3.5.3  1988 Event 

Similarly to the 2007 event, the 1988 event calibration blockage values from the 2008 flood 
study were initially used for the 1988 event. This was found to achieve water levels close to 
those surveyed following the event, and minor adjustments were made to these initial blockage 
proportions. At Minmi Road the proportion was lowered by around 1% and the blockage at 
Nelson Street was reduced from 34 percent to 18 percent. The adopted bridge blockage 
proportions between Tyrrell Street to Minmi Road inclusive are summarised in Table 3�3. 

Table 3	3 – Structure Blockage Percentages for 1988 Event Calibration 

Bridge Structure 
Adopted Blockage 

Proportion 
2008 Flood Study Blockage 

Proportion 

Tyrrell Street 43% 43% 

Nelson Street 18% 34% 

Boscawen Street No blockage No blockage 

Minmi Road 86% 87% 

 

The performance of the hydraulic model for the 1988 event in comparison to the surveyed 
(recorded) flood levels is presented as Table 3�2 and Figure 3. 

Table 3	4 – Calibration Points Analysis – Difference Range for 1988 Event 

 
Difference 

<0.2m 
Difference 
0.2m<0.3m 

Difference 
0.3m<0.5m 

Difference 
0.5m<1.0m 

Difference 
>1.0m 

Number of 
Points1 

56 12 7 9 11 

Percentage 59 13 7 9 12 

Note 1:  Number of points in this table exceeds those shown in Figure 2 which only includes points along Ironbark Ck. 

As evident from Table 3�4, the modelled values demonstrate a reasonable match to the 
surveyed levels. As with the 2007 event, although the proportion of points with a difference less 
than 0.2m is slightly less than that achieved in the 2008 flood study, the match for points along 
Ironbark Creek between Cowper Street and Minmi Road is better than the match obtained in the 
2008 flood study. 

The calibration to the 1988 event is exhibited in the longitudinal profile for Ironbark Creek shown 
in Figure 3. 

3.5.4  Calibration Summary 

Calibration of the updated MIKE FLOOD hydraulic model was completed for the 1988 and 2007 
events. As was the case with the 2008 flood study, significant bridge blockage was required in 
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addition to adjustment of traditional parameters to achieve calibration. A good calibration for the 
2007 event has been obtained using higher blockage proportions for hydraulic structures (i.e. 
bridges) between Tyrrell Street and Boscawen Street and a slightly lower blockage proportion 
for Minmi Road, compared with the 2008 flood study. For 1988 event, calibration resulted in a 
reduced blockage at Nelson Street but similar blockage proportions elsewhere when compared 
to the 2008 flood study. 

The significant blockage proportions adopted for the 4 key bridges in the calibration process 
reflect the relatively steep upper catchment, highly urbanised lower catchment, ‘flash flood’ 
nature of the catchment, as well as ready availability of organic and non;organic flood debris. 

During the calibration process it was generally noted that the model was not sensitive to 
changes in roughness and that whilst the updated floodplain topography resulted in minor 
changes to maximum water levels, the general flood behaviour remained the same. 

Additionally, investigation into the impact of varying the implementation of the bridges within the 
model has been undertaken. The model was found to not be sensitive to the bridge 
implementation method and it was decided to proceed with the original implementation method 
used in the 2008 flood study. 

Following the model review, then updates to the model bathymetry and various model 
parameters, followed by successful calibration to the 2007 and 1988 events, the model is 
considered suitable to undertake the analysis required for the present study. 

3.6  Blockage of Hydraulic Structures for Design Events 

Historic evidence and the calibration process demonstrated substantial blockage of bridges in 
the Wallsend Commercial Centre area during significant floods. In fact, during model calibration 
it became evident that blockage of the 4 key bridge structures was not only relatively common 
but had a considerable impact on flood behaviour and resulting flood levels. 

The calibration process highlighted the need to give further consideration to the bridge 
blockages that should be used for design event flood modelling. Hence, following the hydraulic 
model calibration, the approach to modelling bridge blockages for design flood events was 
examined in some detail, commencing with a review of design event blockages considered in 
past studies. It is noted that past flood studies for the Wallsend area have generally adopted 
very low (or zero) levels of blockage for hydraulic structures when assessing design flood 
events, and this is addressed further in the following sections. 

3.6.1  Approach to 'Design' Bridge Blockage in 2008 Flood Study 

It is stated in the 2008 flood study that design events were ’simulated with all culverts and 
bridges assumed to be operating at full capacity (i.e. no blockage)’’. In other words the 2008 
flood study adopted 'nil blockage' for design even flood modelling. 

This is not considered appropriate given the historic evidence, and the bridge blockage 
percentages adopted for the calibration of the model to the 2007 and 1988 events in both the 
2008 flood study and the current study. Indeed, the earlier 2008 estimate for the 1% AEP event 
using the "all clear" (nil blockage) condition for the 4 key bridges, gives 1% AEP flood levels that 
are lower than the current study. This is discussed in Section 3.8 and displayed in Figure 6. 

3.6.2  Approach to 'Design' Bridge Blockage in FRMS 

For the FRMS the hydraulic model was used to test the sensitivity of flood behaviour to what 
was stated to be representative blockages of various bridge openings together with a ‘car jamb’ 
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at the northern end of the Stockland Wallsend shopping centre. The 'car jamb' appears to be 
reference to cars in the shopping centre carpark being mobilised by flood waters and moved en 
masse to congregate at the downstream (northern) end of the carpark, thereby causing 
obstruction to overland flood flows and channel flows. 

With regards to the blockage of hydraulic structures it was stated in the FRMS that: 

"It is unlikely that all these openings would become partially blocked at the same time, 
however the results can be used to assess the incremental impacts of each blockage 
progressing upstream to check whether the freeboard allowance would be sufficient to 
cover the increase." 

The fundamental approach presented by this statement needs to be challenged, notably the use 
of 'freeboard allowance' to cater for afflux due to bridge blockage and it not being likely for 
multiple bridge openings to 'become partially blocked at the same time'. The 'freeboard' aspect 
is addressed in following paragraphs. In regard to the coincident blockage of multiple bridge 
openings, it is indeed possible and quite common. In fact, calibration to the 2007 and 1988 
events, and historic evidence including photographs, show that bridge openings can be partially 
(and substantially) blocked at the same time. 

Regarding the FRMS sensitivity testing for the blockage of bridge openings, it is not immediately 
apparent as to which design flood event was used to test the hydraulic impacts of waterway 
blockage, or indeed the proportion of waterway areas that were blocked. However, Table 4.3.3 
in the FRMS lists the 'incremental increase' in flood level due to blockage at five locations. Three 
of these five locations are key bridges in the Wallsend Commercial Centre area (Tyrrell Street, 
Nelson Street and Boscawen Street Bridges). The flood level increases (afflux) for these three 
bridges are listed as 0.03m, 0.08m and 0.25m respectively. The magnitude of these affluxes is 
very small, compared to the affluxes at key bridges in the 2007 and 1988 calibration events, 
indicating that quite low blockage proportions were used for the sensitivity testing. 

As part of the current study a close examination of flood behaviour for the 1988 and particularly 
the 2007 event (including photographic evidence and surveyed flood marks) shows that indeed 
the four bridges in the Wallsend Commercial Centre area were subjected to significant blockage, 
which in some cases caused substantial flood level increases. This was validated during 
calibration of the model to the 2007 and 1988 events. Table 3�1 and Table 3�3 respectively, 
show the proportion of bridge blockage adopted for these two calibration events. Figure 2B and 
Figure 3B respectively, show the afflux induced by these blockage proportions at the key 
bridges in the commercial centre. 

In addressing the potential impacts of blockage, the FRMS states: 

"Apart from the shopping centre blockage which essentially only affects the carpark and 
the shopping centre building, the impacts of each blockage can be accommodated by 
the defined freeboard allowance included in the flood planning level and no adjustment is 
considered necessary for the Commercial Centre." 

Thus the FRMS approach did not include allowance for bridge blockage in design event 
modelling, and justified this by stating the adopted freeboard allowance (which is added to the 
1% AEP flood level to determine the flood planning level), would cater for any afflux due to the 
blockage of hydraulic structures. This is not considered to be a valid approach, particularly as a 
typical freeboard is around 0.5m, and the afflux at key commercial centre bridges for the 2007 
and 1988 calibration events was similar to or considerably exceeded this value. This is not an 
appropriate use of the freeboard allowance. 
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During this current study it has been found that the hydraulic impacts of blockage for the four 
key bridges in the Wallsend Commercial Centre area are substantial. Therefore it is not 
considered reasonable or safe to ignore blockage in design event modelling and to simply 
accommodate the afflux due to bridge blockage within a freeboard allowance. 

3.6.3  Assessment of 'Design' Bridge Blockage 

A review was undertaken of the latest industry guidance on 'design' levels of bridge blockage, 
and considered in light of historic evidence for the Wallsend Commercial Centre and blockages 
adopted for calibration to the 2007 and 1988 events. The review focused on: 

• ARR Revision Project 11 ; 'Blockage of Hydraulic Structures' (IEAust, 2013). 

• Historic evidence of blockage (including photographs). 

• Blockages assigned during calibration to the 2007 and 1988 flood events. 

The ARR Revision Project 11 document 'Blockage of Hydraulic Structures' (IEAust, 2013) is of 
particular relevance. It promotes the use of 'design' blockage, which is the level of blockage 
during a given design storm that will achieve AEP neutrality (the concept of enabling the AEP of 
the design flood discharge to be the same as the AEP of the design rainfall input). 

The review culminated in the preparation of a Bridge Blockage Guideline (SMEC, 2014a) which 
establishes 'design' level blockage proportions for the 4 key bridges (Tyrrell, Nelson and 
Boscawen Streets and Minmi Road). 

Pursuant to the review the technical sub;committee confirmed that the 'design' bridge blockage 
proportions in the Bridge Blockage Guideline were to be used for design event flood modelling. 
The 'design' level bridge blockage proportions adopted for existing conditions and a range of 
design flood events are shown in Table 3�5 below. 

Table 3	5 – 'Design' Blockage for Key Bridges 	 Existing Conditions 

DESIGN EVENT 10% AEP 1% AEP 0.2% AEP PMF 

     

BRIDGE STRUCTURE Adopted ‘Design’ Bridge Blockage Proportion               
(existing conditions) 

Tyrrell Street 35% 70% 70% 70% 

Nelson Street 35% 70% 70% 70% 

Boscawen Street 10% 25% 50% 70% 

Minmi Road 25% 50% 70% 70% 
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The ‘design’ levels of blockage for existing conditions have been sensitivity tested using higher 
and lower levels of blockage. Section 3.9 refers. 

As seen in Table 3�5, the proportion of bridge waterway area that is blocked in design event 
modelling varies with event magnitude. Larger (i.e. less frequent) flood events typically have a 
higher 'design' blockage than smaller (i.e. more frequent) events. 

These 'design' level blockages are relatively high, which is consistent with the calibration bridge 
blockages and historic evidence, and demonstrates a propensity for the bridges in the Wallsend 
Commercial Centre area to experience substantial blockage in significant floods. 

Also, it is important to recognise that 'design' blockage percentages are relative to the bridge 
opening area but at the same time are used to simulate overall head loss at a bridge. Hence, the 
'design' bridge blockages need to be 'somewhat elevated' as they also need to account for the 
blockage of railings and the blockage of overland (relief) flowpaths around bridges. For example, 
substantial blockage of bridge railings was noted in 2007 flood photographs for the Nelson 
Street and Tyrrell Street Bridges, while photographs showed that the latter bridge also 
experienced major blockage of the overland (relief) flowpath. 

Subsequent to the release the ARR Revision Project 11 document 'Blockage of Hydraulic 
Structures' (IEAust, 2013), a subsequent report titled ‘Project 11: Blockage of Hydraulic 
Structures – Blockage Guidelines’, Draft for Discussion (IEAust, 2014) has been prepared. This 
report has been reviewed and two important aspects for the Wallsend Commercial Centre area 
are discussed below: 

• Impact of Sequential Structures on Debris Availability 

In urban drainage systems it is quite common for culverts and bridges to be part of an overall 
system where multiple structures are in a series down the watercourse. In this case, 
depending on the proximity of structures, there can be an interaction whereby upstream 
culverts / bridges are likely to collect a portion of the transported debris in the stream, which 
means that there is less debris available at the downstream culverts. In this case the risk of 
blockage in these downstream structures is reduced. This reference states: 

“Where there are multiple structures on a water course, the debris availability reduces 
downstream since debris will be captured by the upstream structures. Therefore for 
downstream structures, the debris availability GG will be reduced.” 

Comment: In the Bridge Blockage Guideline (SMEC, 2014a) this was taken into account 
particularly for the Tyrrell Street, Nelson Street and Boscawen Street Bridges that are in 
close proximity. This matter was further considered when assessing historic blockage and 
calibration to the 2007 and 1988 events. 

• Impact of Blockage on Upstream Storage and Downstream Flow 

Where a relatively high level of blockage is realistic, the calculated design flood level 
upstream of the structure is expected to be higher than if a low level or nil blockage is used. 
This is due to the reduction in conveyance of the restricted waterway opening, and will result 
in a higher water level (and flood storage) upstream and reduced flow through the waterway 
due to the induced energy losses. In this instance downstream flood levels are often lower 
due to the reduced flow through the bridge and additionally the increased upstream water 
level can divert flows around and away from the downstream section of channel. 

On the other hand, an assumed lower level of blockage would typically result in lower flood 
levels upstream and produce higher flood levels downstream. 
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A possible outcome of using a high level of blockage for design event modelling is that 
downstream flood levels may be reduced compared to the nil blockage scenario. This could 
give downstream flood levels that falsely “protect” downstream properties. Hence, the 
possibility of the nil blockage (“all clear”) case should be assessed, at least by way of 
sensitivity testing, to determine the impact on downstream flood levels. 

Comment: The ‘design’ levels of blockage for existing conditions have been sensitivity tested 
using higher and lower levels of blockage. Section 3.9 refers. In fact it was found (refer 
Plate 3�6) that for the 1% AEP event under existing conditions, using a low level (nil) 
blockage generally gave lower flood levels than 'design' level blockage. The only exception 
was for the reach between Nelson and Boscawen Streets where the low level (nil) blockage 
showed flood levels about 0.2m higher than the 'design' level blockage. 

3.7  Critical Storm Duration 

In the 2008 flood study the 1% AEP flood event was simulated with a range of storm durations 
from 30 minutes through to 6 hours, using the adopted model setup for the 2007 calibration 
event (including calibration bridge and culvert blockages). This was done in order to determine 
the critical storm duration for the catchment. In that study a comparison of the different storm 
durations was made by analysis of the 1D and 2D components of the modelling results. A water 
surface level profile (1D) along Ironbark Creek showed that the 2 hour storm duration is critical 
for the upstream reaches, generally upstream of Nelson Street, and the 6 hour storm duration is 
critical for the downstream reaches (refer Figure 15 in DHI, 2008). This was then verified with 
the 2D modelling results. 

In this current study, assessment of the calibrated model was undertaken to determine whether 
the same or a similar relationship for critical storm duration held true. A comparison was made 
between the 2 hour and 6 hour 1% AEP events with the results displayed in Figure 5. This 
confirms that the 2 hour duration is critical in the upper catchment (effectively upstream of Tyrrell 
Street) with the 6 hour duration being critical in the lower parts of the catchment. For the 1% 
AEP event from Tyrrell Street up to Cowper Street the 2 hour storm duration gave 1% AEP flood 
levels up to 0.1m higher than the 6 hour storm duration, as can be seen in Figure 5. 

Critical storm duration is discussed further in Section 4.1, in regard to the range of design flood 
events considered in this study. 

3.8  Design Flood Levels � Comparison to 2008 Flood Study 

Subsequent to the model calibration and development of the Bridge Blockage Guideline, 
modelling of existing conditions was completed for the 10%, 1%, 0.2% AEP and PMF design 
events. Design flood levels determined in the current study are higher than in the 2008 flood 
study. The primary reason being the 'design' level blockages adopted for the 4 key bridges in 
the Wallsend Commercial Centre area, compared with 'nil blockage' adopted in the 2008 flood 
study. 

Design flood levels for the 1% AEP event for existing conditions are shown in Figure 6, together 
with comparisons to both the 2007 calibration event and the 2008 flood study 1% AEP event. 
The 2007 calibration event has a similar peak discharge to the 1% AEP event. 

The earlier 2008 flood study estimate for the 1% AEP event used the "all clear" (nil blockage) 
condition for the 4 key bridges in the Wallsend Commercial Centre and hence gives 1% AEP 
flood levels that are lower than the current study. The information in Figure 6 is also displayed 
in Plate 3�4 below.
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Plate 3	4 @ Ironbark Creek @ Maximum Water Level Profile @ 2007 and 1% AEP (SMEC current & 2008 study) 
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In the comparison of longitudinal flood profiles in Plate 3�4, it is worth noting that the 2007 event 
is near to a 1% AEP in parts of the catchment. For example, the 2008 flood study states: 

'The data for the June 2007 event shows that the rainfall event was somewhere between 
a 1% AEP and 2% AEP event based on the Newcastle University data”. 

The 2008 flood study also reports that: 

“..... on the basis of the peak flow rate, the June 2007 event was in the order of a 1% 
AEP event in many parts of the catchment”. 

The comparison at Plate 3�4 (and Figure 6) demonstrates that incorporating 'design' level 
bridge blockage for design flood event modelling increases the estimate of the 1% AEP level 
compared with estimates in the 2008 flood study that used ‘nil blockage’. The increases occur 
over a large portion of the floodplain, with the maximum impact being a 1.5m increase 
immediately upstream of the Minmi Road Bridge. Significant increases are evident for about 
800m upstream of the Minmi Road Bridge, for example on the downstream side of the 
Boscawen Street Bridge the increase is still significant at about 0.3m. 

Using the higher 1% AEP design flood levels in the current study will potentially have a major 
impact on flood planning levels and floodplain management generally in the Wallsend 
Commercial Centre area. 

It is of interest to note that on the immediate upstream side of the Minmi Road Bridge (CH4200 
in Figure 6), the 2007 event has a peak flood level about 0.5m higher than the 1% AEP event. 
This is despite the XP;RAFTS hydrologic model showing the 2007 peak discharge at this 
location (140 m3/s) is slightly less than the 1% AEP peak discharge (155 m3/s). There are likely 
to be two reasons for this, as follows: 

• For the 2007 event, calibration established a 60% blockage for the waterway area of the 
Minmi Road Bridge, whereas the 'design' level blockage for the 1% AEP event is less at 
50%. Higher blockages increase energy losses that generally result in higher upstream flood 
levels. 

• The 2007 calibration event is significantly different to the 1% AEP design event. The 2007 
event is a volume driven event with two flow peaks, whilst the 1% AEP design event has 
only one flow peak. For the 2007 event, a considerable proportion of floodplain storage was 
taken up by the first flood peak when the second peak came through. This does not occur 
with the 1% AEP design event with the full floodplain storage available to accommodate this 
single peak event. 

3.9  Sensitivity Testing of Model Parameters 

Sensitivity testing was carried out to assess the impact of varying key parameters of the 
modelling, being bridge blockage and climate change. For climate change, potential sea level 
rise and increased rainfall intensity were tested. For bridge blockage, the ‘design’ level 
blockages adopted at the 4 key bridges were tested with ‘high range’ and ‘low range’ variations. 
In all 6 sensitivity scenarios were modelled with the 1% AEP event under existing conditions. 

The six scenarios included two for sea level rise, two for increased rainfall intensity and two for 
blockage, as follows: 

• Sea level rise of 0.4m at downstream model boundary 

• Sea level rise of 0.9m at downstream model boundary 
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• Rainfall intensity increase of 15% 

• Rainfall intensity increase of 30% 

• 'Low range' blockage of bridge structures (less than 'design' blockage used for Base Run) 

• 'High range' blockage of bridge structures (greater than 'design' blockage used for Base 
Run) 

The sea level rise scenarios are tested by increasing the tailwater level in the hydraulic model 
(by 0.4m and 0.9m) at the downstream model boundary that is located approximately 200m 
downstream of Minmi Road. 

The sensitivity tests for increased rainfall intensity change the hydrologic regime. In particular, 
the higher rainfalls result in higher flood discharge hydrographs for the 1% AEP event. Table 3�6 
shows the higher hydrologic model peak discharges that result at the catchment outlet for the 
2hr and 6hr 1% AEP event. The percentage increases in peak flow are greater than the 
corresponding rainfall increases. This is most likely due to non;linear catchment response and 
the temporal (i.e. time varying) pattern of the design rainfalls. To assess sensitivity the increased 
discharge hydrographs (15% and 30% rainfall increase) are applied at the upstream boundary of 
the hydraulic model.  

Table 3	6 – Peak Discharges at Minmi Road for Increased Rainfall Intensities of 15% and 
30% 

Model Run 
Average Rainfall 

Intensity              
(mm/hr) 

Peak Flow             
(m3/s)1 

1% AEP rainfall        
(2 hr duration) 

47.8 190.12 

Rainfall         
increased 15% 

55.0 
224.0                   

(17.8%) 

Rainfall         
increased 30% 

62.2 
258.5                   

(36.0%) 

1% AEP rainfall        
(6 hr duration) 

24.2 155.8 

Rainfall         
increased 15% 

27.9 
182.4                   

(17.0%) 

Rainfall         
increased 30% 

31.5 
209.1                  

(34.2%) 

Note 1:  Figures in brackets show corresponding increase in peak flow at catchment outlet (Minmi Rd). 
Note 2:  Although the 1% AEP 2hr duration storm gives a higher hydrologic model discharge of 190.1 m

3
/s 

at Minmi Road compared with the 6hr duration (155.8 m
3
/s), the storage routing that occurs in the 

hydraulic model and the higher flood volume of the 6hr duration storm means the 6hr storm produces 
higher peak flood levels upstream of Minmi Road. 
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The sensitivity tests for bridge blockage actual blockages that have been employed for the 
various blockage scenarios are shown in Table 3�7 below. 

To test sensitivity to bridge blockage, 'low range' and 'high range' bridge blockages are used for 
the 4 key bridges (Tyrrell Street, Nelson Street, Boscawen Street, Minmi Road). 'Low range' and 
'high range' are with respect to the 'design' levels of blockage that were shown previously in 
Table 3�5. For the 4 key bridges the actual blockages that have been employed for the various 
blockage scenarios are shown in Table 3�7 below. 

Table 3	7 – Bridge Blockage Used for Blockage Sensitivity Testing 	 1% AEP Event 

Blockage Scenario 

Bridge Blockage Adopted for 1% AEP Event 

Tyrrell St 
Bridge 

Nelson St 
Bridge 

Boscawen St 
Bridge 

Minmi Rd 
Bridge 

Base Run1       
(design blockage) 

70% 70% 25% 50% 

Low Range 0% 0% 0% 0% 

High Range 100% 100% 50% 70% 

Note 1: Base Run uses 'design' level blockage. Refer to Table 3�5. 

 

Sensitivity test results for the 1% AEP event with sea level rise are shown at Figure 7 and Table 
3�8, while the results for increased rainfall intensity are shown at Figure 8 and Table 3�9. The 
results for varied bridge blockage are shown at Figure 9 and Table 3�10. The locations listed in 
these tables are shown below on Plate 3�5. 

Discussion of the results is provided following each table. 
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Plate 3	5 @ Reporting Locations A@H for Flood Modelling Results 
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Table 3	8 – Model Sensitivity to Sea Level Rise 	 1% AEP Event1 

Location 

1% AEP 
Base Run 

PFL        
m AHD2   

(Vel m/s)3 

Sea Level Rise 0.4m Sea Level Rise 0.9m 

PFL        
m AHD2   

(Vel m/s)3 

Difference 
m 

PFL        
m AHD2   

(Vel m/s)3 

Difference 
m 

A U/S of Cowper St 
6.71   

(0.57) 
6.73   

(0.55) 
+0.02          
(;0.02) 

6.73    
(0.53) 

+0.02          
(;0.4) 

B 
Shopping Centre 
Carpark (south side) 

6.01 
(1.58) 

6.02   
(1.54) 

+0.01         
(;0.04) 

6.02   
(1.53) 

+0.01         
(;0.05) 

C U/S of Tyrrell St 
5.49   

(0.78) 
5.52   

(0.78) 
+0.03          
( ; ) 

5.52   
(0.76) 

+0.03          
(;0.02) 

D U/S of Nelson St 
5.29   

(0.54) 
5.29   

(0.55) 
;        

(+0.01) 
5.29   

(0.55) 
;        

(+0.01) 

E U/S of Boscawen St 
3.99   

(0.86) 
4.11   

(0.94) 
+0.12  

(+0.08) 
4.17   

(0.97) 
+0.18   

(+0.11) 

F 
Federal Park (D/S of 
Boscawen St bridge) 

3.82   
(1.35) 

3.80   
(1.37) 

;0.02   
(+0.02) 

3.80   
(1.38) 

;0.02   
(+0.03) 

G 
Low St (U/S of 
confluence) 

3.55   
(0.41) 

3.53   
(0.41) 

;0.02           
( ; ) 

3.58   
(0.41) 

+0.03          
( ; ) 

H U/S of Minmi Rd 
3.33   

(1.30) 
3.32   

(1.30) 
;0.01           
( ; ) 

3.37   
(1.30) 

+0.04          
( ; ) 

Note 1:  For 1% AEP event 6hr duration is critical downstream of Tyrrell Street and 2hr duration is critical upstream. 
Note 2:  PFL is the peak flood level at the location of interest. 
Note 3:  Velocities in m/s shown in brackets, are reported for the centre of the channel. Velocities can vary across the 
channel. 

 

As shown in Table 3�8 the impact of a 0.4m sea level rise is generally no more than a 2;3 
centimetre rise in the 1% AEP peak flood level upstream of Minmi Road, with a maximum 
increase of 0.12m upstream of Boscawen Street. For a 0.9m sea level rise, there is generally no 
more than a 3;4 centimetre rise in 1% AEP peak flood level upstream of Minmi Road, with a 
maximum increase of 0.18m upstream of Boscawen Street. The slightly higher increases 
upstream of Boscawen Street are more related to minor instability in the modelling of the 
Boscawen Street Bridge rather than as a direct result of sea level rise. As noted in Figure 7, in 
the vicinity of the Minmi Road Bridge and further upstream there is little difference in 1% AEP 
flood level between the Base Run and the two sea level rise scenarios. Variations in velocity are 
very minor for both the 0.4m and 0.9m sea level rise scenario, typically less than a 0.1 m/s 
increase in all areas, as shown in Table 3�8 above. 
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Table 3	9 – Model Sensitivity to Increased Rainfall Intensity 	 1% AEP Event1 

Location 

1% AEP 
Base Run  

PFL        
m AHD2 

(Vel m/s)3 

Increased Rainfall 
Intensity 15% 

Increased Rainfall 
Intensity 30% 

PFL        
m AHD2 

(Vel m/s)3 

Difference 
m 

PFL        
m AHD2 

(Vel m/s)3 

Difference 
m 

A U/S of Cowper St 
6.71   

(0.57) 
6.92   

(0.54) 
+0.21          
(;0.03) 

7.00   
(0.52) 

+0.29         
(;0.05) 

B 
Shopping Centre 
Carpark (south side) 

6.01 
(1.58) 

6.29   
(1.75) 

+0.28   
(+0.17) 

6.44   
(1.79) 

+0.43  
(+0.21) 

C U/S of Tyrrell St 
5.49   

(0.78) 
5.88   

(0.81) 
+0.39  

(+0.03) 
6.06   

(0.79) 
+0.57  

(+0.01) 

D U/S of Nelson St 
5.29   

(0.54) 
5.63   

(0.57) 
+0.34  

(+0.03) 
5.79   

(0.57) 
+0.50  

(+0.03) 

E U/S of Boscawen St 
3.99   

(0.86) 
4.41   

(0.93) 
+0.42  

(+0.07) 
4.63   

(0.94) 
+0.64   

(+0.08) 

F 
Federal Park (D/S of 
Boscawen St 
Bridge) 

3.82   
(1.35) 

4.21   
(1.33) 

+0.39         
(;0.02) 

4.34   
(1.30) 

+0.52         
(;0.05) 

G 
Low St (U/S of 
confluence) 

3.55   
(0.41) 

4.14   
(0.53) 

+0.59   
(+0.12) 

4.27   
(0.62) 

+0.72   
(+0.21) 

H U/S of Minmi Rd 
3.33   

(1.30) 
3.90   

(1.42) 
+0.57   

(+0.12) 
4.02   

(1.45) 
+0.69   

(+0.15) 

Note 1:  For 1% AEP event 6hr duration is critical downstream of Tyrrell Street and 2hr duration is critical upstream. 
Note 2:  PFL is the peak flood level at the location of interest. 
Note 3:  Velocities in m/s shown in brackets, are reported for the centre of the channel. Velocities can vary across the 
channel. 

 

As shown in Table 3�9, the impact of a 15% increase in rainfall intensity produces a maximum 
1% AEP flood level increase of around 0.6m upstream of Minmi Road, with the impact reducing 
to about 0.2m upstream of Cowper Street. For a 30% increase in rainfall intensity, there is a 
maximum 1% AEP flood level increase of around 0.7m upstream of Minmi Road, with the impact 
reducing to about 0.3m upstream of Cowper Street. As can be seen in Figure 8, there is a 
significant difference in 1% AEP flood levels between the Base Run and the 15% increase 
rainfall scenario, but a much smaller difference between the 15% and 30% increased rainfall 
scenarios. This reflects that as discharge increases, a greater proportion of the total flow enters 
the floodplain (rather than being in the channel), so as the discharge increases flood waters 
spread out over a greater area giving a proportionately lower increase in flood level. Variations 
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in velocity are very minor for both the 15% and 30% increased rainfall intensity, typically less 
than a 0.2m/s increase in all areas, as shown in Table 3�9 above. 

 

Table 3	10 – Model Sensitivity to Variations in Bridge Blockage 	 1% AEP Event1 

Location 

1% AEP 
Base 

Run2 PFL3     
(m AHD) 

Low Range Blockage2 High Range Blockage2 

PFL        
m AHD3  

(Vel m/s)4 

Difference 
(m) 

PFL        
m AHD3  

(Vel m/s) 4 

Difference 
(m) 

A U/S of Cowper St 
6.71    

(0.57) 
6.69 

(0.53) 
;0.02          

(;0.04) 
6.72   

(0.54) 
+0.01         
(;0.03) 

B 
Shopping Centre 
Carpark (south side) 

6.01    
(1.58) 

6.01   
(1.63) 

;          
(+0.05) 

6.02   
(1.36) 

+0.01          
(;0.22) 

C U/S of Tyrrell St 
5.49    

(0.78) 
5.04   

(1.11) 
;0.45   

(+0.33) 
5.69   

(0.03) 
+0.20          
(;0.75) 

D U/S of Nelson St 
5.29    

(0.54) 
4.85   

(1.32) 
;0.44   

(+0.78) 
5.48   

(0.03) 
+0.19         
(;0.51) 

E U/S of Boscawen St 
3.99    

(0.86) 
4.17   

(1.20) 
+0.18   

(+0.34) 
4.04   

(0.67) 
+0.05          
(;0.19) 

F 
Federal Park (D/S of 
Boscawen St 
Bridge) 

3.82    
(1.35) 

3.81   
(1.96) 

;0.01   
(+0.61) 

3.98   
(1.12) 

+0.16          
(;0.23) 

G 
Low St (U/S of 
confluence) 

3.55    
(0.41) 

3.52   
(0.47) 

;0.03   
(+0.06) 

3.93   
(0.50) 

+0.38   
(+0.09) 

H U/S of Minmi Rd 
3.33    

(1.30) 
2.31   

(2.44) 
;1.02   

(+1.14) 
3.81   

(0.96) 
+0.48         
(;0.34) 

Note 1:  For 1% AEP event 6hr duration is critical downstream of Tyrrell Street and 2hr duration is critical upstream. 
Note 2:  Base Run uses 'design' level blockages, which are less than 'High range' but greater than 'Low range' 
blockages. 
Note 3:  PFL is the peak flood level at the location of interest. 
Note 4:  Velocities in m/s shown in brackets, are reported for the centre of the channel. Velocities can vary across the 
channel. 

 

As shown in Table 3�10, the 'high range' bridge blockage scenario increases the 1% AEP peak 
flood level upstream of Minmi Road by a maximum of about 0.5m, with the impact reducing to 
0.2m upstream of Tyrrell Street and 0.01m upstream of Cowper Street. 
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For the 'low range' blockage scenario the 1% AEP peak flood level immediately upstream of 
Minmi Road is reduced by about 1m, and this difference reduces to 0.45m upstream of Tyrrell 
Street and 0.02m upstream of Cowper Street. There is a 0.2m increase in the reach between 
Nelson and Boscawen Streets. 

Figure 9 shows the longitudinal flood profile in Ironbark Creek for a 1% AEP event with 'design' 
level blockage, and compares this with 'low' and 'high' blockage scenarios. The same 
information is shown in Plate 3�6 below. 

(NOTE: 'Low' blockage reduces proportion of bridge blockage relative to 'Design' blockage, and 
'High' blockage increases the proportion relative to 'Design' blockage) 

It can be seen in Plate 3�6 (and Figure 9) that the 'High range' blockage scenario generally 
produces higher 1% AEP water levels than the Base Run that uses 'design' level blockages. In a 
similar fashion, the Base Run (using 'design' level blockages) generally produces higher flood 
levels than the 'Low range' blockage scenario that employs 'nil' blockage at all bridges. 

There is an exception to this general order, and it occurs between the Nelson Street and 
Boscawen Street Bridges. In this region the 'Low range' blockage scenario produces higher 
water levels than the Base Run ('design' level blockage), and the 'High Range' blockage 
scenario produces lower water levels than the Base Run. The reasons for this are: 

• The 'High range' blockage scenario uses 100% blockage for the Nelson Street Bridge. This 
causes flood waters from upstream of Nelson Street to flow east away from the downstream 
channel. This results in reduced flows, and hence flood levels in the channel downstream of 
Nelson Street. At the same time flood levels out in the floodplain are greater. 

• The 'Low range' blockage scenario uses 0% blockage for the Boscawen Street Bridge. The 
flow through the bridge is 48.2m3/s, some 42% greater than the 34.0m3/s for the Base Run 
(25% blockage). In both scenarios the tailwater level downstream of Boscawen Street is 
similar, however the 42% increase in flow for the 'Low range' blockage case has a greater 
effect on flood level than the 25% greater waterway area. The higher flow through the 
Boscawen Street Bridge for 'Low range' blockage results in higher flood levels between 
Nelson Street and Boscawen Street and causes a 39% reduction in adjacent floodplain flows 
compared with the Base Run. 

Variations in velocity for both the 'high range' and 'low range' blockage scenarios are significant 
due to the variation in hydraulic losses that are induced at the relevant bridges. For the 'high 
range' blockage scenario velocities are typically reduced in the range of 0.2;0.75m/s with 
negligible change upstream of Cowper Street and a slight increase of 0.1m/s at Low Street 
(confluence with Irving Street tributary). For the 'low range' blockage scenario velocities are 
increased in the range of 0.1;1.1m/s with negligible change upstream of Cowper Street. The 1.1 
m/s velocity increase is immediately upstream of Minmi Road, and there is also a 0.8m/s 
velocity increase upstream of Nelson Street. 

.
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Plate 3	6 @ Ironbark Creek @ Sensitivity of 1% AEP Flood Levels to Adopted Bridge Blockage 
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4  ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING FLOOD BEHAVIOUR 

4.1  Hydraulic Modelling Results � Existing Conditions 

Hydraulic modelling for the Wallsend Commercial Centre area has been undertaken for a range 
of flood risk levels under existing conditions. This included the 10%, 1%, 0.2% AEP and the 
PMF design flood events. Stage hydrographs at the Minim Road Bridge for these 4 design 
events, as determined from the hydrologic modelling for subsequent input to the hydraulic 
modelling, are shown in Figure 10. The peak discharges for these hydrographs are respectively 
about 102, 155, 200 and 900m3/s. The time to peak for the main rising limb of the hydrographs 
is around 2.5 hours for design events up to the 0.2% AEP, whereas the PMF time to peak is 
around 1.5 hours. 

(NOTE: Discharge hydrographs output from the hydraulic model at the Minmi Road location will 
be somewhat modified compared to the hydrologic model due to the effects of floodplain 
storage, attenuation, flow splitting and diversions. The hydrologic model does not replicate these 
hydraulic effects). 

Table 4�1 below shows peak flood levels determined by the hydraulic model for the 4 design 
events at several locations (A to H), the locations being defined previously on Plate 3�5. 

 

Table 4	1 – Modelled Peak Flood Levels for Design Events – Existing Conditions 

Location 

Peak Flood Level – m AHD 

(Velocity1 – m/s) 

10% AEP2 1% AEP3 0.2% AEP3 PMF4 

A U/S of Cowper St 
6.52     

(0.57) 
6.71    

(0.57) 
6.86     

(0.58) 
8.61    

(0.54) 

B 
Shopping Centre 
Carpark (south side) 

5.74     
(1.02) 

6.01    
(1.26) 

6.21    
(1.32) 

8.40    
(1.49) 

C U/S of Tyrrell St 
5.00      

(1.09) 
5.49    

(0.78) 
5.83    

(0.87) 
8.19    

(0.57) 

D U/S of Nelson St 
4.91      

(0.61) 
5.29    

(0.54) 
5.58    

(0.56) 
7.86    

(0.28) 

E U/S of Boscawen St 
3.79     

(1.04) 
3.99    

(0.86) 
4.30    

(0.57) 
6.28    

(0.34) 

F 
Federal Park (D/S of 
Boscawen St 
Bridge) 

3.55     
(1.40) 

3.82    
(1.35) 

4.28    
(1.14) 

5.60    
(0.55) 
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Location 
Peak Flood Level – m AHD 

(Velocity1 – m/s) 

G 
Low St (U/S of 
confluence) 

3.17     
(0.51) 

3.55    
(0.41) 

4.25    
(0.53) 

5.50    
(1.78) 

H U/S of Minmi Rd 
2.27     

(1.61) 
3.33    

(1.30) 
4.11    

(0.85) 
5.05    

(1.11) 

Note 1:  Velocities in m/s shown in brackets, are reported for the centre of the channel. Velocities can vary across the 
channel. 
Note 2:  For 10% AEP event 6hr duration is critical for all locations. 
Note 3:  For 1% and 0.2% AEP events 6hr duration is critical downstream of Tyrrell Street and 2hr duration is critical 
upstream. 
Note 4:  For PMF event 2hr duration is critical for all locations. 

 

Reference to Table 4�1 shows that the peak 1% AEP flood level ranges from 3.33m AHD 
upstream of Minmi Road to 6.71m AHD upstream of Cowper Street. By comparison the peak 
level of the PMF event at these locations is 5.05 and 8.61m AHD respectively. Hence, the PMF 
event is 1.72m higher at Minmi Road and 1.9m higher at Cowper Street. The biggest difference 
(2.7m) occurs upstream of Tyrrell Street. 

It is noted that upstream of Boscawen Street, peak channel velocities in the PMF are lower than 
the 1% AEP event, which is most likely a reflection of much greater flow depths in the PMF and 
a greater proportion of flow travelling out;of;channel and through the densely developed 
commercial centre. 

Longitudinal profiles in Ironbark Creek for all 4 design events under existing conditions, as well 
as the 2007 calibration event, are shown in Plate 4�1 below (2hr storm duration PMF, 6hr storm 
duration other design events). 

More detailed longitudinal flood profiles along the Ironbark Creek Channel for the 4 design 
events are shown in Figures 11 to 14. This includes 2hr and 6hr storm durations for each 
design event. 

These flood profiles show that for events up to the 0.2% AEP, 6 hours is the critical storm 
duration for areas downstream of Tyrrell Street. Upstream of Tyrrell Street the 2 hour duration is 
critical, except for the 10% AEP event where there is little difference between the two durations. 
For the PMF the 2 hour duration is critical throughout the model domain. 

For all design events there are major hydraulic losses associated with three of the bridges 
(Nelson Street, Boscawen Street and Minmi Road) that result in very substantial afflux upstream 
of the bridges. There is also a not insignificant afflux upstream of the Tyrrell Street Bridge. 

The largest impact is at the Minmi Road Bridge, where a 'backup' of floodwaters extends all the 
way to the Boscawen Street Bridge (for all design events). Except for the 10% AEP event the 
afflux due to bridge blockage immediately upstream of Minmi Road is in the order of 1.5;2m. For 
the 10% AEP event the afflux at this location is about 0.5m. 

For the Boscawen Street Bridge the afflux is generally around 0.5m for most design events, but 
increases to about 1m for the PMF. 

For the Nelson Street Bridge the afflux is generally around 0.75;1m for all design events. 
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Plate 4	1 @ Ironbark Creek @ Maximum Water Level Profile @ Design Events & 2007 Event
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For the Tyrrell Street Bridge the afflux for most design events is around 0.2;0.3m, but only 0.1m 
for the 10% AEP event. Blockage of the bridge waterway (including railings) at Tyrrell Street 
causes substantial outflows from the channel and into the adjacent floodplain, which in turn 
limits the afflux upstream of the bridge. 

Flood maps for the 4 design events showing flood levels, flood depth, inundation extent and 
flood velocity are presented in Figures 15 to 18. Note that this mapping shows envelopes of 
peak values, which would not necessarily be coincidental in space or time, and therefore are not 
indicative of actual ‘moments in time’ for the design events. These maps convey a large amount 
of information and the reader should take time in viewing the information to gain full benefit. As a 
guide, the specific information shown on the maps for each of the four design events includes: 

• Streets, buildings and cadastral boundaries; 

• Topographic contours; 

• Peak flood levels and contours; 

• Extent and depth of flooding ; via a thematic (graduated colour) scale; and 

• Peak velocity and direction ; via a scaled vector representation. 

4.2  Assessment of Existing Flood Risk 

4.2.1  Hydraulic and Hazard Categories 

Standards set out in the FDM and replicated in the 'Newcastle City@wide Floodplain Risk 
Management Study and Plan' (City;wide FRMS&P ; BMT WBM, 2012) and the 'Newcastle 
Development Control Plan 2012' (DCP ; CoN, 2012) allow for the floodplain to be divided into 
different hydraulic categories, generally comprising: 

• Floodway; 

• Flood Storage; and 

• Flood Fringe. 

The FDM also supports the identification of two provisional hydraulic hazard categories based 
on the peak values of velocity and depth. The provisional hazard categories and definitions are: 

• High Hazard: possible danger to personal safety; evacuation by trucks difficult; able;bodied 
adults would have difficulty in wading to safety; potential for significant structural damage to 
buildings. 

• Low Hazard: should it be necessary, trucks could evacuate people and their possessions; 
able;bodied adults would have little difficulty wading to safety. 

The FDM also specifies velocity and depth criteria to facilitate the determination of these 
provisional hazard categories. High and Low provisional hazard categories for the Wallsend 
Commercial Centre were in fact defined in the FRMS. Notwithstanding, the FDM recognises that 
the provisional hydraulic hazard categories consider only the pure hydraulic variables at the 
peak of each design flood and recommends that the provisional hydraulic hazard categories be 
reviewed in light of the time varying nature of the flood hazards with particular attention to 
matters such as flood warning, evacuation routes and flood awareness. 
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It is the time varying nature of flood hazards which dictate the actual risk to life and property. For 
instance, if there is considerable warning time, the risk to life can be largely removed by 
evacuation to flood free land and avoidable flood damage to household goods (or stock) can be 
minimised through appropriate flood preparations. This is in complete contrast to a flood 
situation where there is virtually no warning time and people and their belongings can be 
trapped by fast rising flood water, which is in fact the classic flash flood environment that exists 
for the Wallsend Commercial Centre area. 

In recent years the CoN has defined a more detailed and rigorous approach to assessing the 
hydraulic impact of flooding and the related flood hazards. The approach includes: 

• Hydraulic Categories (Floodway, Flood Storage, Flood Fringe); 

• Hydraulic Behaviour Thresholds (H1 to H5); 

• Risk to Life hazard categories (L1 to L5); and 

• Risk to Property hazard categories (P1 to P5). 

These thresholds and categories relative to the Wallsend Commercial Centre area are 
discussed in the following sections, together with mapping prepared with the aid of the hydraulic 
modelling results. 

4.2.2  Hydraulic Categories � Floodway, Flood Storage, Flood Fringe 

There are no prescriptive methods for determining what parts of the floodplain constitute 
floodways, flood storages and flood fringes. Of particular difficulty is the fact that a definition of 
flood behaviour and associated impacts is likely to vary from one floodplain to another, and even 
from one event to another within the same floodplain. In simplified terms the FDM provides 
qualitative guidance that: 

• Floodway Areas are areas of the floodplain where significant discharge of water occurs 
during floods, and where even if only partially blocked would cause a significant 
redistribution of flood flows, or increase in flood levels. 

• Flood Storage Areas are those parts of the floodplain which are important for the temporary 
storage of floodwaters during the passage of a flood. 

• Flood Fringe Areas are the remaining area of flood prone land. 

In the City;wide FRMS&P, hydraulic categories at any location are determined using the product 
of velocity and depth (v*d). In that study using the results of computer modelling a v*d threshold 
was determined whereby approximately 80% of total floodplain flow was contained. For the 1% 
AEP flash flood conditions, this threshold was approximately v*d=0.3 (units of metres per 
second and metres respectively) while for the PMF flash flood conditions, this threshold was 
v*d=1.0. 

The City;wide FRMS&P defines Flood Fringes as non;floodway areas that, if filled, would not 
have a significant impact on flood levels, velocities and flowpaths. Associated computer 
modelling simulations iteratively assessed the differentiation between Flood Storages and Flood 
Fringes. Based on these modelling results, it was established that for flash flood environments, 
Flood Fringes are areas where flood depths are less than 0.5m for a 1% AEP event, or 1.0m for 
a PMF event. Based on the above parameters a numerical definition of these hydraulic 
categories, often referred to as Flood Impact categories, can be determined as shown in Table 
4�2. 
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Table 4	2 – Definition of Hydraulic Categories (Flash Flooding)1 

 1% AEP PMF 

Floodway velocity * depth > 0.3 velocity * depth > 1.0 

Flood 
Storage 

velocity * depth < 0.3 and depth > 0.5m 
velocity * depth <1.0 and depth > 

1.0m 

Flood 
Fringe 

velocity * depth < 0.3 and depth < 0.5m 
velocity * depth <1.0 and depth < 

1.0m 

Note 1:  Source is City;wide FRMS&P. 

For the Wallsend Commercial Centre area hydraulic categories (floodway, flood storage, flood 
fringe) for the 1% AEP and PMF events are shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20 respectively. 

For the 1% AEP event the main channel and a large proportion of overbank area is defined as 
floodway, including Federal Park and within the commercial centre substantial portions of 
Cowper Street, Kokera Street, Tyrrell Street, Council Street, Nelson Street, Boscawen Street, 
Harris Street, William Street and Low Street. There are only limited areas of flood storage and 
flood fringe in the 1% AEP and these are located generally on the periphery of the floodplain or 
on tributaries where backwater flooding effects would be in evidence. 

For the PMF the floodway defined areas are similar to the 1% AEP, but with substantially larger 
portions of Cowper Street, Dan Rees Street, Council Street, Nelson Street, Tyrrell Street, 
Charles Street and Irving Street being floodway. As with the 1% AEP there are only limited 
areas of flood storage and flood fringe, and these are located generally on the periphery of the 
floodplain. The PMF has more flood storage in the north;east part of the Study Area near John 
Street but less flood storage in tributary areas, as these now have a greater extent of floodway 
and flood fringe compared with the 1% AEP event. 

The hydraulic categories shown on the maps differ somewhat to the FRMS which defined the 
categories differently. In the FRMS these categories were defined as follows: 

• Flood Fringe. Outer limit defined as the limit of the PMF flood extent, with the inner edge 
defined as the limit line for filling of the entire Flood Fringe such that in a 1% AEP event flood 
levels would not increase anywhere by more than 0.1m. 

• Flood Storage. It was concluded that the Ironbark Creek Floodplain does not possess any 
functional flood storage areas. This was considered consistent with the nature of floods in 
Ironbark Creek which rise quickly within a relatively steep and narrow floodplain with no 
opportunity for temporary storage of floodwater in off channel storage areas. 

• Floodway. All flood prone areas that are not Flood Fringe. This is on the basis that flood 
flows with significant velocities occur in the main stream and parallel overbank areas with no 
opportunity for temporary storage of floodwater in off channel storage areas. 

4.2.3  Hydraulic Behaviour Thresholds � H1 to H5 

The dominant feature of the time varying behaviour of floods in the Ironbark Creek catchment, 
including the Wallsend Commercial Centre, is the flash flood response to significant rainfall. It 
can be as little as twenty minutes before flood water overtops the banks of Ironbark Creek and 
flows into the streets of the Wallsend Commercial Centre, at which point it would be too 
dangerous for wading (less time for safe vehicle passage). (Source: Worley Parsons, 2009a). 
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Because the Wallsend Commercial Centre is in a flash flood catchment with a lack of effective 
warning time, people can be trapped in buildings during floods. As outlined in the DCP, the two 
provisional hazard categories have been developed into five ‘hydraulic behaviour thresholds’ 
(H1 to H5) that define an escalating scale of hazards in which the risk to life and property 
becomes more acute. 

The hydraulic behaviour thresholds (H1 to H5) are shown in Table 4�3 below, and displayed 
graphically in Plate 4�2. 

Table 4	3 – Hydraulic Behaviour Thresholds 	 H1 to H5 

H1 
hydraulically suitable for parked or moving cars 
V < 0.5m/sec and d < 0.3m 

H2 
hydraulically suitable for parked or moving heavy vehicles and wading by able bodied adults 
V < 2m/sec, d< 0.8m and v < 3.2 – 4*d 

H3 
hydraulically suitable for light construction (e.g. timber frame and brick veneer) 
v < 2m/sec, d < 2m and v*d < 1 

H4 
hydraulically suitable for heavy construction (e.g. steel frame and reinforced concrete) 
v < 2.5m/sec, d < 2.5m and v*d < 2.5 

H5 generally unsuitable 

  

 
Plate 4	2 – Hydraulic Behaviour Thresholds H1 to H5 (Source: City@wide FRMS&P, BMT WBM, 
2012) 
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For the Wallsend Commercial Centre area, Figure 21 and Figure 22 respectively display the 
distribution of the hydraulic behaviour thresholds (H1 to H5) associated with the 1% AEP and 
PMF design floods. 

The H5 category is evident throughout the main channel for the 1% AEP event, with significant 
areas of H4 category in the overbank areas of the commercial centre between Tyrrell Street and 
Boscawen Street and also some car parking areas within the Stockland Wallsend shopping 
centre. Other overbank areas are generally H3, notably Federal Park and the remaining areas of 
the commercial centre and shopping complex. H2 and H1 categories are confined to areas of 
shallower flood depth, generally in the outer areas of the floodplain and tributaries. 

For the PMF, the H5 category dominates not only the main channel but also Federal Park and 
the commercial centre. There are limited H4 areas within the commercial centre at Charles 
Street and Cowper Street. H4 areas also appear within the tributaries and around John Street. 
H3 areas are generally located on the Irving Street tributary, around Fogo and John Streets, and 
near the periphery of the floodplain. H2 and H1 categories are confined to areas of shallower 
flood depth, generally in the outer areas of the floodplain and tributaries. 

4.2.4  Risk to Life Hazard Categories � L1 to L5 

Loss of life is the worst possible consequence in the management of any hazard. Therefore the 
consideration and management of hazards that may result in loss of life become the highest 
priority for a community and society. The consideration and management of risk to life is 
required by the FDM to cover all floods, including the worst case scenario (the PMF). 

The DCP requires that the Hydraulic Behaviour Thresholds (H1 to H5) be applied to the PMF 
when considering the risk to life. This is essential in a flash flood scenario because the absence 
of effective warning time means it is not possible to remove people from the threat to their lives 
using formal evacuation plans. There is simply no time to execute such plans. (Source: FRMS, 
Worley Parsons, 2009a). 

The safety of individuals will rest on self;directed evacuation. In those instances where people 
are likely to be trapped in a building surrounded by fast rising flood water which is too dangerous 
for wading, the self;directed evacuation must be to an onsite refuge. The refuge should be safe 
and secure at the PMF to ensure that the risk to life is minimised in all possible floods. (Source: 
FRMS, Worley Parsons, 2009a). 

As defined in the DCP the Risk to Life category is a combination of hydraulic hazard category, 
warning time and escape path availability, applied to all floods up to and including the PMF (as 
required by the FDM for the management of personal safety). For simplicity, the Risk to Life 
hazard categories set out in the DCP are only assessed at the PMF, on the assumption that 
once the PMF is managed for personal safety, all other lesser floods will also be managed. The 
Risk to Life hazard categories L1 to L5 are shown in Table 4�4. 
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Table 4	4 – Risk to Life Hazard Categories 	 L1 to L5 

 Hydraulic Behaviour Threshold 

 H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 

                   
Catchment 

Response 

Time 

 

Riverine L1 

Flash 
Flood 

Escape 
Route 

to flood 
free 
land 

available L2 

L4 L5 
not 

available 
L3 

 

L1 
Riverine flooding where there is sufficient time to remove people from the risk to their 
lives by means of formal community evacuation plans. Not relevant to flash flooding 
scenarios such as the Wallsend Commercial Centre area. 

L2 

Short duration flash flooding with no warning time in circumstances where there is an 
obvious escape route to flood free land with enclosing waters during the PMF which are 
suitable for wading or heavy vehicles i.e. hydraulic behaviour threshold does not exceed 
H2. On site flood refuge not necessary and normal light frame residential buildings are 
appropriate. 

L3 

Short duration flash flooding with no warning time and no obvious escape route to flood 
free land with enclosing waters during the PMF which are suitable for wading or heavy 
vehicles i.e. hydraulic behaviour threshold does not exceed H2. On site flood refuge not 
necessary and normal light frame residential buildings are appropriate. 

L4 

Short duration flash flooding with no warning time and enclosing waters during the PMF 
that are not suitable for wading or heavy vehicles i.e. hydraulic threshold exceeds H2. 
On site refuge is necessary and if hydraulic threshold exceeds H3, heavy frame 
construction or suitable structural reinforcement required. 

L5 

Short duration flash flooding with no warning time and enclosing waters during the PMF 
have too much energy for normal heavy building construction and therefore it is 
generally not possible to construct a flood refuge i.e. hydraulic threshold is H5. The risk 
to life is considered extreme and the site is unsuitable for habitation, either residential or 
short stay. 

 

As can be seen in Table 4�4, there is a strong link between the Risk to Life Hazard Categories 
L1 to L5 and the Hydraulic Behaviour Thresholds H1 to H5. Hence, the distribution of these 
categories across the Ironbark Creek Floodplain has some similarities. For the Wallsend 
Commercial Centre area, Figure 23 displays the distribution of the Risk to Life hazard 
categories (L1 to L5) at the PMF level. 
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At the PMF level the L5 category dominates not only the main channel but also Federal Park 
and the commercial centre. There are limited L4 areas within the commercial centre at Charles 
Street and Cowper Street. L4 areas also appear within the tributaries and around John Street 
and James Street. L3 and L2 categories are generally confined to the outer areas of the 
floodplain and tributaries. L1 areas do not apply as this category relates to riverine flooding. 

The vast majority of the Wallsend Commercial Centre has a high or very high Risk to Life hazard 
category (L4 or L5). This highlights the constriction that the Wallsend Commercial Centre 
presents to large floods that exceed the channel capacity and then flow through the streets and 
properties at high velocities and depths. 

Further demonstration of the high risk associated with flash flooding and fast rates of rise is 
given in Plate 4�3 below. 

 

Plate 4	3 – Rates of Rise of Floodwater in Ironbark Creek at Wallsend Commercial Centre 
(Source: FRMS, Worley Parsons, 2009a) 

 

This plate represents the variation of water level with time at Tyrrell Street, as determined in 
modelling done for the FRMS. The more frequent floods have a rate of rise in excess of 1m/hr. 
In the rarer floods, the rates of rise can exceed 3m/hr and reach up to 7m/hr. These extremely 
fast rates of rise produce floods which can catch people unawares and trap them in life 
threatening situations. These characteristics separate flash flooding from the majority of floods 
in NSW. (Source: FRMS, Worley Parsons, 2009a). 

The following quote from the FRMS references the 2008 Flood Study and highlights the extreme 
hazard posed by flashing flooding in Wallsend: 
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"The Flood Study shows that the time from the start of rainfall until Ironbark Creek is running 
bank full can be as little as 10 minutes in the upper catchment and 20@40 minutes in the 
Commercial Centre. These times are too fast for any effective flood warning to be made by 
the Bureau of Meteorology with currently available technology. Hence, the first indication that 
the average person is likely to have that a flood is imminent is when Ironbark Creek begins 
to overtop its banks." 

The FRMS provides detailed information on the nature of the flood hazard in the Wallsend 
Commercial Centre for a range of design flood events. As an example, for a 1% AEP event, 
from the time Ironbark Creek begins overtopping its banks in the Commercial Centre, it would 
take 30 minutes for the water depth in Tyrrell Street to reach 1.0m and flow conditions in Tyrrell 
Street to become too dangerous for wading by an able body adult. In larger design events, the 
flood response times are reduced while the peak flood depths and velocities will be greater. 

It is also highlighted in the FRMS the risk to life associated with people trapped in vehicles trying 
to escape the floodwaters either on foot or in vehicles where the vehicle may become unstable 
and be swept away during flooding. These potential risks to life can occur in relatively frequent 
flash floods in the Wallsend Commercial Centre. The FRMS identified that people can be 
trapped in cars within 15 minutes in a 1% AEP flash flood. 

4.2.5  Risk to Property Hazard Categories � P1 to P5 

As defined in the DCP, this risk category is a combination of hydraulic behaviour threshold and 
the effect on property. The Risk to Property hazard categories (P1 to P5) are based on the peak 
Hydraulic Behaviour Thresholds (H1 to H5) determined for the 1% AEP flood (Flood Planning 
Event). They correlate directly with the H1 to H5 categories and are shown in Table 4�5. 

Table 4	5 – Risk to Property Hazard Categories 	 P1 to P5 

P1 
Parked or moving cars remain stable i.e. equivalent to areas of H1 at the Flood 
Planning Event1. 

P2 
Parked or moving heavy vehicles remain stable i.e. equivalent to areas of H2 at the 
Flood Planning Event1. 

P3 
Suitable for light construction (e.g. timber frame, masonry and brick veneer) i.e. 
equivalent to areas of H3 at the Flood Planning Event1. 

P4 
Suitable for heavy construction (e.g. steel frame, reinforced concrete) i.e. equivalent 
to areas of H4 at the Flood Planning Event1. 

P5 
Hydraulically unsuitable for normal building construction i.e. equivalent to areas of 
H5 at the Flood Planning Event1. 

Note 1:  Flood Planning Event is the 1% AEP per the DCP. 

For the Wallsend Commercial Centre area the distribution of P1 to P5 is identical to the related 
H1 to H5 categories at the Flood Planning Event (1% AEP event) ; refer to Figures 21 for the 
H1 to H5 categories at the 1% AEP event. 

Based on Figure 21, the P5 category is evident throughout the main channel for the 1% AEP 
event, with significant areas of P4 category in the commercial centre north of the Stockland 
Wallsend shopping centre and continuing into Tyrrell Street, Council Street, Nelson Street and 
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Boscawen Street. Other overbank areas are generally P3, notably Federal Park and the 
remaining areas of the commercial centre and shopping complex. P2 and P1 categories are 
confined to areas of shallower flood depth, generally the outer areas of the floodplain and 
tributaries. 
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5  CONDITION ASSESSMENT OF DESIGNATED BUILDINGS 
AND ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES 

5.1  Background to the Assessment 

The magnitude of the flood hazard in the Wallsend Commercial Centre is demonstrated in the 
following FRMP quote: 

"The Wallsend catchment is subject to flash floods which allow very little time for mobilisation 
and assistance by external emergency management resources. The safety of people will rely 
entirely on the cognisance of individuals. 

On a busy day, in the Commercial Centre, thousands of lives could be at risk in the event of 
an extreme flash flood. The safety of these individuals will depend upon people seeking 
onsite refuge which is safe and secure, or on heeding and acting immediately on warnings.' 

The magnitude and rapidity of flooding in the Wallsend Commercial Centre, as well as the 
magnitude of flood forces on buildings and the criticality of strengthening buildings to withstand 
such forces, is highlighted in the following FRMP statement: 

"While the probable maximum flood is extremely rare it is an indicator of the ultimate affect 
that a flood can have on a community. In the Wallsend Catchment flash floods can occur 
with no effective warning since presently available flood warning systems cannot be solely 
relied on to save people since it is not fail safe and since it cannot always provide sufficient 
warning for large numbers of people to escape to high ground, leaving them trapped with no 
escape. The larger floods can rapidly envelop buildings with deep and swiftly flowing water 
which is too dangerous for self@directed evacuation by wading. People can be trapped in 
buildings with the enclosing floodwater rapidly increasing in energy to the point where the 
buildings can sustain extensive structural damage. Many buildings could collapse, drowning 
those trapped in them. The rapid escalation of the energy of the enclosing waters means 
that it would be extremely dangerous for rescue attempts." 

Against this background, various buildings were designated in the Brief for possible acquisition 
and demolition as part of the FRMP implementation works now being investigated in the current 
study. 

Various assessments for the designated buildings have been completed as follows: 

• Architectural building survey audit of designated buildings (EJE, 2013). This work was used 
to inform the property valuations, the structural assessment, the flood damages assessment 
and the implementation strategy. 

• Preliminary property valuations for designated buildings (PRP, 2013). This work was used to 
inform the flood damages assessment, property acquisition and the implementation strategy. 

• Structural stability assessment of designated buildings with details included in the Structural 
Assessment Report(SMEC, 2014b). Relevant aspects are discussed in the following 
sections. The structural stability assessment is outlined below. 

5.2  Scope of Structural Assessment 

As part of this overall structural assessment the following tasks were undertaken: 
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• Literature review to determine structural assessment criteria; 

• Development of preliminary assessment criteria in order to assist structural inspection; 

• Visual inspection and a qualitative assessment of existing buildings for specified AEP and 
PMF events for existing conditions and relevant flood mitigation options; 

• Finalisation of assessment criteria subsequent to condition assessment / visual inspection; 

• Preparation of guidelines for building assessment; 

- Determination of loads 

- Determination of capacity 

• Literature review of protection options for buildings; 

• Strategies to minimise the risk of building collapse; and 

• Preparation of guidelines for hazard reduction and building strengthening. 

5.3  Building Condition Assessment 

A site inspection was undertaken to determine the building construction type and condition of 
the buildings designated by the CoN for potential acquisition as part of some mitigation options. 
The location of buildings is shown in Plate 6�6. From the site inspection building types consisted 
of low;rise residential, commercial and industrial construction of varying condition and age. All 
the sites had at least some full brick construction, and most had low level glazing and awnings. 
Table 5�1 summarises the ground floor element types for the buildings. 

Table 5	1 – Ground Floor Building Element Types 

Designated 

Site 

Approx. 
Building 
Height 

(m) 

Ground Floor Element Types 

Concrete 
Block 

Masonry 
Clad 
Wall 

Glazing 
(window

/door) 

Roller 
Door 

Awning 

1 4 X X  X X  

21 6  X X  X  

3 6  X X X X X 

4 6  X X X  X 

5 4  X  X  X 

6 6  X  X  X 

7 6  X  X X X 
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Designated 

Site 

Approx. 
Building 
Height 

(m) 

Ground Floor Element Types 

Concrete 
Block 

Masonry 
Clad 
Wall 

Glazing 
(window

/door) 

Roller 
Door 

Awning 

8 4  X  X  X 

Note 1:  One building only. 

 

5.4  Identification of Critical Structural Elements for Buildings 

Critical structural elements for individual designated buildings were identified during the site 
inspection and confirmed following a review of the hydraulic analysis results. Identified ground 
floor critical structural elements for the buildings of interest are presented in Table 5�2 below. 

Table 5	2 – Ground Floor Critical Structural Elements 

Designated Site Critical Element 
Element 

Height (m) 

1 Unreinforced blockwork on side wall 4 

Single skin masonry at rear 4 

2 Single skin masonry in carport 2.4 

Masonry piers 0 

3 Combined stud and masonry wall (existing excessive lean) 0 

Rock retaining wall and hydrostatic pressure behind wall 0 

Full masonry wall 3 

Balcony propped on channel concrete lining 0 

4 Stud wall at rear (global stability may also be an issue) 3 

Full masonry wall, side wall near bridge 3 

5 Full masonry, rear of building 3 

6 Full masonry wall on side near channel 3 

7 Full masonry wall 3 
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Designated Site Critical Element 
Element 

Height (m) 

8 Full masonry wall 3 

 

5.5  Guidelines for Building Assessment 

The Structural Assessment Report (SMEC, 2014b) provides guidelines for structural 
assessment of designated buildings in the Wallsend Commercial Centre area. These guidelines 
are also suitable for assessment of other buildings within the Wallsend floodplain for 
determination of strengthening requirements. 

The guidelines have been developed with reference to the ABCB (Australian Building Code 
Board) “Standard for Construction of Buildings in Flood Hazard Areas” as well as other 
applicable Australian Standards. 

As required in the “Standard for Construction of Buildings in Flood Hazard Areas”, guidelines for 
this study have been prepared based on “limit state design” methods where structural elements 
are assessed with acceptable probabilities of failure (often referred to as acceptable levels of 
reliability). 

It is noted that Load Case combinations presented in “Standard for Construction of Buildings in 
Flood Hazard Areas” are different to those presented in "Australian Standard AS1170.0 
Structural Design Actions Part 0: General Principles" that are typically used for structural 
assessment. The alternate Load combinations are as follows: 

1.2� + ��� + 	
��                                                               (1) 

0.9� + 0.5�� + 	
��                                                             (2) 

Where: 

G = dead load 

Q = live load 

Fl = flood related actions including hydrostatic, hydrodynamic, wave and impact forces 

ψc = combination factor for imposed actions specified in AS1170.0 

Wu = ultimate wind action 

YF =  flood load factor presented in the “Standard for Construction of Buildings in Flood Hazard 
Areas” based on flood event annual probability of exceedance. For the current 
assessment a factor of 1.0 is to be used. It is noted that typically a an additional freeboard 
of 300mm is applied to flood and afflux levels to allow for localised height increases or 
wave action. 
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5.5.1  Shelter in Place Design Requirements 

Where a section of a building is required to provide flood refuge (i.e. “shelter;in;place”) these 
sections of the building may require classification as 'importance level 4 structures' to the 
Building Code of Australia. Given an importance level classification of 4, design requirements 
are as follows: 

• Wind loading for an Annual Exceedance Probability of 1 in 2000. 

• Flood forces for the PMF Event. 

• Impact forces from any debris, including debris from collapse of the surrounding structure(s). 

• Ensure that debris / collapse of the surrounding building cannot impact on people within the 
flood shelter. 

5.5.2  Flood Forces 

Flood depths and velocities from the hydraulic analysis were used to determine flood forces as 
follows. 

• Hydrostatic forces; 

• Hydrodynamic forces (including forces due to afflux); and 

• Impact forces. 

Wind loading was found to be nominal when considering the magnitude / variability of flood 
forces for the buildings under consideration. 

5.5.3  Guidelines for Structural Capacity � Failure Curves 

Failure curves are typically used to indicate the point at which damage (structural and aesthetic) 
can occur given a specified flood depth and water velocity based on balanced hydrostatic 
forces. Failure (or damage) curves in various references were reviewed, and based on these, 
failure curves were prepared that are specific to the age and condition of the buildings in the 
Wallsend Commercial Centre. Curves were developed for cases both with and without wet flood 
proofing as discussed below. 

Generally the buildings in the commercial centre do not include wet flood proofing and hence 
water levels outside the building will not be matched by water levels within the building, resulting 
in unbalanced flood forces. Plate 5�1 presents failure curves for walls without balanced flood 
forces, where if a point for a given depth and velocity sits above (or to the right) of the line that 
element is considered to be structurally inadequate (to have 'failed'). 
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Plate 5	1 – Failure Curves without Wet Flood Proofing (water on one side of wall only) 

 

The failure curves below are for situations where wet flood proofing is provided. Plate 5�2 is for 
stud walls with and without impact loading. For flood depths less than 0.6m the failure curve for 
impact loading is the same as the standard damage curve (NOTE: Typically a depth of 0.6m is 
sufficient to cause vehicles to be mobilised and able to cause impact damage). Plate 5�3 shows 
failure curves for masonry and unreinforced concrete block walls. 

 

Plate 5�2 – Failure Curves for Stud Walls with Wet Flood Proofing 
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Plate 5�3 – Failure Curves for Masonry Walls with Wet Flood Proofing 

5.5.4  Comparison with Previously Published Failure Curves 

A comparison was undertaken of the failure curves developed for the designated buildings with 
previously published failure curves. The results are presented in Plate 5�4. (NOTE: Afflux needs 
to be calculated to determine total flood depth before using the failure curves in Plate 5�4). 

 

Plate 5	4 – Comparison with Published Failure Curves 
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The comparison above shows a good correlation between calculated capacities of 3m high 
masonry walls (typical of designated buildings in the commercial centre) and the failure 
presented in the Floodplain Development Manual (OEH / DIPNR, 2005). For the FDM curve 
'failure' is given by the function Velocity x Depth > 1, and this failure mode equates to the upper 
limit of the H3 hazard category (Hydraulic Behaviour Threshold) shown previously in Plate 4�2. 

The damage curve reproduced from the Hawkesbury;Nepean Floodplain Management Steering 
Committee (HNFMSC, 2007) "Reducing Vulnerability of Buildings to Flood Damage" is assumed 
to be for buildings of different configurations to those considered in the commercial centre, or of 
newer construction where masonry ties would be intact and mullions within masonry cavities are 
installed. This curve is non;conservative (i.e. unsafe) for masonry structural elements within the 
designated buildings in the commercial centre. Note that this curve sits closer to the upper limit 
of the H4 hazard category shown in Plate 4�2 ; and getting close to the H5 hazard category. 

The failure curves developed for critical structural elements (refer Plates 5�1 to 5��3) have been 
used in the flood damages assessment of flood mitigation options when determining the likely 
number of buildings destroyed in major flood events. This is discussed further in Section 7. 

5.6  Guidelines for Hazard Reduction 

Three primary methods exist for the reduction of flood hazards: 

• Flood proofing 

- Dry proofing 

- Wet proofing 

• Community education / awareness for response to flood hazard 

• Flood modification  hydraulic changes such as channel widening channel or levee bank 
construction 

As discussed in Section 9.3, 'Wet' flood proofing is considered to be viable for the Wallsend 
Commercial Centre area but not 'Dry' flood proofing due to the large flood forces involved. 

In determining requirements for Wet Flood Proofing a comparison was undertaken between the 
ABCB “Standard for Construction of Buildings in Flood Hazard Areas” guidelines and those 
specified in HNFMSC (2007). The ABCB guidelines are not suitable for flood depths greater 
than 1m or velocities exceeding of 1.5 m/s and therefore are not suitable for the PMF event and 
buildings in proximity to the channel in Wallsend. However, these guidelines may be suitable for 
backwater type flooding near the periphery of the PMF floodplain. Wet flood proofing 
requirements are presented in Table 5�3. 
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Table 5�3 – Wet Flood Proofing Requirements 

Design            
Flood Event 

ABCB "Standard for 
Construction of 

Buildings in Flood 
Hazard Areas" 

Recommendations1 

Wall Opening Size % 
of Floor Area 

HNFMSC "Reducing Flood Vulnerability of 
Housing to Flood Damage" Recommendations2 

Wall Opening             
% of Floor Area 

Existing Channel 
Conditions 

Wall Opening                      
% of Floor Area 

Option 2 Channel 
Conditions 

1% AEP 1 % 0.9% 0.7% 

0.2% AEP 1% 1.1% 0.9% 

PMF 1% 4.5% 4.5% 

Note 1:  Recommendations are for velocities less than1.5 m/s and depth less than 1m. 
Note 2:  Blockage Factor = 5.0, Wall Cavity Factor = 1.5. 
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6  HYDRAULIC ASSESSMENT OF MITIGATION OPTIONS 

6.1  Outline of Adopted Approach 

The 5 mitigation options nominated in the Brief were initially assessed. As flood modelling 
results became available, additional options were developed as well as modifications to 
nominated options and a combination of various options. In all, fourteen (14) option scenarios 
were assessed hydraulically. Multiple hydraulic model runs were completed to assist in 
assessing the option scenarios. 

Initial hydraulic assessment of possible options was undertaken with the 0.2% AEP (500 yr ARI) 
event. This approach was targeted at efficiently determining the option or options with optimal 
hydraulic benefits, while taking into account the available project budget and available quota of 
modelling runs. The approach was iterative in nature and involved the technical sub;committee 
throughout. 

The 0.2% AEP event is large enough to capture the essence of major flood behaviour in the 
Wallsend Commercial Centre, and is a good compromise being larger than the 1% AEP event 
but not as catastrophic as the extremely low probability PMF event. 

This process eventuated in the determination of 4 targeted mitigation options for further detailed 
assessment, including hydraulic assessment with the other design flood events (10%, 1% AEP, 
PMF), followed by a flood damage assessment (Section 7) and cost;benefit analysis (Section 
8). 

6.2  Mitigation Options Nominated in the Brief 

The FRMP identified two main parts to a new flow path to increase flow conveyance through the 
Wallsend Commercial Centre: 

• Increasing the flow capacity under Minmi Road, and 

• Removing buildings and some bridges, and widening the channel between the downstream 
end of the Stockland Wallsend shopping centre and Federal Park. 

This identified flow path would extend from downstream of the Stockland Wallsend shopping 
centre to Minmi Road. The Brief subdivided the identified flow path into 5 component mitigation 
options, referred to herein as the 5 nominated options (Options 1 to 5). The Brief stated the 5 
nominated options were to be assessed both individually and in combination (all options 
together). 

Closer examination indeed shows that the 'all options together' scenario is not required since the 
fully identified flow path in the FRMP is represented by the combination of Option 1 + Option 5. 
This combination was assessed in the current study together with numerous other combinations. 

The 5 nominated options are described below: 
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Option 1 � Minmi Road 
Bridge enlargement, 
including new flood 
channel upstream and flow 
apron downstream. This 
option is based on the 
works described on pages 
18;19 of the FRMP and 
shown in Plate 6�1. 
 
Option 2 � Removal of 
Tyrrell and Boscawen 
Street Bridges and 
enhance conveyance of 
Nelson Street Bridge. 
 
Option 3 � Removal of 
designated commercial 
centre buildings on left 
bank (west) of channel. 
The buildings to be 
removed are depicted in 
Figure 20 of the FRMS and 
can be identified in Plate 6�
2. 

 

 Plate 6	1 @ Option 1 as Defined in FRMS (Worley Parsons, 2009a) 
  

Option 4 � Removal of designated commercial centre buildings on right bank (east) of channel. 
The buildings to be removed are depicted in Figure 20 of the FRMS and can be identified in 
Plate 6�2 at Option 5 below. 

Option 5 � New larger 
channel in the Wallsend 
Commercial Centre. This 
option is based on the short 
channel flowpath described 
on pages 19;21 of the 
FRMP and shown in Plate 
6�2 at right. It requires the 
removal of buildings per 
Options 3 and 4, and 
bridge removal and 
modification per Option 2. 

 

 Plate 6	2 @ Option 5 as Defined in FRMS (Worley Parsons, 2009a) 
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6.2.1  Key Aspects of Option 1 

The FRMS describes this option as comprising a channel with an average width of 55m, 
beginning at the north side of Federal Park, and continuing to approximately 75m past Minmi 
Road into the low area of Hexham Swamp. To funnel flows from Federal Park into the new 
channel the FRMS nominates an entrance width in Federal Park of approximately 75m. 

A bridge opening width of 55m has been adopted for Option 1 to match the average width of the 
new channel to convey flow through Federal Park to Minmi Road and then further downstream. 
(NOTE: By comparison the existing Minmi Road Bridge has 2 x 9m wide openings). 

Downstream of Minmi Road at the channel outlet into Hexham Swamp the FRMS nominates 
channel expansion to a width of approximately 80m, with the channel then gradually merged 
with the adjacent terrain using an excavated apron in Hexham Swamp. 

Scaled measurements taken from Figure 19 in the FRMS support the above dimensions. 

6.2.2  Key Aspects of Option 2 

Option 2 involves removal of the Tyrrell and Boscawen Street Bridges, and increasing the 
conveyance for the Nelson Street Bridge. There will also be roadworks modifications and new 
traffic management infrastructure associated with the removal of the two bridges. 

The Nelson Street Bridge conveyance is to be increased by approximately halving the 'design' 
level blockage (refer Table 6�2), without major structural changes and limiting modification costs 
to around 10% of the cost of a new bridge. It is envisaged this will be achieved by: 

• Fenders installed on upstream side of pier(s) to streamline flow entry into the bridge 
waterway openings and to reduce the likelihood of debris blockage. 

• Other work to the upstream side deck girders and bridge abutments to streamline flow entry, 
minimise debris trapping and blockage. 

• Replace existing guard rails on the upstream and downstream sides with new guard rails 
that do not impede or obstruct flow over the bridge superstructure (e.g. 'lay down' type); 

• Remove or modify objects (e.g. railings, fences, poles, etc) on the left and right side 
approaches to the bridge, to minimise debris trapping and blockage and hence allow 
generally unimpeded surcharge flows over and around the bridge. 

• Re;position any suspended pipes attached to the bridge that may trap debris or reduce the 
waterway area or restrict flows into or out of the bridge waterway openings. This includes 
both the upstream and downstream sides of the bridge. 

Another possibility to increase conveyance is to remove the central pier to increase waterway 
area, reduce blockage and entry losses. The cost and feasibility can be considered at the 
detailed design stage. This would most likely involve modification to the superstructure (deeper 
deck girders), which may actually reduce the waterway area, although there would still be 
greater potential for reducing the 'design' level blockage with removal of the central pier. 

6.2.3  Key Aspects of Option 3 

Properties have been designated for potential acquisition and building removal. There are 3 
buildings involved and they are shown in outline in Plate 6�2 above and defined as building Nos. 
1, 2 and 3 in Plates 6�6 and 6�7. 
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6.2.4  Key Aspects of Option 4 

Properties have been designated for potential acquisition and building removal. There are 5 
buildings involved and they are shown in outline in Plate 6�2 above and defined as building Nos. 
4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 in Plates 6�6 and 6�7. 

6.2.5  Key Aspects of Option 5 

The FRMS describes a new wider channel commencing on the north side of the Stockland 
Wallsend shopping centre, and continuing to the Federal Park side of the Boscawen Street 
Bridge to merge with the existing Ironbark Creek Channel. The FRMS nominates an initial 
channel width of approximately 90m at the shopping centre, tapering to about 45m at the 
Boscawen Street Bridge. Based on Figure 20 in the FRMS, the channel corridor widths shown in 
Table 6�1 were determined by scaled measurement. 

Table 6�1 – Option 5 Channel Corridor Widths (Source: FRMS, Worley Parsons, 2009a) 

Location 
Width of                         

Channel Corridor1  

Stockland Wallsend (carpark ; northern end)  92m 

Tyrrell Street 68m 

Nelson Street 52m 

Boscawen Street / Harris Street Intersection 44m 

Federal Park (D/S Boscawen Street Bridge) 32m 

Note 1:  Scaled measurements from Figure 20 in FRMS. 

As shown in the above table, except where the channel tapers to merge with the existing 
Ironbark Creek Channel at Federal Park, the channel corridor width ranges from 45;90m, and 
between Tyrrell and Boscawen Streets has an average width of 55m. 

This option requires property acquisition and the removal of 8 designated buildings and the 
creation of a new larger channel typically through the commercial centre. It also involves 
removal of the Tyrrell and Boscawen Street Bridges, and construction of a new / enlarged bridge 
at Nelson Street to suit the new wider channel. There will also be roadworks modifications and 
new traffic management infrastructure associated with the removal of the two bridges. 

Options 3 and 4 (building removal) are in effect sub;components of Option 5. Likewise Option 2 
is a component of Option 5 except that the Nelson Street Bridge would be replaced and 
enlarged to match the new wider channel. 

6.3  Design' Bridge Blockage � Mitigation Options 1 to 5 

Prior to hydraulic modelling for the 5 nominated options, 'design' levels of bridge blockage were 
determined for each of the 4 key bridges in the Wallsend Commercial Centre. The adopted 
'design' bridge blockages varied with the magnitude of the design event. 
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In Section 3.6 'design' levels of bridge blockage are presented for existing conditions modelling. 
For the 5 nominated options and each design flood event, a full range of 'design' level blockages 
was similarly established for the hydraulic modelling. Compared with existing conditions, revised 
bridge blockage proportions were required where an option involved the removal or modification 
of one or more bridges. 

Where an option involves the removal of a bridge this represents 0% (nil) 'design' blockage at 
the bridge site (i.e. the bridge no longer exists). However, in other cases bridge waterway 
conveyance is to be enhanced or bridges are to be re;built as larger structures. This can involve 
a much larger bridge spanning a new / wider channel, but in other cases this can involve an 
enhanced waterway for a bridge spanning an existing channel. 

Revisions to the 'design' level blockage (compared with existing conditions) is required for the 
following bridge changes: 

• Option 1 ; new / enlarged bridge at Minmi Road. 

• Option 2 ; enhanced conveyance for bridge at Nelson Street, remove bridges at Tyrrell and 
Boscawen Streets. 

• Option 5 ; new / enlarged bridge at Nelson Street, remove bridges at Tyrrell and Boscawen 
Streets. 

The bridge blockages previously adopted for ‘existing conditions’ modelling (i.e. the 'Base Run') 
are shown in Table 6�2 below, together with the bridge blockages adopted for the 5 nominated 
mitigation options and confirmed by the technical sub;committee. In the table note that with 
respect to existing conditions: 

• The bolded numbers represent reduced blockage including bridge removal (0% blockage). 

• The shaded cells represent reduced blockage excluding bridge removal (bridges to be 
replaced / enlarged or conveyance enhanced). 

Table 6	2 – 'Design' Blockage for Key Bridges 	 Base Run and Options 1 to 5 

Design Event 

Adopted 'Design' Bridge Blockage Proportion 

Base 
Run 

(Exg) 

Option   
1 

Option   
2 

Option   
3 

Option   
4 

Option   
5 

Tyrrell Street Bridge 

10% AEP 35% 35% 0%2
 35% 35% 0%2

 

1% AEP 70% 70% 0%2
 70% 70% 0%2

 

0.2% AEP 70% 70% 0%2
 70% 70% 0%2

 

PMF 70% 70% 0%2
 70% 70% 0%2
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Design Event 

Adopted 'Design' Bridge Blockage Proportion 

Base 
Run 

(Exg) 

Option   
1 

Option   
2 

Option   
3 

Option   
4 

Option   
5 

Nelson Street Bridge 

10% AEP 35% 35% 15%3
 35% 35% 5%1

 

1% AEP 70% 70% 30%3
 70% 70% 15%1

 

0.2% AEP 70% 70% 40%3
 70% 70% 25%1

 

PMF 70% 70% 55%3
 70% 70% 40%1

 

Boscawen Street Bridge 

10% AEP 10% 10% 0%2
 10% 10% 0%2

 

1% AEP 25% 25% 0%2
 25% 25% 0%2

 

0.2% AEP 50% 50% 0%2
 50% 50% 0%2

 

PMF 70% 70% 0%2
 70% 70% 0%2

 

Minmi Road Bridge 

10% AEP 25% 5%1
 25% 25% 25% 25% 

1% AEP 50% 15%1
 50% 50% 50% 50% 

0.2% AEP 70% 25%1
 70% 70% 70% 70% 

PMF 70% 40%1
 70% 70% 70% 70% 

Note 1:  New / enlarged bridge to match new / wider channel. 
Note 2:  Bridge removed. 
Note 3:  Bridge with enhanced conveyance to match existing channel. 

 

It can be seen from Table 6�2 that where a bridge is removed the blockage (by default) 
becomes 0% (i.e. bridge no longer exists). Where a new / enlarged bridge is required to match a 
new and wider channel the revised blockage is reduced substantially. On the other hand, where 
an enhanced bridge is included to match the existing channel the blockage is not reduced as 
much. 
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6.4  Modelling Results � Options 1 to 5 

Initial hydraulic assessment of the 5 nominated options was undertaken with the 0.2% AEP 
(500yr ARI) event. Modelling results for the 0.2% AEP design event are displayed in the water 
level profile at Plate 6�3 below. 

A discussion of the results follows. 

Downstream of Boscawen Street 

Option 1 (new / enlarged Minmi Road Bridge) produces substantial reductions in peak 0.2% 
AEP flood levels of around 0.4;1.4m compared with the Base Run (i.e. existing conditions). The 
maximum reduction occurs immediately upstream of the bridge. 

No other option produces a meaningful reduction in 0.2% AEP flood level due to the Minmi Road 
Bridge acting as a hydraulic control that dictates the level of flooding that will occur between 
Boscawen Street and Minmi Road. 

Upstream of Boscawen Street 

Options 2�5 all result in lower flood levels than the Base Run. The reduction in 0.2% AEP flood 
level was greatest for Option 5, followed by Option 2, then Option 4, then Option 3, and no 
meaningful reduction for Option 1. 

Option 5 (new / wider channel through commercial centre) has the greatest reduction at around 
0.4;1.3m with the reduction being 0.8;1.3m upstream of Nelson Street and 0.4;0.5m between 
Nelson and Boscawen Streets. 

A summary of the reductions in peak 0.2% AEP flood level for each of the 5 options is: 

• Option 1 ; Unchanged 

• Option 2 ; 0.4;0.6m reduction 

• Option 3 ; 0.1m reduction 

• Option 4 ; 0.2;0.4m reduction 

• Option 5 ; 0.4;1.3m reduction (0.8;1.3m reduction upstream of Nelson Street) 

 

.
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Plate 6	3 – Ironbark Creek – Maximum Water Level Profile 0.2% AEP (Q500) 6hr @ Options 1 to 5 
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6.4.1  Further Comment on Option 1 

Plate 6�4 below shows a water level profile for the 0.2% AEP design flood event in Ironbark 
Creek upstream of Minmi Road. It compares Option 1 with the Base Run. This demonstrates the 
significant impact of Option 1 (new / enlarged Minmi Road Bridge) in the reach between 
Boscawen Street and Minmi Road, but also demonstrates there is no hydraulic benefit for the 
Wallsend Commercial Centre (i.e. upstream of Boscawen Street). 

It is clear that Option 1 would substantially reduce design flood levels downstream of Boscawen 
Street. However, upstream of Boscawen Street design flood levels are unchanged. 

6.4.2  Further Comment on Option 2 

Option 2 includes the removal of the Tyrrell Street and Boscawen Street Bridges and enhanced 
conveyance for the Nelson Street Bridge. This option would involve additional roadworks 
modifications and new traffic management infrastructure. 

6.4.3  Further Comment on Option 3 

Option 3 was reviewed during the assessment of option combinations (refer Section 6.5), but 
for clarity the results of the review are discussed below. 

Option 3 (removing designated buildings on left bank) showed only a minor hydraulic benefit 
when modelled with the 0.2% AEP event. Specifically, Option 3 produced a 0.1m flood level 
reduction upstream of Boscawen Street with no impact downstream of Boscawen Street. 
However, Option 3 would have a relatively high capital cost (for property acquisition and 
subsequent demolition). On this basis, Option 3 was not considered further. 

6.4.4  Further Comment on Options 4 and 5 

Options 4 and 5 were reviewed in conjunction with modified versions of these options. Further 
comment on Options 4 and 5 is made in comparison with the modified versions at Section 6.6. 
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Plate 6	4 – Ironbark Creek – Maximum Water Level Profile 0.2% AEP (Q500) 6hr @ Option 1 
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6.5  Consideration of Option Combinations 

Following the hydraulic modelling for Options 1 to 5 with the 0.2% AEP event, the technical sub;
committee confirmed there would be merit in investigating (and possibly modelling) certain 
option combinations. 

Many option combinations were initially considered. Six option combinations were developed for 
further assessment, and for decision as to which combination(s) would be hydraulically 
modelled. Certain option combinations were eliminated at the pre;modelling stage where it could 
be shown that other option combinations offered similar or greater hydraulic benefits but at a 
comparatively lower capital cost. 

A basis for the formulation of the 6 option combinations was that Combination A (Option 1 + 
Option 5) provided the maximum extent of works, maximum capital cost and (likely) the 
maximum hydraulic benefit (i.e. reduction in flood levels). 

(NOTE: This combination, Option 1 + Option 5, comprises the full identified flow path in the 
FRMP to increase flow conveyance through the Wallsend Commercial Centre from downstream 
of Stockland Wallsend shopping centre to Minmi Road). 

The other combinations (Combinations B to F) were formulated on the basis of achieving 
significant hydraulic benefit (i.e. reduction in flood levels) while reducing the capital cost in 
comparison to the maximum cost of Combination A. 

The 6 combinations assessed are shown below in Table 6�3, including the reasons for 
assessing each combination. (NOTE: Earlier in the study Combinations A to F were referred to 
as Scenarios 7 to 11 respectively). 

Table 6	3 – Options Combinations Assessed 

Combination 
Combined      
Options 

Reasons for Considering 

A Options 1 + 5 
• Maximum reduction in flood levels (all study area) 
• Maximum extent of work & capital cost 
• Benchmark for other option combinations 

B Options 1 + 2 

• Large reduction in flood levels d/s Boscawen St (Option 1) 

• Large reduction in flood levels u/s Boscawen St (Option 2) 

• Reduced capital cost compared to A (no building removal or 
new CBD channel) 

C 
Options 1 + 2 

+ 3 + 4 

• Has benefits of Options 1 + 2 as a minimum 

• Options 3 + 4 (remove left & right bank buildings) should 
further reduce flood levels upstream of Boscawen St 

• Reduced capital cost compared to A (no new CBD channel) 

D 
Options 2 + 3 

+ 4 

• Large reduction in flood levels u/s Boscawen St (Option 2) 

• Options 3 + 4 (remove left & right bank buildings) should 
further reduce flood levels upstream of Boscawen St 

• Reduced capital cost compared to A (no new CBD channel 
or new bridge at Minmi Rd) 

E Options 1 + 4 • Large reduction in flood levels d/s Boscawen St (Option 1) 

• Option 4 (remove right bank buildings) should further reduce 
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Combination 
Combined      
Options 

Reasons for Considering 

flood levels upstream of Boscawen St 

• Reduced capital cost compared to A (no building removal left 
bank or new CBD channel) 

F Options 2 + 4 

• Large reduction in flood levels u/s Boscawen St (Option 2) 

• Option 4 (remove right bank buildings) should further reduce 
flood levels upstream of Boscawen St 

• Reduced capital cost compared to A (no building removal left 
bank or new CBD channel or new bridge at Minmi Rd) 

 

6.5.1  Assessment of Combinations A, B and F 

Combination A 

Initial assessment of Combinations A indicated potentially significant hydraulic benefits. Also this 
combination is the 'gold plated' solution (maximum cost and likely greatest hydraulic benefits) 
and a benchmark for comparison with other options and option combinations. Combination A 
(also referred to as Scenario 6) was modelled with the 0.2% AEP design event (refer Section 
6.5.3). 

Combinations B and F 

Initial assessment of Combinations B and F indicated potentially significant hydraulic benefits 
and reduced capital cost compared with Combination A. Combinations B and F (also referred to 
as Scenarios 7 and 11 respectively) were modelled with the 0.2% AEP design event (refer 
Section 6.5.3). 

6.5.2  Assessment of Combinations C, D and E 

Combination C 

Following a review of options and confirmation by the technical sub;committee Options 3 was 
not considered further (as previously discussed at Section 6.4.3). Therefore Combination C 
defaults to Option 1 + Option 2 + Option 4. 

It was considered that this combination would give similar hydraulic results to Combination B 
(Option 1 + Option 2), so a decision on whether to undertake modelling was held over until the 
assessment of other relevant combinations was completed. As it turned out, Option 2 alone 
achieves virtually the same hydraulic result as Options 2 + 4 (Combination F) (refer Section 
6.5.3). Thus Combination C effectively defaults to being the same as Combination B (Options 1 
+ 2). Hence, Combination C was not considered further. 

Combination D 

Following a review of options and confirmation by the technical sub;committee Options 3 was 
not considered further (as previously discussed at Section 6.4.3). Therefore Combination D 
defaults to Option 2 + Option 4, which is actually Combination F. Hence, Combination D was not 
considered further. 
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Combination E 

It was clear from the results of 0.2% AEP hydraulic modelling for Combination A (Options 1 + 5) 
and other combinations, that in the Wallsend Commercial Centre (i.e. upstream of Boscawen 
Street) Option 4 alone would achieve a very similar hydraulic result to Combination E (Options 1 
+ 4), but at significantly reduced capital cost. Hence, Combination E was not considered further. 

6.5.3  Modelling Results � Combinations A, B and F 

Based on the initial assessment of option combinations, it was determined that Combinations A, 
B and F warranted hydraulic modelling with the 0.2% AEP design event. The modelling results 
are displayed in the water level profile at Plate 6�5 below. (NOTE: This plate also includes 
results for the 5 nominated options, Options 1 to 5). 

A discussion of the modelling results for Combinations A, B and F (also referred to as Scenarios 
6, 7 and 11 earlier in the study) is given below. 

Combination A (Options 1 + 5) 

Referring to Plate 6�5, the modelling results show: 

• Downstream of Boscawen Street. Same hydraulic result as Option 1 alone (new / enlarged 
Minmi Road Bridge). 

• Upstream of Boscawen Street. Very similar hydraulic result to Option 5 alone (new wider 
channel in CBD), except that: 

- 0.2% AEP flood level is lower by up to 0.2m between Nelson and Boscawen Streets. 

Results of the hydraulic modelling with the 0.2% AEP design event showed that in the Wallsend 
Commercial Centre (i.e. upstream of Boscawen Street) Option 5 alone achieves a very similar 
hydraulic result to Combination A (Options 1 + 5), but at significantly reduced capital cost, 
because it does not involve a new bridge at Minmi Road. Hence, Combination A was not 
considered further. 

Combination B (Options 1 + 2) 

Referring to Plate 6�5, the modelling results show: 

• Downstream of Boscawen Street. Same hydraulic result as Option 1 alone (new / enlarged 
Minmi Road Bridge). 

• Upstream of Boscawen Street. Very similar hydraulic result to Option 2 alone (remove 2 
bridges + enhance Nelson St Bridge), except that: 

- 0.2% AEP flood level is lower by up to 0.3m between Nelson and Boscawen Streets. 

Results of the hydraulic modelling with the 0.2% AEP design event, as well as modeling results 
for Combination A (Options 1 + 5) and other combinations, that in the Wallsend Commercial 
Centre (i.e. upstream of Boscawen Street) Option 2 alone would achieve a very similar hydraulic 
result to Combination B (Options 1 + 2), but at significantly reduced capital cost, because it does 
not involve a new bridge at Minmi Road. Hence, Combination B was not considered further. 
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Plate 6	5 – Ironbark Creek – Maximum Water Level Profile 0.2% AEP (Q500) 6hr – Comb. A, B, F (Scenarios 6, 7, 11) and Options 1 to 5 
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Combination F (Options 2 + 4) 

Referring to Plate 6�5, the modelling results show: 

• Downstream of Boscawen Street. Same hydraulic result as Option 2 alone (remove 2 
bridges + enhance Nelson St Bridge). 

• Upstream of Boscawen Street. Very similar hydraulic result to Option 2 alone. 

Results of the hydraulic modelling with the 0.2% AEP design event show that Option 2 alone 
achieves virtually the same hydraulic result as Combination F (Options 2 + 4) at significantly less 
capital cost, because it does not involve the acquisition and demolition of designated buildings in 
the right overbank area of the main channel. Hence, Combination F was not considered further. 

6.5.4  Continuing the Assessment of Mitigation Options 1, 2, 4 and 5 

Following the initial hydraulic assessment of Options 1 to 5, and then the assessment of various 
option combinations, it was confirmed by the technical sub;committee that Option 1 and Option 
2 had clear hydraulic benefits and warranted further detailed assessment, including full 
assessment hydraulically, followed by assessment of flood damages, preliminary capital cost 
estimates and cost;benefit analysis. 

The hydraulic modelling was subsequently completed for Options 1 and 2 for the remaining 
design events (10%, 1% AEP and PMF). The full hydraulic modelling results for Options 1 and 2 
and further assessments for these two options are discussed in Section 6.9. 

As discussed in Section 6.4, Option 3 was eliminated from further consideration. The viability of 
Options 4 and 5 was not as clear cut as it was for Options 1, 2 and 3. 

It was recognised by the technical sub;committee that both Options 4 and 5 had significant merit 
hydraulically but involved very substantial capital cost to implement. Hence, modifications to 
Options 4 and 5 were considered with a view to still providing significant hydraulic benefit but at 
substantially reduced capital costs compared with the original version of these two options. The 
modified versions of Options 4 and 5 are discussed further in the following section. 

6.6  Review and Modification of Options 4 and 5 

It is evident from the modelling to date that Option 5 has significant hydraulic benefits in the 
Wallsend Commercial Centre area (i.e. upstream of Boscawen Street). However, the capital 
cost of Option 5 is high since it involves removal of designated left and right bank buildings, 
removal of the Tyrrell Street and Boscawen Street Bridges and a new / enlarged bridge at 
Nelson Street, as well as constructing a wide new channel (up to 90m wide) through the 
Wallsend Commercial Centre area. It is unlikely to be practical or cost effective to implement 
Option 5 in the originally envisaged form. 

Also, Option 4 (removal of 5 designated buildings in right overbank area) provides modest 
hydraulic benefits but at relatively significant cost (notably for acquisition of properties and 
demolition of buildings). 

Variations to Options 4 and 5 were identified that could provide significant hydraulic benefit but 
at a substantially reduced capital cost compared with their originally proposed configuration. The 
variations include: 
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• Modifying Option 5, such that the width of a new channel through the commercial centre is 
limited to 20;25m wide essentially within the existing drainage corridor, and limits the 
number of buildings removed to one (referred to as Option 5B as it is effectively a 
modification of the original Option 5). Refer to Plate 6�6 below. 

 

 

Plate 6	6 – Option 4B Layout 

 

• Modifying Option 4, such that the improvement in right overbank conveyance is provided by 
a more defined overland flow route that aligns with Boscawen Street, and limits the number 
of buildings removed to two (referred to as Option 4B as it is a effectively a modification of 
the original Option 4). Refer to Plate 6�7 below. 
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Plate 6	7 – Option 5B Layout 

Options 4B and 5B were assessed with the hydraulic model using the 0.2% AEP design event. 
Additionally, the combination of Options 4B + 5B was also modelled as there was potential for 
this combination to offer additional hydraulic benefits. 

(NOTE: Options 4B, 5B and 4B/5B combined were referred to earlier in the study as Scenarios 
12 to 14 respectively). 

6.7  'Design' Bridge Blockage � Mitigation Options 4B, 5B, 4B/5B 
Combined 

Section 6.3 addressed 'design' bridge blockage in some detail for the 5 nominated mitigation 
options (Options 1 to 5). 

The bridge blockages previously adopted for Options 4 and 5, as well as bridge blockages 
adopted for Options 4B, 5B and 4B/5B combined (and confirmed by the technical sub;
committee) are shown in Table 6�4 below. In the table note that with respect to existing 
conditions: 
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• The bolded numbers represent reduced blockage including bridge removal (0% blockage). 

• The shaded cells represent reduced blockage excluding bridge removal (bridges to be 
replaced / enlarged or conveyance enhanced). 

Table 6	4 – 'Design' Bridge Blockages for Key Bridges 	 Base Run and Options 4, 4B, 5, 
5B, 4B/5B Combined 

Design Event 

Adopted 'Design' Bridge Blockage Proportion 

Base 
Run 

(Exg) 

Option   
4 

Option   
4B 

Option   
5 

Option   
5B 

Option   
4B/5B 

Tyrrell Street Bridge 

10% AEP 35% 35% 35% 0%2
 0%2

 0%2
 

1% AEP 70% 70% 70% 0%2
 0%2

 0%2
 

0.2% AEP 70% 70% 70% 0%2
 0%2

 0%2
 

PMF 70% 70% 70% 0%2
 0%2

 0%2
 

Nelson Street Bridge 

10% AEP 35% 35% 35% 5%1
 10%1

 10%1
 

1% AEP 70% 70% 70% 15%1
 22.5%1

 22.5%1
 

0.2% AEP 70% 70% 70% 25%1
 32.5%1

 32.5%1
 

PMF 70% 70% 70% 40%1
 47.5%1

 47.5%1
 

Boscawen Street Bridge 

10% AEP 10% 10% 10% 0%2
 0%2

 0%2
 

1% AEP 25% 25% 25% 0%2
 0%2

 0%2
 

0.2% AEP 50% 50% 50% 0%2
 0%2

 0%2
 

PMF 70% 70% 70% 0%2
 0%2

 0%2
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Design Event 

Adopted 'Design' Bridge Blockage Proportion 

Base 
Run 

(Exg) 

Option   
4 

Option   
4B 

Option   
5 

Option   
5B 

Option   
4B/5B 

Minmi Road Bridge 

10% AEP 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 

1% AEP 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 50% 

0.2% AEP 70% 70% 70% 70% 70% 70% 

PMF 70% 70% 70% 70% 70% 70% 

Note 1:  New / enlarged bridge to match new / wider channel. (Option 5 has wider channel than 5B and assumed 
wider bridge openings, hence Option 5 has lower blockage proportion than 5B). 
Note 2:  Bridge removed. 

 

6.8  Modelling Results � Options 4B, 5B, 4B/5B Combined 

Options 4B, 5B and 4B/5B combined (denoted Combination G following earlier option 
combinations A to F) were modelled with the 0.2% AEP (500yr ARI) event. The results are 
displayed in the water level profile at Plate 6�8 below, including comparison with Option 1 and 
Option 2. 

A discussion of the results follows. 

6.8.1  Impact on Flood Levels 

Downstream of Boscawen Street 

Options 4B, 5B and 4B/5B combined produce peak 0.2% AEP flood levels that are very similar 
to the Base Run (existing conditions), due to the Minmi Road Bridge acting as a hydraulic 
control that dictates the level of flooding that will occur between Boscawen Street and Minmi 
Road. 

Upstream of Boscawen Street 

The maximum 0.2% AEP flood level reduction compared with the Base Run (existing conditions) 
occurs for both Options 4B/5B combined and Option 5B alone, with the flood level reduction for 
Option 4B being substantially less. Options 4B/5B combined and Option 5B alone give flood 
level reductions of around 0.4;1.0m. Upstream of Boscawen Street the reductions in peak 0.2% 
AEP flood level are: 

• Option 4B ; 0.2;0.3m reduction 

• Option 5B ; 0.4;1.0m reduction (0.6;1.0m reduction upstream of Nelson Street) 
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Plate 6	8 – Ironbark Creek – Maximum Water Level Profile 0.2% AEP (Q500) 6hr @ Options 1, 2, 4B, 5B, 4B/5B Combined 
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• Options 4B/5B combined ; 0.4;1.0m reduction (0.6;1.0m reduction upstream of Nelson 
Street) 

(NOTE: To the nearest 0.1m, Option 5B and Options 4B/5B combined give the same 
reduction in 0.2% AEP flood levels. Close examination of the modelling results shows some 
slight variations between Option 5B and Options 4B/5B combined. Upstream of Nelson 
Street, Options 4B/5B combined have a greater reduction in 0.2% AEP flood level of up to 
0.06m compared with Option 5B alone). 

6.8.2  Comparison with Options 4 and 5 

The hydraulic modelling results for Options 4B and 5B are compared below with the original 
Options 4 and 5 respectively. Discussion of the results for Options 4B/5B combined is also 
provided. 

Comparison of Options 4 and 4B 

Option 4 provides a significant reduction (0.3;0.5m) in 0.2% AEP flood level upstream of 
Boscawen Street. It requires the acquisition / removal of 5 designated buildings in the right 
overbank area, one of which is a substantial local shopping centre building. Option 4 does not 
involve any channel enlargement or changes to any bridges, and hence does not alter traffic 
management in the Wallsend CBD vicinity. 

Option 4B provides a more modest reduction (0.2;0.3m) in 0.2% AEP flood level upstream of 
Boscawen Street, and compared with Option 4 involves a relatively modest acquisition / removal 
of 2 designated buildings in the right overbank area. Similarly, Option 4B does not involve any 
channel enlargement or changes to any bridges, and hence does not alter traffic management in 
the Wallsend CBD vicinity. The Option 4B hydraulic benefit (i.e. the reduction in flood levels) is 
modest, and will likely also produce a modest reduction in flood damage costs, however the 
capital cost is substantially lower than Option 4. 

Conclusion: Upon review by the technical sub;committed it was confirmed that due to the high 
capital cost of Option 4 compared with Option 4B, that Option 4 would not be consider further. At 
the same it was concluded that Option 4B provides a worthwhile combination of capital cost and 
hydraulic benefit and would be carried forward for further detailed assessment. In the first 
instance this will involve completion of the hydraulic modelling using the other design events 
(10%, 1% AEP, PMF), followed by assessment of flood damages, preliminary capital cost 
estimates and cost;benefit analysis. 

Comparison of Options 5 and 5B 

Option 5 provides a substantial reduction (0.4;1.3m) in 0.2% AEP flood level upstream of 
Boscawen Street (0.8;1.3m upstream of Nelson Street). It involves the maximum identified 
mitigation works in the commercial centre upstream of Boscawen Street. Of all the options and 
option combinations assessed Option 5 provides the maximum hydraulic benefit upstream of 
Boscawen Street. 

Option 5B also provides a significant reduction (0.4;1.0m) in 0.2% AEP flood level upstream of 
Boscawen Street (0.6;1.0m upstream of Nelson Street). Hence, Option 5B is somewhat less 
effective than Option 5 ; maximum 1.0m reduction versus 1.3m for Option 5. Option 5B involves 
the acquisition / removal of one designated building to create a new larger channel 20;25m wide 
essentially within the existing drainage corridor. This compares with Option 5 that involves the 
acquisition / removal of all 8 designated buildings one of which is a substantial local shopping 
centre building and the creation of a new larger channel 45;90m wide. Both options involve the 
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removal of the Tyrrell and Boscawen Street Bridges, a new / enlarged bridge at Nelson Street to 
suit the new channel width for each option, as well as roadworks modifications and new traffic 
management infrastructure. The capital cost (property acquisition / removal, new construction, 
roadworks, traffic management, etc) for Option 5B would be substantially less than Option 5. 

Conclusion: Upon review by the technical sub;committed it was confirmed that due to the high 
capital cost of Option 5 compared with Option 5B, that Option 5 would not be consider further. At 
the same it was concluded that Option 5B provides a worthwhile combination of capital cost and 
hydraulic benefit and would be carried forward for further detailed assessment. In the first 
instance this will involve completion of the hydraulic modelling using the other design events 
(10%, 1% AEP, PMF), followed by assessment of flood damages, preliminary capital cost 
estimates and cost;benefit analysis. 

Comparison of Options 5B and 4B/5B Combined 

Options 4B/5B combined provide a significant reduction (0.4;1.0m) in 0.2% AEP flood level 
upstream of Boscawen Street (0.6;1.0m upstream of Nelson Street). To the nearest 0.1m, 
Option 5B and Options 4B/5B combined give the same reduction in 0.2% AEP flood levels. 

(NOTE: The maximum flood level difference in favour of Options 4B/5B combined is 0.06m 
upstream of Nelson Street). 

Conclusion: Option 5B alone produces virtually the same result as Options 4B/5B combined but 
at a substantially reduced capital cost. Hence, it was confirmed by the technical sub;committee 
that Options 4B/5B combined would not be considered further. 

6.8.3  Continuing the Assessment of Mitigation Options 4B and 5B 

The hydraulic modelling was subsequently completed for Options 4B and 5B ; notably the 10%, 
1% AEP and PMF design events. The full hydraulics results for Options 4B and 5B and further 
assessments for these two options are discussed in Section 6.9. 

6.9  Targeted Mitigation Options 

6.9.1  Description of Options 

As discussed earlier, an iterative process was used to assess many feasible options and option 
combinations. Where considered feasible these options and option combinations were initially 
assessed by hydraulic modelling using the 0.2% AEP design flood event. This process 
culminated in the determination of 4 targeted options to undergo further detailed assessment. 
The targeted mitigation options are Options 1, 2, 4B and 5B. Options 1 and 2 are options 
originally nominated in the Brief, while Options 4B and 5B are variations of options originally 
nominated in the Brief. 

To assist in the further detailed assessments of the 4 targeted mitigation options, they are 
displayed below for reference. 
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Option 1 
New / enlarged 
Minmi Road 
Bridge. 
New channel 55;
75m wide and flow 
apron. 
Refer Plate 6�9 at 
right. 

 

 Plate 6	9 @ Option 1 @ New Minmi Rd Bridge & 55@75m Wide Channel 
  

Option 2 
Remove Tyrrell 
and Boscawen 
Street Bridges. 
Enhance 
conveyance of 
Nelson Street 
Bridge. 
Refer Plate 6�10 at 
right. 

 

 Plate 6	10 @ Option 2 @ Modify Bridges at Tyrrell, Nelson & Boscawen Sts  
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Option 4B 
Right bank 
overland flowpath. 
Remove 2 
buildings (Nos. 7 & 
8). 
Refer Plate 6�11 at 
right. 

 

 Plate 6	11 @ Option 4B @ Right Overbank Flow Path 
  
Option 5B 
Widen CBD 
channel to 20;
25m. 
Remove 1 building 
(No. 4). 
Remove Tyrrell 
and Boscawen 
Street Bridges. 
New / enlarged 
Nelson St Bridge 
Refer Plate 6�12 at 
right. 

 

 Plate 6	12 @ Option 5B @ New 20@25m Wide CBD Channel 
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6.9.2  Summary of Hydraulic Impacts 

Hydraulic results for these options have been discussed in earlier sections. The following 0.2% 
AEP difference maps are used at this point to summarise the hydraulic impacts of Options 1, 2, 
4B and 5B. 

 

Plate 6	13 – Difference Map 0.2% AEP @ Option 1 v. Existing Conditions 

The above difference map shows that Option 1 substantially reduces 0.2% AEP flood levels (up 
to 1m or more) between Minmi Road and Boscawen Street on the upstream side of Federal 
Park. However upstream of Boscawen Street there is no change in 0.2% AEP flood levels. 

Federal Park 

Minmi Road 

Wal Herd Park 

Stockland Wallsend 
shopping centre 
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Plate 6	14 – Difference Map 0.2% AEP @ Option 2 v. Existing Conditions 

The above difference map shows that Option 2 substantially reduces 0.2% AEP flood levels (up 
to 0.5m or more) upstream of Boscawen Street. However, there is no change in 0.2% AEP flood 
levels downstream of Boscawen Street. 

 

Plate 6	15 – Difference Map 0.2% AEP @ Option 4B v. Existing Conditions 

Federal Park 

Minmi Road 

Wal Herd Park 

Federal Park 

Minmi Road 

Wal Herd Park 

Stockland Wallsend 
shopping centre 

Stockland Wallsend 
shopping centre 
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The above difference map shows that Option 4B reduces 0.2% AEP flood levels (up to 0.3m) 
upstream of Boscawen Street. It also produces a minor reduction (0.01 ; 0.05m) in 0.2% AEP 
flood levels downstream of Boscawen Street. It will be noted also that there is an increase in 
0.2% AEP flood level of up to 0.3m in Nelson Street. This is attributed to significantly greater 
flow along Nelson Street, which then joins flow in the right overbank floodway that continues 
along Boscawen Street to the Ironbark Creek Channel about 100m downstream. 

 

Plate 6	16 – Difference Map 0.2% AEP @ Option 5B v. Existing Conditions 

The above difference map shows that Option 5B substantially reduces 0.2% AEP flood levels 
(up to 1m) upstream of Boscawen Street. However, there is no change in 0.2% AEP flood levels 
downstream of Boscawen Street. 

 

To complete the hydraulic assessment for the 4 targeted mitigation options, the remaining 
design events (10%, 1% AEP, PMF) were run with each option. The report figures listed below 
display the full hydraulics result for Options 1, 2, 4B and 5B. 

• Option 1 ; Figure 24 shows water level profiles for all 4 design events. Figures 28 to 31 
show flood levels, depths, velocities and inundation extent for all 4 design events. 

• Option 2 ; Figure 25 shows water level profiles for all 4 design events. Figures 32 to 35 
show flood levels, depths, velocities and inundation extent for all 4 design events. 

• Option 4B ; Figure 26 shows water level profiles for all 4 design events. Figures 36 to 39 
show flood levels, depths, velocities and inundation extent for all 4 design events. 

• Option 5B ; Figure 27 shows water level profiles for all 4 design events. Figures 40 to 43 
show flood levels, depths, velocities and inundation extent for all 4 design events. 

Federal Park 

Minmi Road 

Wal Herd Park 

Stockland Wallsend 
shopping centre 
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Following completion of the hydraulic assessment (for all 4 design events), Options 1, 2, 4B and 
5B were further assessed as follows: 

• Flood damages assessment to determine the benefit of each option (refer Section 7). 

• Estimate of capital costs (refer Section 8). 

• Cost;benefit analysis (refer Section 8). 

The above detailed assessments for the 4 targeted options form the basis for determining a 
preferred mitigation option. 
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7  ASSESSMENT OF FLOOD DAMAGES 

7.1  Limitations 

An important part of assessing flooding impact and the benefit of flood mitigation options is a 
flood damage assessment. This establishes the estimated social;economic costs felt within the 
study area for the full range of design flood events modelled under baseline (existing) and 
mitigated scenarios. This provides a monetary comparison of mitigation options. 

The estimated damage costs presented herein are an approximation only, and were determined 
in accordance with the standard methodology normally used in these assessments. The 
damages are not intended to represent the full economic impact of a flood event. For instance, 
the cost of flood damage to buildings is based on standardised “damage curves” rather than 
actual insurance data. 

The Average Annual Damages (AAD) is the main comparative factor derived from the flood 
damage assessment. The AAD represents the estimated tangible flood damages sustained 
every year on average over a given ‘long’ period of time. The AAD is akin to summing up the 
tangible damages from all floods occurring over a very long term and averaging them out on a 
yearly basis. 

7.2  Land�use Considerations 

For the Wallsend Commercial Centre study area residential and commercial properties 
predominate. The number of industrial and public properties on the floodplain is considered to 
be relatively low and they have hence been grouped in with the commercial properties. There 
are no rural enterprises in the study area of significance, and damages to vacant land are 
generally very small and have been ignored. 

The opportunity cost relating to flood damage to public assets is complex, but generally not 
expected to be large for the study area compared with residential and commercial damages. 

7.3  Adopted Approach 

In terms of assessing flood damages for the 4 targeted options, the Brief required flood 
damages for residential and commercial properties to be estimated in accordance with the 
relevant OEH guideline and/or industry benchmark guidelines. A further broad aim of the Brief 
was to follow the process used in the FRMS, notably: 

• Consider the existing conditions flood damages assessment in the FRMS, review the 
information and update it so as to inform the damages assessment in the current study. 

• For the assessment of flood damages for mitigation options, review, update and expand the 
damages information developed for the relevant mitigation options in the FRMS. 

While it was possible to follow the process in the FRMS to some extent, there were areas where 
a revised approach was required, and these differences are discussed in this report. 

The damage estimation methodology was based on stage;damage curves and used a 
combination of the following two methods: 

• Residential ; 'Residential Flood Damages Guidelines' (DNR, 2007) 
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• Commercial / Industrial ; 'FLDAMAGE Manual' (Water Studies, 1992) 

(NOTE: DNR is a predecessor of OEH @ the DNR document is referred to herein as the OEH 
residential flood damages method.) 

A database of properties, including surveyed floor levels, was provided by the CoN for use in the 
assessment. The survey database is a combination of past surveys ; dated 2000 and 2011. 

7.4  Types of Flood Damages 

A summary of the typical classification for flood damages is shown in Plate 7�1. 

Flood damages can be defined as either tangible or intangible. Tangible damages are those 
losses that can be readily defined in financial terms such as damage or destruction of property, 
loss of wages due to post;flood clean;up etc. Intangible damages arise from the social and 
environmental effects caused by flooding and evacuation such as death, emotional stress and 
loss of economic confidence. 

Tangible damages are divided into direct and indirect damages. Direct tangible damages result 
from the actions of floodwaters, upon property and structures. Indirect damages arise from the 
disruptions to physical and economic activities caused by flooding. These indirect impacts from 
flooding can last from several days of traffic disruption to months for building reconstruction, and 
full recovery of industrial and commercial business operations. 

In severe floods the Wallsend Commercial Centre is subject to high flood depths and velocities, 
and as such buildings can potentially be destroyed. The FRMS noted that the larger flash floods 
of Ironbark Creek, in excess of the 1% AEP, possess sufficient power to destroy some of the 
buildings in their path, with the number of potentially destroyed buildings escalating rapidly 
towards the PMF. The current study also allows for the potential destruction of buildings in major 
floods, with the replacement value of notionally 'destroyed' buildings included in the damages 
assessment. 
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Plate 7	1 – Types of Flood Damages (Source: DIPNR, 2005) 

 

7.5  Property Database & Floor Level Survey 

A comprehensive database of buildings within the study area was compiled in 2011 by the CoN 
and provided at project commencement for use in the flood damage assessment. Previously a 
survey database prepared in 2000 had been used in the FRMS. The two databases have been 
combined (referred to herein as the 2000/2011 combined survey) so as to maximise the 
coverage of buildings and available building data. The combined 2000/2011 survey was 
provided by the CoN later on during the project and incorporates a range of data for properties 
within the PMF floodplain and was the prime source of data for the flood damage assessment. 

The flood damage assessment uses a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) with similar extents and 
resolution (4m) to that used in the flood modelling, as shown in Plate 7�2 below. In the area 
downstream of Cowper Street the DEM includes a high proportion of commercial properties, but 
upstream of Cowper Street the proportion of residential properties increases. All surveyed 
buildings within the DEM have been considered in the flood damage assessment. The survey 
includes details on 492 building premises.  
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Plate 7	2 – DEM Extent for Flood Damages Assessment (combined 2000/2011 building survey) 

(NOTE: Buildings in floodplain denoted by yellow squares; DEM extent defined by red 
outline.) 
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7.6  Key Aspects of the Flood Damage Assessment 

Key aspects of the flood damage assessment are listed below: 

• Differentiation of property type as either residential or non;residential (i.e. commercial) 
property. 

• Tangible (direct and indirect) damages calculated for each design flood based on property 
value and the peak depth of over floor flooding associated with each flood at each property. 
The individual property damages are tallied to produce an estimated total tangible flood 
damage for each design flood. 

• As was done in the FRMS, tangible damage calculations for the rarer floods include the 
value of buildings that are likely to be destroyed in addition to direct (contents) and indirect 
tangible damages. The value of notionally 'destroyed' buildings was incorporated into the 
damage estimates using replacement building values. 

• For notionally 'destroyed' buildings, replacement building costs are based on $1,900/m2 
(residential) and $2,100/m2 (commercial). 

• Residential building footprint established as 200m2. 

• Commercial building footprints established as 150, 450, 900m2 (per the small, medium, large 
definitions in the floor level survey), which facilitated automatic interrogation of the floor level 
survey database. Stockland Wallsend shopping, which has a floor area of 13,656m2, was 
individually assessed. 

• The reduction in damages for an individual option compared with existing conditions is the 
means by which the benefit of an option is quantified. 

• Indirect tangible damages are determined as a proportion of direct tangible damages. This is 
similar to the approach in the FRMS. 

• Commercial premises indirect damages have been determined as a proportion of direct 
tangible damages, based on appropriate allowances for clean;up costs, indirect financial 
costs and opportunity costs. These costs vary with flood event magnitude. The allowance for 
indirect damages as a proportion of direct damages ranges between 25%;100%. 

• For residential premises, no additional indirect damages were calculated because indirect 
damages are already built;in to the OEH damage curves. 

7.7  Estimating Direct Tangible Flood Damages 

The OEH procedure for calculating direct and indirect tangible residential damages is automated 
within a pro;forma calculation spreadsheet. 

For assessing damages to residential properties the OEH method utilises various stage;damage 
curves based on the type of residential construction. A separate damage curve is created for 2;
storey buildings, while single storey buildings are represented by 2 different curves, one for 'low 
set' (e.g. 'slab;on;ground') and the other for 'high set' (on piers). 

Key input parameters for determining residential damages in the Wallsend Commercial Centre 
study area are: 
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• Typical residential building size: 200 m2 (floor area) 

• Flood level awareness:  Low 

• Effective warning time:  0 (zero) hours 

Plate 7�3 shows the adopted residential damage curves, which give damages on a $ per 
dwelling basis for the 3 categories of residential construction. Damages vary depending on the 
depth of flooding above floor level. 

 

 

Plate 7	3 – Adopted Flood Damage Curves @ Residential (Nov 2014 $; per method of DNR, 
2007) 

(NOTE: DNR is a predecessor of OEH @ this method is referred to herein as the OEH residential 
flood damages method) 

 

For assessing damages to commercial properties the FLDAMAGE Manual method utilises 
various stage;damage curves based on both building size (floor area) and value / risk categories 
for damage to contents.  

Both the floor level survey and FLDAMAGE Manual method define damage potential (risk) as 
low, medium or high, and a separate damage curve is produced for each category. 

Plate 7�4 shows the adopted commercial damage curves, which give damages on a $ per m2 
basis for the three categories of damage risk. Damages vary depending on the depth of flooding 
above floor level. 
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Plate 7	4 – Adopted Flood Damage Curves @ Commercial (Nov 2014$; per method of Water 
Studies, 1992) 

 

7.8  Estimating Indirect Tangible Flood Damages 

Due to the difficulty in quantifying indirect tangible flood damages it is common practice to 
estimate these damages as a proportion of direct damages, particularly for non;residential 
properties. In the FRMS indirect damages were calculated as 20;30% of direct damages for all 
properties (residential and commercial). 

Using information in the FLDAMAGE Manual for indirect financial costs associated with 
commercial properties, the proportion of 20;30% equates to only about a 1;3 days loss of trade. 
For severe events it is expected that the loss of trade would be much greater and examples of 
this are given in the FLDAMAGE Manual. Hence, the allowance for commercial property indirect 
damages in the FRMS is considered to be a substantial underestimate, particularly in relation to 
indirect financial costs (loss of trade, loss of business, etc). This is particularly so for the more 
severe floods, where indirect financial costs are likely to be very substantial. 

In the current study commercial premises indirect damages have been determined as a 
percentage of direct tangible damages, based on appropriate allowances for clean;up costs, 
indirect financial costs and opportunity costs. These costs vary with flood event magnitude. The 
allowance for indirect damages as proportion of direct damages ranges between 25%;100% as 
shown in Table 7�1 below. 

Table 7	1 – Indirect Damages as Proportion of Direct Damages 	 Commercial Property 

Design Event 
Indirect Damage as Proportion 

of Direct Damage 
Equivalent Loss of Trade 

10% AEP 25% 2 days (0.4 weeks) 
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Design Event 
Indirect Damage as Proportion 

of Direct Damage 
Equivalent Loss of Trade 

1% AEP 40% 5 days (1.0 weeks) 

0.2% AEP 55% 8 days (1.6 weeks) 

PMF 100% 17 days (3.6 weeks) 

 

These loss of trade estimates are still likely to be on the low side, particularly for the rarer flood 
events, but they do allow a more realistic assessment of indirect financial costs compared with 
the FRMS. Note that for the rarer events, particularly the PMF, there is predicted to be a 
substantial number of commercial buildings destroyed, and this would likely extend significantly 
the period for loss of trade / loss of business. 

For residential properties on the other hand, the 20;30% range used to calculate indirect 
damages as a proportion of direct damages (as used in the FRMS) is considered to be an 
overestimate. This is because residential indirect financial costs are much less than commercial 
premises (no loss of trade), and also the OEH residential flood damage curves already 
incorporate an estimate of indirect damages comprising clean;up costs and alternative 
accommodation. Indirect damages in the OEH curves typically work out to be around 10% (or 
less) of the direct damages. 

For the current study no additional indirect damage calculations were undertaken for residential 
premises because indirect damages are already built;in to the OEH damages curves. 

7.9  Estimating the Value of Destroyed Buildings 

The value of 'destroyed' buildings for use in the flood damage assessment is based on the 
estimated number of notionally 'destroyed' buildings and replacement building costs of 
$1,900/m2 (residential) and $2,100/m2 (commercial). The method developed for estimating the 
number of notionally 'destroyed' buildings is outlined below. 

7.9.1  Background to Previous Approaches 

The Newcastle City;wide FRMS (BMT WBM, 2012) notes that: 

• The H3 hazard zone is "Hydraulically suitable for light construction (eg time frame and brick 
veneer), but not for vehicles or for wading.", and by inference such building is not suitable in 
the H4 hazard zone or above. 

• The H4 hazard zone is "Hydraulically suitable for heavy construction (eg steel frame and 
reinforced concrete) only.", and by inference is not suitable in the H5 hazard zone. 

• The H5 hazard zone is "Generally unsuitable for any construction type." 

In broad terms the above supports a view that says 'light construction' buildings are unsuitable in 
the H4 hazard zone or above and may structurally fail, and 'heavy construction' buildings are 
unsuitable in the H5 hazard zone and may structurally fail. 

This is not dissimilar to the approach adopted in the FRMS which says that in large floods the 
Wallsend Commercial Centre is subject to high flood depths and velocities, and as such 
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buildings can potentially be destroyed. The FRMS states that the damage calculations for these 
rarer floods should include the value of buildings that are likely to be destroyed in addition to 
direct and indirect tangible damages. The FRMS says because the number of buildings that will 
be destroyed in any one flood cannot be predicted with absolute certainty, the number of 
buildings destroyed was expressed as a range, based on the CoN H4/P4 and H5/P5 building 
hazard categories ; the 'destroyed' range was taken as 50;100% of the maximum number of 
buildings identified in these hazard areas. 

7.9.2  Development of Approach for this Study 

The proposed approach to estimating the number of buildings notionally 'destroyed' in the flood 
damage assessment has been developed based on a review of: 

• The previous approaches described above. 

• The failure curves developed for critical structural elements (refer Plates 5�1 to 5��3) have 
been considered when determining the notional number of buildings destroyed in major flood 
events. 

• The structural assessment of critical structural elements (refer Table 9�1) has been 
considered when determining the notional number of buildings destroyed in major flood 
events. 

• The potential for progressive failure of designated buildings (refer Table 9�3) has been 
considered when determining the notional number of buildings destroyed in major flood 
events. 

The failure curves for critical structural elements are of particular relevance and are discussed in 
further detail in the following section. 

7.9.3  Strength of Critical Structural Elements � Failure Curves 

The structural assessment of designated buildings undertaken for this study examined the 
strength of critical structural elements. These are the elements that upon failure would most 
likely induce failure of the building as whole. Failure curves were developed for typical structural 
elements as follows: 

• Masonry wall ; 2.4m high 

• Masonry wall ; 3m high 

• Unreinforced block wall ; 4m high 

• Stud wall ; 3m high (450mm stud spacing) 

• Stud wall ; 3m high (600mm stud spacing) 

The failure curves are based on the velocity and depth of flood flow experienced by an element.  

Close examination of the failure curves and comparison to the H1;H5 hazard categories indicate 
that for the critical building elements seen in the designated buildings in this study, 'failure' in 
structural analysis terms would be expected in most cases at velocity x depth combinations 
corresponding to the H4/P4 hazard category or above. This would not guarantee failure of an 
actual building, but failure would certainly be probable or even imminent. 
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7.9.4  Comparison with Published Failure Curves 

There is good correlation between calculated capacities of 3m high masonry walls within the 
commercial centre and the failure curve presented in the Floodplain Development Manual 
(DIPNR, 2005). The ‘failure’ threshold presented in the Floodplain Development Manual 
(DIPNR, 2005) is given by the function Velocity x Depth > 1, and this failure mode equates to the 
upper limit of the H3 hazard category shown previously in Plate 4�2. Hence, a 3m masonry wall 
is likely to remain stable in the H3 area but in the H4 hazard area (Velocity x Depth > 1) a 3m 
masonry wall is likely to fail. 

This reinforces the H4 hazard zone as the threshold for considering failure of critical structural 
elements in the designated buildings in the Wallsend Commercial Centre. 

7.9.5  Summary of Adopted Approach 

Based on the above it was determined that for buildings with critical structural elements typical 
of the designated buildings in the Wallsend Commercial Centre, and exposure to calculated 
flood forces for the design flood events, it was appropriate for potentially destroyed buildings to 
be taken as the number of buildings in the H4/P4 hazard category or above. This would not 
guarantee failure of an actual building, but failure would certainly be probable or even imminent.  

Care is needed in interpreting the structural assessment results as a basis for estimating the 
number of notionally 'destroyed' buildings. There is a difference between assessing that a critical 
building element is structurally inadequate and likely to fail based on the calculated flood forces, 
and the element actually failing in a 'real' flood and then causing destruction of the whole 
building. Some buildings will survive a major flood such as the PMF, even though calculations of 
the predicted flood forces indicate 'failure' of a critical structural element.  As it cannot be known 
with any certainty how many buildings would actually be destroyed in a major flood event, 
particularly the PMF, it is considered prudent that the estimate of notionally 'destroyed' buildings 
should err on the side of being a slight underestimate. It was considered reasonable to adopt 
50% of buildings in the H4/P4 category or above as notionally 'destroyed' for the purpose of 
calculating flood damages. This will avoid the possibility of over;inflating the cost of damages 
and the benefits of mitigation options. 

The implications of structural variability and varying the proportion of notionally 'destroyed' 
buildings is discussed further in Section 7.9.6. 

7.9.6  Implications of Structural Variability in the Estimate of Destroyed Buildings 

As discussed in Section 7.9.5, care is needed in interpreting the structural assessment results 
as a basis for estimating the number of notionally 'destroyed' buildings in the flood damage 
assessment. If an overly conservative estimate was to be made for the number of notionally 
'destroyed' buildings this would inflate the cost of damages caused by flooding, and flow on 
effects would be to: 

• Substantially increase the number of buildings destroyed for existing conditions and for the 
mitigation options, but as the relative increase will be greater for existing conditions, the 
effect would be to show the options produce an artificially high reduction in damages.. 

• Increase the gap between mitigation options with higher benefit;cost ratios and those with 
lower ratios, thereby making the options with higher ratios look comparatively more 
worthwhile. 

• Reduce the confidence of stakeholders and the local community in the flood damages and 
benefit;cost assessments. This could occur if it is concluded by readers of this study report 
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that the number of notionally 'destroyed' buildings and the estimate of flood damages appear 
to have been overestimated or overinflated. 

As it cannot be known with any certainty how many buildings would actually be destroyed in a 
major flood event, particularly the PMF, it is considered prudent that the estimate of notionally 
'destroyed' buildings should not in any way appear to overstate the number of buildings, and as 
such the estimate should err on the side of being an underestimate. This approach can be 
sensitivity tested for the impact of using a higher number of notionally 'destroyed' buildings in 
calculating flood damages and benefit;cost assessments. 

7.9.7  Stockland Wallsend Shopping Centre 

While the Stockland Wallsend shopping complex is within the H4/H5 hazard area for the PMF 
(existing conditions and all 4 targeted options), it has not been considered as 'destroyed' in the 
PMF for the flood damage assessment, as to do so would unduly distort the damages 
assessment given the high replacement value for this complex (approximated at $30 million 
using the unit rates applied in this study). The shopping complex is not within the H4/H5 hazard 
area for all lesser design flood events. 

In reality, in a very large flood event like the PMF the shopping centre is most likely to be 
substantially damaged or destroyed. If this were to happen, given the high hazard position this 
complex occupies it is very unlikely that it would be re;built in the same location. 

7.10  Results of Flood Damage Assessment 

The flood damage assessment determined the monetary value (costs as November 2014) of 
flood damages for existing conditions and for each targeted mitigation option. For each of these 
scenarios the results include: 

• Summary of Total Damages for each design flood event; 

• Average Annual Damages (AAD) and the Net Present Value of AAD; and 

• Benefit of each option, which is the reduction in Net Present Value of AAD for a particular 
option compared with existing conditions. 

7.10.1  Above Floor Flooding 

Table 7�2 shows the number of residential and commercial properties with above floor flooding 
at various flood frequencies ; for existing conditions and for the 4 targeted mitigation options. 

 
Table 7	2 – Residential and Commercial Buildings with Above Floor Flooding 

Option 

Properties Inundated Above Floor Level1 

10% AEP 1% AEP 0.2% AEP PMF 

RESIDENTIAL 

Existing 9 19 35 150 
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Option 

Properties Inundated Above Floor Level1 

10% AEP 1% AEP 0.2% AEP PMF 

Option 1 4 17 26 146 

Option 2 3 15 30 142 

Option 4B 3 16 32 142 

Option 5B 3 14 29 141 

COMMERCIAL 

Existing 34 49 64 124 

Option 1 27 47 56 124 

Option 2 6 35 55 122 

Option 4B 26 46 60 122 

Option 5B 4 32 51 116 

RESIDENTIAL + COMMERCIAL 

Existing 43 68 99 274 

Option 1 31 64 82 270 

Option 2 9 50 85 266 

Option 4B 29 62 92 264 

Option 5B 7 46 80 257 

Note 1:  Flood damage commences below floor level, so damaged premises exceeds no. flooded above floor level. 

 
A number of comparisons can be made with the flood damage assessment in the FRMS. Of 
particular interest however are results for the PMF. In the present study the number of 
properties inundated above floor level for existing conditions is 274, as shown in Table 7�2 
above. On the other hand Table 5.2 in the FRMS shows that 137 properties are inundated 
above floor level in the PMF. There are a number of reasons for this difference, not least of 
which is that the combined 2000/2011 survey identifies a larger number of properties in the PMF 
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floodplain ; this comes about due to both a greater extent of survey and a greater density of 
properties (compared with the survey used in the FRMS). 

Also of interest is the predicted number of buildings destroyed under existing conditions for 
varying flood frequencies. A summary is given in Table 7�3. 

Table 7	3 – Notionally Destroyed Buildings for Existing Conditions 

Design Flood 

No. of Notionally Destroyed Buildlngs1,2 

Residential Commercial 
Residential + 
Commercial 

10% AEP Nil Nil Nil 

1% AEP Nil 1 1 

0.2% AEP Nil 3 3 

PMF 50 58 108 

Note 1:  The numbers are based on 50% of buildings located in the H4/P4 hazard area or above. 
Note 2:  Due to rounding down of odd numbers the actual proportion is less than 50% for all categories. 

 

As shown in the above table, there are no buildings predicted to be destroyed in the 10% AEP 
event for existing conditions. At the 1% AEP there is 1 building predicted to be destroyed and 
this accords well with the 2007 event which is of similar magnitude. The number of buildings 
'destroyed' escalates significantly for events at and beyond the 0.2% AEP. There is a dramatic 
increase to 108 buildings at the PMF, with an approximately equal number of residential and 
commercial premises. 

In the FRMS it was predicted that 2 commercial/industrial buildings would be 'destroyed'' during 
a 0.2% AEP event, which accords well with the results in Table 7�3 (shows 3 buildings 
'destroyed'). On the other hand, the FRMS predicted 143 buildings would be 'destroyed' in a 
PMF which is substantially more than the number of 108 in Table 7�3, remembering also that 
the number of buildings identified in the PMF floodplain is less in the FRMS. However, this 
difference is readily attributable to the FRMS using an upper limit of 100% of buildings in the H4 
and H5 areas as being notionally 'destroyed' whereas in this study 50% has been adopted. 

7.10.2  Tangible Flood Damages and Average Annual Damages 

Table 7�4 below shows the total (direct and indirect) tangible flood damages for existing 
conditions and the 4 targeted options ; for the full range of flood frequencies examined. The 
Average Annual Damages (AAD) are also shown. 
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Table 7	4 –Residential & Commercial Flood Damages 	 Direct + Indirect (Tangible) 

Option 

Total Flood Damages ($M AUD)                   
(Direct + Indirect Tangible) 

Average 
Annual 

Damages          
($M AUD) 

Reduction 
in AAD1   

(%) 
10% AEP 1% AEP 0.2% AEP PMF 

RESIDENTIAL 

Existing 1.890 3.132 4.413 35.095 0.390 N/A 

Option 1 1.506 2.948 3.933 32.362 0.339 13.1% 

Option 2 1.452 2.676 4.235 32.146 0.322 17.4% 

Option 4B 1.319 2.970 4.239 31.800 0.324 16.9% 

Option 5B 1.462 2.636 4.119 31.923 0.320 17.9% 

COMMERCIAL 

Existing 8.090 13.574 22.936 158.671 1.706 N/A 

Option 1 6.039 11.822 19.707 156.486 1.407 17.5% 

Option 2 0.321 8.197 17.249 149.501 0.667 60.9% 

Option 4B 4.079 12.440 20.545 153.752 1.253 26.6% 

Option 5B 0.209 4.750 13.989 142.480 0.464 72.8% 

RESIDENTIAL + COMMERCIAL 

Existing 9.980 16.706 27.349 193.766 2.096 N/A 

Option 1 7.545 14.770 23.640 188.848 1.746 16.7% 

Option 2 1.773 10.873 21.484 181.647 0.989 52.8% 

Option 4B 5.398 15.410 24.784 185.552 1.577 24.8% 

Option 5B 1.671 7.386 18.108 174.403 0.784 62.6% 

Note 1:  Reduction in AAD is relative to existing conditions. 
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Tangible flood damages increase in moderate increments through the more frequent floods, with 
a dramatic increase at the PMF level. For existing conditions, total tangible damages (residential 
+ commercial) in the PMF are approximately 7 times the damages for the 0.2% AEP. Compared 
to the 1% AEP the multiple is approximately 12, and for the 10% AEP is approximately 19. 
These ratios only change slightly for the targeted mitigation options. 

The economic impact of building failure begins to have a significant impact at the 0.2% AEP 
flood (refer Table 7�3) and becomes a major component of the damages during very rare floods. 

The total tangible damages in the PMF for existing conditions are estimated at $194M 
(Residential ; $35M; Commercial ; $159M), as shown in Table 7�4. By comparison Section 5.3.2 
in the FRMS provides a total damage range of $35;$48M for the PMF (the FRMS displays a 
range because a range of values was determined for indirect tangible damages and also for the 
notional number of 'destroyed' buildings).  

The estimate of total tangible damages in the current study is greater than the FRMS due to: 

• Larger number of properties identified in the survey database (combined 2000/2011 survey) 
within the PMF floodplain ; this comes about due to both a greater extent of survey and a 
greater density of properties in the survey. 

• Higher (and more realistic) values for destroyed buildings ; replacement values used. 

• Higher (and more realistic) estimates of indirect financial costs for commercial properties (i.e. 
loss of trade, loss of business, etc). 

• Prices have inflated by approximately 25% since the FRMS was completed. 

All mitigation options reduce the existing conditions Average Annual Damages (AAD) 
substantially. For residential and commercial properties combined, the greatest reduction is for 
Option 5B (63%), and the smallest reduction is Option 1 (17%). Options 2 and 4B reduced the 
AAD by 53% and 25% respectively. 

In terms of total damages (direct + indirect tangible damages), Option 5B reduces 10% AEP 
damages by 83% ($9.980M to $1.671M) and PMF damages by 10% ($193.766M to 
$174.403M). The next greatest reductions in total damages are for Option 2, being reductions 
ranging between 82% (10% AEP) and 6% (PMF). The smallest reduction in total damages is for 
Option 1, being reductions ranging between 32% (10% AEP) and 3% (PMF). 

7.10.3  Net Present Value & Benefits of Targeted Mitigation Options 

Table 7�5 below shows a summary of Average Annual Damages (AAD) and the Net Present 
Value (NPV) of the AAD for the 4 targeted mitigation options. Also shown is the benefit of each 
option, which is defined as the reduction in the NPV of damages compared with existing 
conditions. The NPV is determined by discounting the AAD at 7% pa over 50 years. The NPV 
was sensitivity tested for discount rates of 4% and 10% i.e. varied by ±3%. 
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Table 7	5 – Targeted Options 	 Summary of Flood Damages and Benefits 

Option 

Average Annual 
Damages1                    
($M AUD) 

Net Present Value2 
of AAD                  

($M AUD) 

Benefit3                 
($M AUD) 

RESIDENTIAL DAMAGES 

Existing 0.390 5.772 N/A 

Option 1 0.339 5.023 0.749 

Option 2 0.322 4.769 1.003 

Option 4B 0.324 4.790 0.982 

Option 5B 0.320 4.742 1.030 

COMMERCIAL DAMAGES 

Existing 1.706 25.252 N/A 

Option 1 1.407 20.826 4.426 

Option 2 0.667 9.873 15.379 

Option 4B 1.253 18.540 6.712 

Option 5B 0.464 6.871 18.381 

RESIDENTIAL + COMMERCIAL DAMAGES 

Existing 2.096 31.024 N/A 

Option 1 1.746 25.849 5.175 

Option 2 0.989 14.642 16.382 

Option 4B 1.577 23.330 7.694 

Option 5B 0.784 11.613 19.411 

Note 1:  AAD is Average Annual Damages for all design flood events over an extended period. 
Note 2:  NPV is Net Present Value of AAD and is determined by discounting the AAD at 7% pa over 50 years. 
Note 3:  Benefit is the reduction in NPV for an option compared to existing conditions. 
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Benefit values calculated for each option are used in the cost;benefit analysis (refer Section 8). 

7.11  Impact of Discount Rate on Net Present Value of AAD 

The Net Present Value of the Average Annual Damages has been calculated using a discount 
rate of 7% per annum over a 50 year period. This approach was sensitivity tested using 4% and 
10% discount rates i.e. varied by ± 3%. The results of the relevant calculations are summarised 
in Table 7�6 below. 

Table 7	6 – Impact of Discount Rate on Net Present Value of AAD 

Option 
AAD1                    

($M AUD) 

Net Present Value2 of AAD                  
($M AUD) 

Benefit3                                   
($M AUD) 

4% 7% 10% 4% 7% 10% 

RESIDENTIAL DAMAGES 

Existing 0.390 8.768 5.772 4.257 N/A N/A N/A 

Option 1 0.339 7.630 5.023 3.704 1.138 0.749 0.553 

Option 2 0.322 7.244 4.769 3.517 1.524 1.003 0.740 

Option 4B 0.324 7.276 4.790 3.533 1.492 0.982 0.724 

Option 5B 0.320 7.203 4.742 3.497 1.565 1.030 0.760 

COMMERCIAL DAMAGES 

Existing 1.706 38.358 25.252 18.622 N/A N/A N/A 

Option 1 1.407 31.634 20.826 15.358 6.728 4.426 3.264 

Option 2 0.667 14.998 9.873 7.281 23.360 15.379 11.341 

Option 4B 1.253 28.163 18.540 13.673 10.195 6.712 4.949 

Option 5B 0.464 10.437 6.871 5.067 27.921 18.381 13.555 

RESIDENTIAL + COMMERCIAL DAMAGES 

Existing 2.096 47.126 31.024 22.879 N/A N/A N/A 
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Option 
AAD1                    

($M AUD) 

Net Present Value2 of AAD                  
($M AUD) 

Benefit3                                   
($M AUD) 

4% 7% 10% 4% 7% 10% 

Option 1 1.746 39.264 25.849 19.062 7.862 5.175 3.817 

Option 2 0.989 22.242 14.642 10.798 24.884 16.382 12.081 

Option 4B 1.577 35.439 23.330 17.206 11.687 7.694 5.673 

Option 5B 0.784 17.640 11.613 8.564 29.486 19.411 14.315 

Note 1:  AAD is Average Annual Damages for all design flood events over an extended period. 
Note 2:  NPV is Net Present Value of AAD, which is AAD discounted at specified annual rate over 50 years. 
Note 3:  Benefit is the reduction in NPV for an option compared to existing conditions. 

 

Varying the discount rate impacts the magnitude of benefits for each option, and also an impact 
on the cost;benefit analysis. This is discussed further at Section 8.  
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8  COST�BENEFIT ANALYSIS 

The section provides a cost;benefit analysis for the targeted mitigation options (Options 1, 2, 4B 
and 5B). Benefits were determined in Section 7 as part of the flood damage assessment. Costs 
are based on the capital cost of each option as discussed in Section 8.1 below. 

8.1  Estimate of Capital Costs 

8.1.1  Reference Information 

Implementation costs (i.e. capital costs) have been estimated for each of the 4 targeted 
mitigation options. These estimates were supported by the following specialist reports prepared 
for this study: 

• EJE (2013), 'Building Survey Audit: Architectural Report', prepared for Newcastle City 
Council, EJE, 2013. 

• Preston Rowe Paterson (2013), 'Preliminary Valuation Report @ Wallsend Floodplain Risk 
Management Plan Various Properties, Wallsend NSW 2287', (Draft ; September 2013). 

Costs in this study have been established as at November 2014. These costs are preliminary in 
nature and include appropriate contingency allowances. Concept design development of 
mitigation options was undertaken sufficient for costing purposes, but this did not include the 
preparation of design drawings. Undertaking more detailed design assessments for any option 
will improve the precision of the cost estimate. 

As well as the 4 targeted options (Options 1, 2, 4B and 5B), indicative cost estimates are also 
presented for Options 4 and 5 originally nominated in the Brief, to allow comparison with Options 
4B and 5B respectively. 

Note that the cost estimates for the relocation of services are based on a review of Dial Before 
You Dig Plans only. Further, it has been assumed that any operational sewer lines that currently 
cross the Ironbark Creek Channel are located underneath the channel and do not require 
relocation. 

8.1.2  Incidental Roadworks and Traffic Management 

Some options involve the removal of bridges in the Wallsend Commercial Centre, at Tyrrell and 
Boscawen Streets (Options 2, 5 and 5B). This will require roadworks and traffic management 
modifications, including greater traffic volume to be carried by Nelson Street. Written and 
diagrammatic guidance was provided by the CoN on the potential roadworks and traffic 
management modifications that would be necessary with the removal of these 2 bridges. This 
guidance was used to inform the cost estimates of the relevant mitigations options. 

Included in these traffic management modifications are new pedestrian bridges over the 
Ironbark Creek Channel at Tyrrell and Boscawen Streets. It has been assumed that the 
pedestrian bridges will be of modest size and cost, and be raised or otherwise designed so as 
not to induce blockage or significantly raise flood levels. In the hydraulic modelling it has been 
assumed that any new pedestrian bridges at these locations would maintain an "all clear" status 
(nil blockage) during floods of all magnitudes. 

Furthermore, the envisaged roadworks and traffic management modifications include allowance 
for the widening of Bunn Street which assumes a 3m wide property acquisition is achievable, 
does not allow for the relocation or demolition of buildings and assumes that additional 
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adjustments to the existing profile of Bunn Street (other than 3m of pavement widening) is not 
required. Assuming one of the options mentioned gains preferred status, further analysis of the 
Bunn Street widening should be undertaken following a traffic management study and during the 
detailed design phase. 

8.1.3  Summary of Capital Costs 

In summary, the estimated capital costs for the 4 targeted mitigation options are: 

• Option 1: $12.77 million 

• Option 2: $5.89 million 

• Option 4B: $2.07 million 

• Option 5B: $15.48 million 

For comparison with Options 4B and 5B, indicative costs for Options 4 and 5 originally 
nominated in the Brief are $6.40 million and $34.25 million respectively. 

8.1.4  Comparison with FRMS Capital Costs 

For comparison, the estimate for Option 1 in the FRMS is $6.8M (adjusted for inflation). Likewise 
the FRMS estimate for Option 5 is $19.3M (adjusted for inflation). The capital cost estimates in 
the current study are significantly higher than the FRMS estimates, due to a range of factors 
including: 

• Current study uses a more detailed breakdown of work required for each option. 

• The FRMS completed a high level (conceptual) assessment for the options and 

- used off;site disposal rates that are very low by today's standards. 

- made no allowance for the impacts to public utilities and underground services. 

- made no allowance for road works or traffic management modifications. 

8.1.5  Future Variations in Capital Costs 

Should investigation and design be undertaken for any particular option, there may still be 
substantial variations in the capital cost of an option. For example: 

• Impacts to public utilities and underground services could be a very substantial issue for 
Option 5B ; new & wider channel through CBD. This could also be a significant issue for 
Option 1 ; new Minmi Road Bridge and associated new channels. However, this is expected 
to be less of an issue for Option 2 ; remove 2 bridges, and Option 4B ; new overland 
flowpath requiring the removal of 1 building. 

• Stability of buildings along the channel for Option 5B, since maximising flow conveyance 
may require the use of a U;shaped channel with vertical walls close;up against building 
foundations. The precise form and size of the channel could only be determined at the 
detailed design stage. The current cost estimate includes a contingency that may cover this 
aspect, but detailed design is required to assess this matter and any cost implications. 
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There could well be other areas where detailed design may indicate substantial variations in 
capital cost of an option. Contingencies have been included in the costs estimates to reflect the 
level of uncertainty at this stage of the implementation investigations. 

8.2  Benefit�Cost Assessment for Targeted Mitigation Options 

8.2.1  Approach Used 

The purpose of a cost;benefit analysis is to compare the benefits and costs of competing 
options, in a quantifiable manner, so as to allow a direct comparison of options. This comparison 
is then used to decide on a preferred option(s) for implementation, subject to funding. 

It is usual to present the results of the cost;benefit analysis as a ratio of the dollar value of 
benefits divided by the dollar value of costs for each option (i.e. Benefits $ / Costs $ or B/C). 
This supports the view that benefits should exceed costs for an option to be worthwhile, and 
therefore the B/C ratio should exceed one (unity). The greater the B/C ratio (above unity) the 
greater the worthiness and benefit of an option with respect to the cost of implementation. 
Herein the cost;benefit analysis is referred to as the benefit;cost assessment (i.e. benefits 
referred to first). 

The benefit;cost assessment for the 4 targeted mitigation options is based on the following: 

• Flood damages were considered in detail with the results outlined in Section 7. The 
monetary value of the reduction in flood damages, flood risk and social impacts for a 
particular mitigation option is the means by which the benefit of that option is defined. The 
financial value of benefits is summarised in Section 7.10. 

• Implementation costs (i.e. capital costs) for the mitigation options were considered in detail 
with the results outlined in Section 8.1. 

8.2.2  Results 

Table 8�1 below provides a benefit;cost assessment for the targeted mitigation options, 
including the following supporting information: 

• Estimated capital cost of each targeted option. 

• Dollar value of benefit of each targeted mitigation option. 

• Benefit;Cost (B/C) ratio for each target mitigation option. 

Table 8	1 – Benefit	Cost Assessment for Targeted Mitigation Options 

Option 

Estimate of      
Capital Cost               

($M AUD) 

Estimate of   
Benefit1               

($M AUD) 

Benefit�Cost      
Ratio 

Option 1 12.772 5.175 0.4 

Option 2 5.89 16.382 2.8 

Option 4B 2.073 7.694 3.7 
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Option 

Estimate of      
Capital Cost               

($M AUD) 

Estimate of   
Benefit1               

($M AUD) 

Benefit�Cost      
Ratio 

Option 5B 15.484 19.411 1.3 

Note 1:  The benefit of each targeted mitigation option is measured in terms of the reduction in flood damages 
associated with that option. Refer Section 7.10. 
Note 2:  For comparison, FRMS (Worley Parsons, 2009a) estimate for Option 1 was $6.8M (adjusted for inflation). 
Note 3:  For comparison, indicative cost of originally nominated Options 4 is $6.40M. 
Note 4:  For comparison, indicative cost of originally nominated Options 5 is $34.25M. FRMS (Worley Parsons, 
2009a) estimate for Option 5 was $19.3M (adjusted for inflation). 

 

Options 2 and 4B have the highest benefit;cost ratios, being 2.8 and 3.7 respectively. These are 
relatively high values and demonstrate the considerable viability and worthiness of these 
options. The benefit;cost ratio of Option 1 is well below unity (0.4) and hence does not warrant 
further consideration. The ratio of 1.3 for Option 5B is greater than unity, but is well below the 
ratios for Options 2 and 4B. 

Sensitivity testing of the discount rate used to determine option benefits is discussed at Section 
8.3. The preferred mitigation option is outlined at Section 8.4. 

8.3  Impact of Varied Discount Rate on Benefit�Cost Assessment 

The Net Present Value of the Average Annual Damages have been calculated using a discount 
rate of 7% per annum over a 50 year period. It is the NPV calculation which determines the 
benefits of the targeted mitigation options. Hence, the adopted discount rate can have a 
significant impact on the benefit;cost assessment. 

In Section 7.11 the NPV was sensitivity tested using 4% and 10% discount rates i.e. a ± 3% 
variation. Using these results Table 8�2 below shows the sensitivity of the benefit;cost 
assessment to the discount rate. 

Table 8	2 – Impact of Discount Rate on Benefit	Cost Assessment 

Option 
Capital Cost          

($M AUD) 

Benefit1 ($M AUD)                
for discount rate shown 

Benefit�Cost Ratio              
for discount rate shown 

4% 7% 10% 4% 7% 10% 

Option 1 12.77 7.862 5.175 3.817 0.6 0.4 0.3 

Option 2 5.89 24.884 16.382 12.081 4.2 2.8 2.1 

Option 4B 2.07 11.687 7.694 5.673 5.6 3.7 2.7 

Option 5B 15.48 29.486 19.411 14.315 1.9 1.3 0.9 

Note 1:  The benefit of each targeted mitigation option is measured in terms of the reduction in flood damages 
associated with that option. Refer Section 7.10. 
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At a 7% discount rate, Options 2 and 4B have superior B/C ratios. This is even more 
pronounced at the 4% rate, while even at the 10% discount rate the benefit;cost ratios are still 
high at 2.1 and 2.7 respectively. For Option 1 the benefit;cost ratio remains well below unity at 
all discount rates, and confirms there is little justification in considering this option further. 

Option 5B is shown to have a high benefit;cost ratio (1.9) at the 4% discount rate but this is 
much lower than the very high ratios (4.2, 5.6) for Options 2 and 4B respectively. At the 10% 
discount rate Option 5B is marginal with a benefit;cost ratio of just under unity (0.9). 

8.4  Preferred Option 

8.4.1  Comparison of Options 

Option 2 (B/C = 2.8) and Option 4B (B/C = 3.7) have markedly higher benefit;cost ratios 
compared with the other 2 options. Option 5B has the next highest benefit;cost ratio at 1.3. 
Option 1 has a very low benefit;cost ration (B/C = 0.4) and on this basis the technical sub;
committee confirmed its exclusion from further consideration. 

Particular mention is required for Option 4B, which has the highest benefit;cost ratio (3.7). The 
benefits hydraulically for Option 4B are modest compared with Options 2 and 5B. The high 
benefit;cost ratio is largely attributable to a relatively low capital cost ; minimal construction work 
is required and the largest cost component is for the acquisition of 2 designated properties in the 
right overbank area. Of note however is that Option 4B would create a new formal overland 
floodway through the CBD in the right overbank area, and this would create an isolated 'flood 
island' between this new floodway and the Ironbark Creek Channel to the west. Creating another 
major formal flowpath through the commercial centre will create greater hazard including during 
evacuation, and the increase in hazard would be even greater for properties located within the 
isolated 'flood island'. 

Reference to Plate 6�6 confirms properties within the isolated 'flood island' include building 
numbers 4, 5 and 6. The increased hazard for Option 4B is illustrated in two ways as follows: 

• Figure 56 shows (in pink) a high hazard H4 area in the 1% AEP event for the overbank 
flowpath of Option 4B that is aligned with Boscawen Street. By comparison it can be seen for 
Option 2 (Figure 54) and Option 5B (Figure 58) the hazard is considerably less at H2 and 
H3. Also of concern is that Option 4B would create a situation where the 3 properties on the 
isolated 'flood island' are surrounded by very high 1% AEP flood hazard, with H5 hazard 
immediately to the west (Ironbark Creek Channel) and H4 hazard immediately to the east 
(new overbank flow path). 

• The difference map at Plate 8�1 below compares 1% AEP flood levels for Option 4B with 
existing conditions. This shows an increase in 1% AEP flood level in Nelson Street of up to 
0.3m. This is attributed to significantly greater flow along Nelson Street, which then joins flow 
in the right overbank floodway that continues along Boscawen Street to the Ironbark Creek 
Channel about 100m downstream. 

On the basis of increased hazard, the technical sub;committee concluded that Option 4B should 
not be considered as a preferred option. With Option 4B excluded on this basis and Option 1 
excluded on the basis of a very low benefit;cost ratio (B/C = 0.4), the two remaining viable 
options are Option 2 (B/C = 2.8) and Option 5B (B/C =1.3). 

8.4.2  Further Discussion of Options 2 and 5B 

In deciding between Options 2 and 5B, it is prudent to consider the flood hazard of each, as 
follows: 
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• Figure 21 shows the 1% AEP flood hazard for the Wallsend Commercial Centre area for 
existing conditions. As well as the H5 extreme hazard in the channel reaches, there is very 
high hazard (H4) in the overbank flow areas between the downstream (northern) end of the 
Stockland Wallsend shopping centre and on to Federal Park. This area includes several 
streets that act as flow paths during major floods including Tyrrell, Council, Nelson, 
Boscawen, Harris and William Streets. For flow in Tyrrell, Nelson, Council and Boscawen 
Streets the H4 hazard category predominates except for a small length (35m) in Nelson 
Street to the east of Boscawen Street where an H3 category applies. 

•  

Plate 8	1 – Difference Map 1% AEP @ Option 4B v. Existing Conditions 

 

• Figure 54 (Option 2) and Figure 58 (Option 5B) show that for the channel and overbank 
flow reach described above in the Wallsend Commercial Centre, Options 2 and 5B each 
substantially reduced the 1% AEP flood hazard outside of the channel reaches. The hazard 
is predominantly in the H2 and H3 categories with some areas of H1 category on the 
periphery of the inundated areas. 

• There are small differences in 1% AEP flood hazard for Options 2 and 5B in the channel and 
overbank flow reach, namely: 

- In the area immediately west and north of the Tyrrell Street / Nelson Street intersection, 
there exists a H2 category for Option 5B, whereas Option 2 shows a 60m length north of 
the intersection and 35m length west of the intersection to have a H3 category. This is at 
the periphery of the 1% AEP inundated area but does have implications for flood 
evacuation, noting that H2 is 'hydraulically suitable for parked or moving heavy vehicles 
and wading by able bodied adults' and H3 is one hazard category higher and defined as 
'hydraulically suitable for light construction (e.g. timber frame and brick veneer)' (refer 
Table 4�3). 

Federal Park 

Minmi Road 

Wal Herd Park 

Stockland Wallsend 
shopping centre 
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- A section of Boscawen Street between Nelson Street and Harris Street (about 60m in 
length), is a H2 category for Option 5B, whereas Option 2 shows a 45m length of the 
street to have a H3 category. 

• For the PMF flood hazard there is little difference between existing conditions, Option 2 and 
Option 5B (refer Figures 22, 55 and 59). The hazard is generally extreme (H5) for each 
scenario. For the channel and overbank flow areas between the downstream (northern) end 
of the Stockland Wallsend shopping centre and on to Federal Park, the PMF flood hazard is 
dominated by extreme H5 hazard with some areas of H4 hazard on the periphery of the 
inundated area. In some locations the area of H4 hazard on the periphery of inundated areas 
is slightly greater for Options 2 and 5B compared to existing conditions, but there is very little 
difference otherwise. 

Options 2 and 5B each have similar impact in reducing flood hazard in the Wallsend 
Commercial Centre compared with existing conditions. Both options very substantially reduce 
1% AEP flood hazard. For PMF flood hazard they each slightly reduce hazard on the periphery 
of the inundated area, although the hazard essentially continues to be extreme. 

Comparing the 1% AEP hazard between Option 2 and Option 5B, there is slightly higher hazard 
for Option 2 immediately to the west and north of the Tyrrell Street / Nelson Street intersection 
(H3 v. H2). This has some implications for evacuation, but can be addressed with minor 'levee' 
works in Tyrrell Street (refer Section 8.5). 

8.4.3  Confirming the Preferred Option 

The implementation cost for Option 5B is substantially higher than Option 2 ($15.48M v. 
$5.89M) and the benefit;cost ratio is substantially less (B/C 1.3 v. B/C 2.8). Noting the lower cost 
of Option 2 ($5.89M) and higher benefit;cost ratio (2.8), the technical sub;committee concluded 
that Option 2 was the preferred option. 

Option 2 involves the removal of two road bridges and this will have substantial implications for 
road and pedestrian access in the Wallsend Commercial Centre. It will also require the Nelson 
Street Bridge to convey an increased traffic volume. 

The cost estimate for Option 2 includes an amount of $2.7M (including design and contingency 
allowances) for road works and traffic management modifications in Wallsend. Works are 
anticipated to include: 

• New pedestrian bridge at Tyrrell Street. 

• New pedestrian bridge at Boscawen Street. 

• Intersection Nelson/Bunn/Clarke Streets ; new traffic signals. 

• Exclusion fencing. 

• Construct / modify cul;de;sacs. 

• Side road works ; speed humps, kerbing blisters. 

• Tyrrell Street minor 'levee' (refer Section 8.5). 

Included in the new work are two new pedestrian bridges, one over the Ironbark Creek Channel 
at Tyrrell Street and the other spanning the channel at Boscawen Street. In the current study it 
has been assumed that these will be of modest size and cost, and be raised or otherwise 
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designed so as not to induce blockage or significantly raise flood levels. In the hydraulic 
modelling it has been assumed that any new pedestrian bridges at these locations would 
maintain an "all clear" status (nil blockage) during flood events of all magnitudes. 

Minor works at the eastern end of Cross Street, at the intersection with Boscawen Street, have 
been assumed following the removal of the Boscawen Street Bridge. Because of the close 
location of the open channel and the acute angle of the intersection (and the preferred status for 
Option 2) this matter should be investigated in more detail. 

A more detailed assessment of traffic management implications should be undertaken to confirm 
the required modifications to traffic management under Option 2, as well as the social 
implications and how to best manage this aspect.  

8.5  Minor 'Levee' in Tyrrell Street 

The City of Newcastle requested consideration of a minor 'levee' (also called a pseudo;levee) in 
Tyrrell Street which could increase the time for evacuation along Nelson Street. The Brief 
nominated an area no greater than 200m2 adjacent to Nelson Street, as shown in Plate 6�10. In 
line with the Brief requirements this levee was not hydraulically modelled but was conceptually 
assessed. 

Also, as discussed in Section 8.4.2, for existing conditions there is very significant hazard 
predominating in the channel (H5) and overbank flow areas (H4) between the downstream 
(northern) end of the Stockland Wallsend shopping centre and continuing onto Federal Park. 
Under Option 2 (refer Figure 54) there is a substantial reduction in the 1% AEP flood hazard in 
the overbank flow areas, with the flood hazard generally in the H2 and H3 categories and with a 
reduced extent of inundated areas. 

As shown in Figure 54, immediately to the west of the Tyrrell Street / Nelson Street intersection, 
Option 2 shows an area of H3 hazard, which has implications for evacuation, as noted in 
Section 8.4.2. Following a review of the minor 'levee' it is considered that it would (for Option 2) 
both reduce hazard in the area of the Tyrrell Street / Nelson Street intersection and increase the 
time for evacuation along Nelson Street. Further discussion on this is given below. 

As shown in Figure 32, in the 10% AEP event under Option 2 flow direction is to the east along 
Tyrrell Street and is diverted via the kerb return at the intersection to then flow to the north along 
Nelson Street. Flow does not pass the intersection and hence does not continue east along 
Tyrrell Street. 

Moving now to the larger 1% AEP event, Figure 33 shows that under Option 2 flow in Tyrrell 
Street is similarly diverted via the kerb return into Nelson Street, but some flow also passes the 
intersection and travels east along Tyrrell Street following the northern gutter. This flow is then 
diverted via the kerb return at the Harris Street intersection and continues north along Harris 
Street towards the Ironbark Creek Channel on the south side of Federal Park. 

By providing minor 'levee' works in this area it will be possible to limit (or prevent) flow from 
Tyrrell Street into Nelson Street. It is anticipated this would then reduce the 1% AEP flood 
hazard to H2, which Table 4�3 describes as 'hydraulically suitable for parked or moving heavy 
vehicles and wading by able bodied adults'. The resulting hazard to the immediate west and 
north of the intersection would then be similar to Option 5B, as discussed in Section 8.4.2. It is 
expected that a minor 'levee' at this location to reduce the 1% AEP flood hazard as described 
would be generally less than 0.5m in height. The form and construction can be confirmed at the 
detailed design stage. It is not expected that this 'levee' would have any noticeable impact on 
the PMF flood hazard which would essentially remain as extreme. 
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Based on the above assessment, a 'small' levee in Tyrrell Street has been included in the capital 
cost estimate for Option 2. Indeed, in the cost estimates described at Section 8.1 an allowance 
for this minor 'levee' was included for all options that involved the removal of the Tyrrell and 
Boscawen Street Bridges (i.e. Options 2, 5 and 5B). 

During the detailed design, it is recommended that hydraulic modelling be used to decide on the 
actual location and size of this 'levee' and to confirm that the 1% AEP hazard can be reduced to 
H2 (or better) to the immediate west and north of the Tyrrell Street / Nelson Street intersection 
and that evacuation time will be improved. Further, it is envisaged that the levee will need to be 
located so that it is just downstream of stormwater pits which would then allow Tyrrell Street to 
be drained effectively (otherwise new stormwater pits and pipework would be required). 

8.6  Strategies for Minimising Risk of Waterway Obstruction 

Strategies for minimising waterway obstruction relate to both the preferred option specifically 
and more generally to the surrounding land uses, as follows: 

• Surrounding land uses and debris impacts. There are a range of matters that should be 
addressed to reduce the likelihood and consequences of debris blockage relative to 
surrounding land uses. These strategies are outlined at Section 8.6.1. 

• There are a number of strategies incorporated within the preferred option (Option 2) that will 
enhance waterway areas and reduce susceptibility to debris blockage and obstruction 
generally. These strategies are outlined at Section 8.6.2. 

8.6.1  Surrounding Land Uses � Debris Likelihood and Consequences 

ARR Revision Project 11 ; 'Blockage of Hydraulic Structures' (IEAust, 2013) adopts a risk based 
assessment for blockage, in which both the likelihood and consequence of blockage are 
considered. This approach was used when developing the Bridge Blockage Guideline for the 4 
key bridges in the Wallsend Commercial Centre (SMEC, 2014a). 

The likelihood of blockage is related to the availability of blockage material, the forces involved 
to mobilise and transport the material, and the likelihood of the material being captured by a 
structure. 

The consequences of blockage concerns possible damage or inconvenience caused by the 
blockage. If blockage causes minor changes in flood level and flood risk, the consequences are 
considered ‘minor’ (or even non;existent). However, if blockage causes significant flow 
diversions and increases flood damage to buildings and other infrastructure, the consequences 
are ‘severe’. 

The likelihood of blockage is inexorably linked to debris potential. This relates to the likelihood of 
debris reaching a structure in terms of: 

• Debris availability – the availability of particular debris within a catchment limits the level of 
debris that can be mobilised and transported to a structure. 

• Debris mobility – the ability for debris to become mobilised has an effect on the amount of 
debris that can be transported to a structure. 

• Debris transportability – the ability for debris to be transported downstream to a structure has 
an effect on the amount of debris arriving at a structure. 
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There is a strong correlation between event magnitude and debris potential at a site. Hence, the 
larger the flood event the greater is the potential for debris blockage. 

For the Ironbark Creek catchment, waterways should be targeted for assessment that have a 
high debris potential and hence high likelihood of providing a significant supply of debris 
material. 

The 4 key bridges in the Wallsend Commercial Centre have been investigated in detail, so other 
waterway structures should be targeted for assessment that have a high likelihood of blockage 
and significant consequences of blockage. 

There is a high degree of debris availability in the extensive commercial areas nearby to the 
Ironbark Creek Channel. This debris is often readily mobilised and transported and hence there 
is a high likelihood of debris blockage of hydraulic structures. The debris can include shopping 
trolleys, waste bins and motor vehicles, as well as other forms of ‘commercial’ area debris. 

Priority waterways and hydraulic structures in the Ironbark Creek catchment and ‘commercial’ 
area debris are discussed in the following sections. 

Targeting Priority Waterways 

Anecdotal and photographic evidence should be used to target waterways for assessment within 
the Ironbark Creek catchment that have high debris potential and hence high likelihood of 
providing significant supply of debris material. 

There are many sources of debris that can be both organic and non;organic in origin. Examples 
of non;organic debris include shopping trolleys, cars, shipping containers, amongst others. 
Examples of organic debris include a vast array of vegetation including tree branches, tree 
trunks and indeed whole trees (as evidenced in the 2007 flood). 

Targeting Priority Hydraulic Structures 

Anecdotal and photographic evidence should be used to target waterway structures for 
assessment that have: 

• A significant likelihood of blockage occurring and potential to readily rectify the problem and 
improve hydraulic performance. Important hydraulic features relative to blockage include: 

- Clear width between piers – also referred to as the pier spacing 

- Bridge opening height 

- Bridge railing details 

- Details of upstream appurtenances such as pipe crossings 

• Significant consequences of blockage (essentially being significant flow diversions and 
increased flood levels and velocities with the potential to increase flood damages to 
buildings and other infrastructure). 

Targeting ‘Commercial’ Area Debris 

‘Commercial’ debris in the area surrounding the Ironbark Creek Channel originates from a 
number of sources and includes, but is not limited to, shopping trolleys, general rubbish 
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material, fallen fences and may also include motor vehicles during the larger flooding events. 
Strategies to reduce the amount of debris being washed or transported into the channel are 
underway and need to be expanded and fully implemented. This can include the installation of 
bollards around carparks, entry gates fixed to channel access ramps and securing bins to further 
reduce debris. These matters should be considered in parallel with the preferred option, and 
where appropriate designs undertaken and initiatives implemented. 

8.6.2  Incorporated in the Preferred Option 

Removal of Bridges 

The preferred option includes the removal of road bridges at Tyrrell Street and Boscawen 
Streets. These bridges have been prone to substantial blockage in past floods, so their removal 
will significantly reduce the future risk and impact of waterway obstruction. 

New Pedestrian Bridges 

The new work for Option 2 includes two new pedestrian bridges, one over the Ironbark Creek 
Channel at Tyrrell Street and the other spanning the channel at Boscawen Street. These bridges 
are intended to be of modest size and cost, and be raised or otherwise designed so as not to 
induce blockage or significantly raise flood levels. They are to maintain an "all clear" status (nil 
blockage) during flood events of all magnitudes. 

Enhanced Conveyance for Nelson Street Bridge 

As part of the preferred option, the conveyance of the Nelson Street Bridge is to be enhanced. 
The aim is to approximately halve the existing conditions 'design' blockage but to do so without 
requiring major structural changes. It is envisaged this will be achieved as follows: 

• Fenders to be installed on upstream side of pier(s) to streamline flow entry into the bridge 
waterway openings and to reduce the likelihood of debris blockage. 

• Other work to the upstream side deck girders and bridge abutments to streamline flow entry, 
minimise debris trapping and blockage. 

• Replace existing guard rails on the upstream and downstream sides with new guard rails 
that do not impede or obstruct flow over the bridge superstructure (e.g. 'lay down' type); 

• Remove or modify objects (e.g. railings, fences, poles, etc) on the left and right side 
approaches to the bridge, to minimise debris trapping and blockage and hence allow 
generally unimpeded surcharge flows over and around the bridge. 

• Re;position any suspended pipes attached to the bridge that may trap debris or reduce the 
waterway area or restrict flows into or out of the bridge waterway openings. This includes 
both the upstream and downstream sides of the bridge. 

Another possible modification to reduce debris blockage and increase conveyance is to remove 
the central pier to reduce entry losses and increase bridge waterway area. This requires 
consideration at the detail design stage to further assess the cost, feasibility and benefit. 

As discussed in Section 8.6.1, addressing ‘commercial’ area debris should be considered in 
parallel with the preferred option, and where appropriate designs undertaken and initiatives 
implemented.  
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9  STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT AND FEASIBILITY OF 
HAZARD REDUCTION 

9.1  Summary of Structural Aspects 

The following structural work has been completed for the current study: 

• Structural assessment of designated buildings (under existing conditions) to specified 
assessment guidelines. 

• Structural assessment of designated buildings (for preferred option) to specified assessment 
guidelines. 

• Assessment for progressive failure. 

• Feasibility of protection for designated buildings and other buildings on the floodplain (for 
preferred option). This includes consideration of: 

- Hazard Reduction; 

- Flash flooding and evacuation; 

- Viability of shelter;in;place; and 

- Height (level) of flood refuge provided for shelter;in;place. 

• General guidance on building assessment and strengthening (for preferred option). 

A detailed Structural Assessment Report was prepared by SMEC (SMEC, 2014b). Relevant 
aspects are discussed in the following sections. 

9.2  Structural Assessment of Designated Buildings 

Using the earlier building condition (structural) assessments for designated buildings (refer 
Section 5), the likelihood of building failure was determined for existing conditions and with the 
preferred mitigation option. This was undertaken for the 1% AEP, 0.2% AEP and PMF design 
events. The location of buildings is shown in Plate 6�6. 

9.2.1  Structural Assessment of Critical Structural Elements (Existing Conditions) 

Analysis was undertaken for the designated buildings, and specifically the identified critical 
structural elements, using the prepared failure curves to determine potential failures for 1% 
AEP, 0.2% AEP and PMF events under existing conditions. The full results are shown in Table 
9�1 below. 
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Table 9	1 – Structural Assessment of Critical Structural Elements in Designated Buildings (Existing Conditions) 

Designated 
Building 

Flood Depths (m) 
Flood Velocities 

(m/s) 

Failure 
Element 

1% AEP 0.2% AEP PMF 

1% 
AEP 

0.2% 
AEP 

PMF 
1% 

AEP 
0.2% 
AEP 

PMF 

Failure due 
to 

Hydrostatic 
Loading 

Failure 
due to 
Impact 

Loading 

Failure due 
to 

Hydrostatic 
Loading 

Failure 
due to 
Impact 

Loading 

Failure due 
to 

Hydrostatic 
Loading 

Failure 
due to 
Impact 

Loading 

1 2.3 2.6 5.0 0.3 0.3 0.6 
Concrete block 
wall (4m) 

Possible 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Failure 
Imminent 

Failure 
Imminent 

2 2.4 2.7 5.0 0.6 0.6 1.2 
Masonry Wall 
(2.4m) 

Possible 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Possible 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Failure 
Imminent 

Failure 
Imminent 

3 2.2 2.4 4.3 0.3 0.4 1.1 

Combined 
masonry and stud 
wall 

Possible 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Failure 
Imminent 

Failure 
Imminent 

Propped Balcony 
Possible 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Failure 
Imminent 

Failure 
Imminent 

Rock retaining 
wall 

Possible 
Failure 

; 
Possible 
Failure 

; 
Possible 
Failure 

; 

Masonry wall 
(3m) 

Possible 
Failure 

Possible 
Failure 

Possible 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Failure 
Imminent 

Failure 
Imminent 

4 

2.1 2.4 4.6 0.6 0.7 0.9 
Masonry wall 
(3m) 

Possible 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Failure 
Imminent 

Failure 
Imminent 

2.1 2.4 4.6 0.6 0.7 0.9 Stud wall (3m) 
Possible ^Possible Probable Probable Failure Failure 
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Designated 
Building 

Flood Depths (m) 
Flood Velocities 

(m/s) 

Failure 
Element 

1% AEP 0.2% AEP PMF 

1% 
AEP 

0.2% 
AEP 

PMF 
1% 

AEP 
0.2% 
AEP 

PMF 

Failure due 
to 

Hydrostatic 
Loading 

Failure 
due to 
Impact 

Loading 

Failure due 
to 

Hydrostatic 
Loading 

Failure 
due to 
Impact 

Loading 

Failure due 
to 

Hydrostatic 
Loading 

Failure 
due to 
Impact 

Loading 

Failure Failure Failure Failure Imminent Imminent 

5 1.9 1.3 4.4 0.1 1.0 0.3 
Masonry wall 
(3m) 

Adequate 
Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Failure 
Imminent 

Failure 
Imminent 

6 1.0 1.2 3.2 1.1 1.2 1.4 
Masonry Wall 
(3m) 

Possible 
Failure 

Possible 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Possible 
Failure 

Failure 
Imminent 

Failure 
Imminent 

7 1.9 1.3 4.4 0.1 1.0 0.3 
Masonry wall 
(3m) 

Adequate 
Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Failure 
Imminent 

Failure 
Imminent 

8 2.2 2.4 4.7 0.2 0.2 0.5 
Masonry wall 
(3m) 

Possible 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Possible 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Failure 
Imminent 

Failure 
Imminent 
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In summary the results in Table 9�1 indicate that: 

• Hydrostatic Loading. In the 1% AEP event, about 20% of the critical structural elements 
are deemed ‘adequate’ to withstand hydrostatic loading, with the other 80% facing "possible 
failure". For the 0.2% AEP event, element adequacy is roughly split evenly between 
"possible failure'’ and "probable failure". For the PMF "imminent failure' is highly likely due to 
hydrostatic loading. 

• Impact Loading. In the 1% AEP event, the structural adequacy is roughly split equally 
between ''possible failure” and “likely failure”. For the 0.2% AEP event, all elements face 
"probable failure" due to impact loading. For the PMF, it is likely 100% of the critical 
structural elements would face "‘imminent failure" due to impact loading. 

The structural assessment of critical structural elements (refer Table 9�1) has been used in the 
flood damage assessment of flood mitigation options when determining the notional number of 
buildings destroyed in major flood events. This was discussed in some detail in Section 7. 

9.2.2  Structural Assessment of Critical Structural Elements (Option 2 
Conditions) 

A similar analysis to the above was undertaken for the designated buildings under the preferred 
option (Option 2). The full results are shown in Table 9�2 below. 
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Table 9	2 – Structural Assessment of Critical Structural Elements in Designated Buildings (Option 2 Conditions) 

Designated 
Building 

Flood Depths (m) 
Flood Velocities 

(m/s) 

Failure 
Element 

1% AEP 0.2% AEP PMF 

1% 
AEP 

0.2% 
AEP 

PMF 
1% 

AEP 
0.2% 
AEP 

PMF 

Failure due 
to 

Hydrostatic 
Loading 

Failure 
due to 
Impact 

Loading 

Failure due 
to 

Hydrostatic 
Loading 

Failure 
due to 
Impact 

Loading 

Failure due 
to 

Hydrostatic 
Loading 

Failure 
due to 
Impact 

Loading 

1 2.0 2.3 4.9 0.2 0.2 0.9 
Concrete block 
wall (4m) 

Possible 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Possible 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Failure 
Imminent 

Failure 
Imminent 

2 1.7 2.0 4.6 0.5 0.5 1.0 
Masonry Wall 
(2.4m) 

Adequate 
Probable 
Failure 

Possible 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Failure 
Imminent 

Failure 
Imminent 

3 1.7 2.0 4.6 1.3 0.9 0.7 

Combined 
masonry and stud 
wall 

Possible 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Failure 
Imminent 

Failure 
Imminent 

Propped Balcony 
Possible 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Failure 
Imminent 

Failure 
Imminent 

Rock retaining 
wall 

Possible 
Failure 

; 
Possible 
Failure 

; 
Possible 
Failure 

; 

Masonry wall 
(3m) 

Adequate 
Possible 
Failure 

Possible 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Failure 
Imminent 

Failure 
Imminent 

4 

1.7 2.0 4.6 1.4 1.3 1.7 
Masonry wall 
(3m) 

Possible 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Failure 
Imminent 

Failure 
Imminent 

1.7 2.0 4.6 1.4 1.3 1.7 Stud wall (3m) 
Possible ^Possible Probable Probable Failure Failure 
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Designated 
Building 

Flood Depths (m) 
Flood Velocities 

(m/s) 

Failure 
Element 

1% AEP 0.2% AEP PMF 

1% 
AEP 

0.2% 
AEP 

PMF 
1% 

AEP 
0.2% 
AEP 

PMF 

Failure due 
to 

Hydrostatic 
Loading 

Failure 
due to 
Impact 

Loading 

Failure due 
to 

Hydrostatic 
Loading 

Failure 
due to 
Impact 

Loading 

Failure due 
to 

Hydrostatic 
Loading 

Failure 
due to 
Impact 

Loading 

Failure Failure Failure Failure Imminent Imminent 

5 0.7 1.7 4.3 0.2 1.5 0.2 
Masonry wall 
(3m) 

Adequate 
Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Failure 
Imminent 

Failure 
Imminent 

6 0.6 0.9 3.1 0.7 1.0 1.6 
Masonry Wall 
(3m) 

Adequate Adequate Adequate 
Possible 
Failure 

Failure 
Imminent 

Failure 
Imminent 

7 0.7 1.7 4.3 0.2 1.5 0.2 
Masonry wall 
(3m) 

Adequate 
Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Probable 
Failure 

Failure 
Imminent 

Failure 
Imminent 

8 1.6 1.9 4.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Masonry wall 
(3m) 

Adequate 
Probable 
Failure 

Adequate 
Probable 
Failure 

Failure 
Imminent 

Failure 
Imminent 
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In summary the results for Option 2 conditions show that: 

• Hydrostatic Loading. In the 1% AEP event, about 50% of the critical structural elements 
are deemed "adequate" to withstand hydrostatic loading, with the other 50% facing “possible 
failure”. For the 0.2% AEP event, one building is structurally adequate while the remaining 
structures are roughly split between “possible failure” and “probable failure”. For the PMF 
event "imminent failure" is highly likely due to hydrostatic loading.  

• Impact Loading. In the 1% AEP event, the structural adequacy is roughly split equally 
between “possible failure” and “likely failure”. For the 0.2% AEP event, all elements face 
“probable failure” due to impact loading. For the PMF event, it is likely 100% of the critical 
structural elements would face "imminent failure" due to impact loading. 

Subject to existing structural inadequacies being rectified at designated building number 3, the 
majority of critical structural elements of designated buildings would be deemed adequate for 
1% AEP hydrostatic loading. It is noted however, that in considering impact loading critical 
structural elements would be deemed as “probable failure” for the majority of designated 
buildings. 

Although the results for Option 2 conditions show many instances of critical structural elements 
not being structurally adequate, overall there is a substantially reduced probability of failure and 
risk to life compared with existing conditions. 

The 'ideal' management solution for the Wallsend Commercial Centre would be to relocate the 
business district to higher ground. This of course has huge cost and logistical implications and 
so is very unlikely to occur in the short to medium term. Therefore, given this is a flash flood 
environment with rapidly rising flood waters and high velocities in major floods where evacuation  
hazards can quickly become extreme in major floods, hazard reduction, prompt evacuation and / 
or shelter;in;place become key issues as discussed in the following sections. 

9.2.3  Progressive Collapse of Designated Buildings 

Given the structural characteristics of the designated buildings analysed within the commercial 
centre, it is contended that should a structural element within a building fail, that collapse of that 
building is likely and in all likelihood further progressive collapse of downstream buildings may 
occur. 

Should one building collapse there is potential that debris from that building would cause further 
progressive failure of other buildings located either adjacent to that building or downstream. 
Buildings that may be subjected to collapse from the debris of other buildings are outlined in 
Table 9�3. 
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Table 9	3 – Potential Progressive Building Failure 

   Failed Building1 That Could Cause Progressive Collapse 

  
1 2 4 5 7 8 

P
o

te
n

ti
a
l 

P
ro

g
re

s
s
iv

e
 C

o
ll

a
p

s
e
 3 1 5 4 4 4 

4 3 7 7 5 5 

5 4 8 8 8 7 

7 5 6 6 6 6 

8 7 
    

6 8 
    

 6 
    

Note 1: Building numbers 3 and 6 are downstream of other designated buildings on the west and east of the channel 
respectively, and hence will not cause progressive collapse of other designated buildings. 

The potential for progressive failure of designated buildings (refer Table 9�3) has been used in 
the flood damage assessment of flood mitigation options when determining the notional number 
of buildings destroyed in major flood events. This is discussed in some detail in Section 7. 

9.3  Hazard Reduction 

Flood proofing may be defined as a building protective measure designed to avoid, delay, or 
reduce flood damage. The level of success of flood proofing depends on the severity of the 
flooding, and the effectiveness of the measures carried out. Flood proofing is generally 'dry' or 
'wet'. 

• 'Dry' flood proofing uses levees, door seals and walls to stop water from entering a building. 
The barriers need to be high enough, watertight, have adequate strength, and the 
foundations stable. 

• 'Wet' flood proofing allows water to enter the building through vents and openings so that 
unbalanced water levels (inside and outside) do not cause wall collapse / failure or other 
major structural damage. 

'Dry' flood proofing in the Wallsend Commercial Centre would typically involve using seals, 
barriers and walls as well as the physical strengthening of buildings. However, to use 'dry' flood 
proofing would increase flood loads applied to critical elements. Typically dry flood proofing is 
applicable for flood depths up to 0.3m to 0.5m and with low velocities, and is therefore not viable 
in the Wallsend commercial centre due to the high flood depths / velocities and large flood 
forces involved. In consideration of existing construction types (i.e. light construction) adjacent to 
the channel, critical building elements are either structurally inadequate or it would be difficult to 
achieve effective watertightness. 
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9.3.1  Wet Flood Proofing 

'Wet' flood proofing usually increases the porosity of the building skin and allows a greater 
ingress of flood waters to the internal building space so as to reduce unbalanced external flood 
forces. Therefore it can often increase internal flood damage due to immersion. For the 
commercial centre buildings it will typically involve the installation of multiple vents. The 
implementation of 'wet' flood proofing reduces flood forces on structural elements by allowing 
hydrostatic forces to be equalised on both side of a wall, thereby reducing the likelihood of 
failure.  

Notwithstanding, it will not be feasible for buildings with 'wet' flood proofing to be strengthened to 
withstand PMF flood forces without changing the construction type of the building (i.e. from light 
construction to heavy construction). However, 'wet' flood proofing is the only viable means of 
obtaining a meaningful improvement in the ability of commercial centre buildings to survive a 
major flood. 

Required wall opening areas for 'wet' flood proofing have been calculated and presented in 
Table 9�4 below. 

Table 9	4 – Required Wall Opening Areas for Option 2 Conditions 

Designated 
Building 

Section 
Involved 

Approximate 
Floor Area 

(m
2
) 

1% AEP Wall 
Opening 

Requirements 

(m
2
) 

0.2% AEP Wall 
Opening 

Requirements 

(m
2
) 

PMF Wall 
Opening 

Requirements 

(m
2
) 

1 

Front masonry 
section of 
building 

100 0.67 0.88 4.45 

Rear concrete 
block section 
of building 

200 
1.33 1.76 8.90 

2 

Building 
subfloor area 

97 
0.65 0.85 4.32 

Storage area 44 
0.29 0.39 1.96 

3 

Tenant 1 95 
0.63 0.83 4.23 

Tenant 2 107 
0.71 0.94 4.76 

Tenant 4 220 
1.47 1.93 9.79 

Sub floor 
space 

202 
1.35 1.77 8.99 

4 

Tenant 1 89 
0.59 0.78 3.96 

Tenant 3 23 
0.15 0.20 1.02 

Tenant 4 98 
0.65 0.86 4.36 

5 0 163 
1.09 1.43 7.26 
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Designated 
Building 

Section 
Involved 

Approximate 
Floor Area 

(m
2
) 

1% AEP Wall 
Opening 

Requirements 

(m
2
) 

0.2% AEP Wall 
Opening 

Requirements 

(m
2
) 

PMF Wall 
Opening 

Requirements 

(m
2
) 

6 

Shop 1 58 
0.39 0.51 2.58 

Shop 2 41 
0.27 0.36 1.82 

Shop 3 33 
0.22 0.29 1.47 

Shop 4 50 
0.33 0.44 2.23 

Shop 5 42 
0.28 0.37 1.87 

Shop 6 53 
0.35 0.47 2.36 

Shop 7 147 
0.98 1.29 6.54 

Shop 8 92 
0.61 0.81 4.10 

7 0 220 
1.47 1.93 9.79 

8 0 266 
1.77 2.33 11.84 

 

As the purpose of 'wet' flood proofing is to maintain building stability, at the expense of some 
internal flood damage, it may be difficult to obtain appropriate building insurance for buildings 
that have been 'wet' flood proofed. In addition, the level of the opening is critical so as to limit 
above floor flooding and the cost of internal flood damage.The viability of ‘wet’ flood proofing will 
reduce significantly for the larger design floods and for light construction. 

9.4  Flash Flooding and Evacuation 

It is widely accepted that timely evacuation from flood liable land is always the preferred 
management solution. However, this is not always possible, especially for flash flooding 
environments. Indeed, as roads are potentially 'floodways' and can be extremely hazardous, 
attempts to evacuate could become more perilous than taking refuge in buildings, especially as 
many roads would quickly become impassable due to the rate of rise of flood water and the 
considerable flood depths reached. Similarly, evacuation on foot during torrential rain and 
rapidly rising flood waters would pose significant hazard especially for the elderly and infirmed. 

The Wallsend Commercial Centre is within a flash flood environment and this means there is 
little if any warning time and no time for the execution of a formal community evacuation plan. 
Self;directed evacuation will be the only effective evacuation action. Also, during evacuation 
there will be great risk to the lives of people trapped in motor vehicles by rapidly rising flood 
water. 
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9.5  Aspects of 'Shelter�in�Place' 

Due to rapidly rising flood waters and high velocities in major floods where people are unable to 
evacuate quickly before the evacuation hazard becomes extreme, shelter;in;place may become 
the only remaining viable option. That is, the option to shelter;in;place is preferable to trying to 
evacuate through deep and fast flowing flood waters. Notwithstanding, this comes with major 
risk as expressed by the following views in the FRMS and the Newcastle City;wide FRMS: 

• "Because of the lack of effective warning time and high hazard associated with flash 
flooding, many people will be forced to wait out the flood in buildings i.e. residential dwellings 
or commercial premises in the Wallsend Commercial Centre. The risk to life would be 
extreme if the building could be destroyed by the force of the surrounding flood water." 
(Source: FRMS, Worley Parsons, 2009a). 

• "Buildings afford some degree of protection during flood events. Of significant concern, 
however, is that people can become trapped within buildings. Should the flood subsequently 
overwhelm the building, there is a very real risk that the people taking shelter could perish, 
especially if flood waters rise higher than the area of refuge within the building or the building 
suffers structural damage and collapses under the weight and force of floodwaters. 
Tragically, many of the lives lost in the Grantham and Lockyer Valley floods in January 2011 
were people taking shelter in their homes, which then either collapsed or flooded to roof level 
of beyond." (Source: Newcastle City@wide FRMS, BMT WBM, 2012). 

There are three key aspects when considering shelter;in;place for buildings within the Wallsend 
Commercial Centre and the wider Wallsend floodplain, being: 

• The severity of hazard the building will be exposed to and how to feasibly reduce the hazard. 

• The height (level) of the flood refuge within the building and how to feasibly maximise the 
height. 

• Strengthening of the building in accordance with BCA Importance Classification Class 4 (if 
feasible). 

9.5.1  Maximising Flood Refuge Level for 'Shelter�in�Place' 

Importantly, where people are taking shelter in a building, a refuge level is required that is higher 
than the maximum water level reached during the flood event. It will not be economically 
feasible to provide a flood refuge level above the PMF. This is because: 

• To provide refuge above the PMF level, the structure should be designed to withstand the 
flood forces in a PMF event. Water depths in the PMF can exceed 4m above ground level, 
and accordingly a refuge structure needs to be located above the building and capable of 
withstanding impact forces from surrounding building collapse and any debris from other 
buildings. Given the potentially very high forces, refuges designed to be above the PMF level 
would need to be structurally isolated from the building structure. Such substantial 
standalone structures would potentially require piled footings (subject to detailed design). 

• The cost of providing a flood refuge level above the PMF would be prohibitively expensive 
and in many cases cost substantially more than the value of the building. 
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9.6  Building Assessment and Strengthening Guidelines 

A Structural Assessment Report (SMEC, 2014b) has been prepared taking into account the 
preceding information. It can be used to identify areas where assessment and strengthening is 
required in the Wallsend floodplain. In particular it should be noted that: 

• The Structural Assessment Report should be used in conjunction with the Building Condition 
Assessment for designated buildings to assess and design building strengthening for 
designated buildings and other buildings in the Wallsend Commercial Centre area and the 
wider Wallsend floodplain. However, specific structural engineering advice must be sought to 
design and certify building assessment and strengthening to BCA requirements and 
associated Australian Standards. 

• The PMF Risk to Life hazard (Table 4.4) under existing conditions is L5 extreme throughout 
a majority of the Wallsend Commercial Centre area, as shown in Figure 23. This hazard has 
too much energy for normal heavy building construction and it is generally not possible to 
construct an onsite flood refuge. These areas are considered unsuitable for habitation (refer 
Table 4.4). 

• The preferred option (Option 2) essentially does not change the PMF Risk to Life hazard 
compared to existing conditions, with L5 extreme hazard throughout a majority of the 
Wallsend Commercial Centre area, as shown in Figure 61. 

• For both existing conditions and Option 2, there are some areas of L4 Risk to Life hazard 
(Table 4.4) on the eastern periphery of the PMF floodplain (refer Figures 23 and 61). In 
these areas, it may be structurally possible to construct onsite flood refuges using heavy 
framed construction or similar (as noted in Table 4.4). 

• The Structural Assessment Report can be used in the planning for shelter;in;place and 
provision of onsite flood refuge. However, specific structural engineering advice must be 
sought to design and certify building strengthening and flood refuge details for each and 
every building involved. 

• Given the magnitude of flood forces within the Wallsend Commercial Centre area it is not 
considered feasible to strengthen buildings to withstand PMF flood forces or to provide 
onsite flood refuge above the PMF level. Therefore the community will need to consider a 
lesser standard and ultimately decide whether to relocate the Wallsend Commercial Centre 
to flood free land in the longer term. 

• In the meantime it will be necessary to make people aware that there is a limit to the 
magnitude of flood that can be safely managed with building strengthening and onsite flood 
refuge. Onsite flood refuge can only be considered as 'the last line of defence' and this must 
be widely promoted in the community. Emergency evacuation routes should be investigated 
as an alternative in consultation with the State Emergency Service. 

A revised hazard classification chart, with appropriate limits on velocity and depth and allowance 
for afflux, is presented in Plate 9�1. Based on the hazard levels shown in this chart, Table 9�5 
provides general guidance on building assessment and strengthening, and in particular indicates 
the level of building assessment required to be undertaken and the likely hazard reduction 
measures required. 
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Plate 9	1 – Revised Hazard Classifications to assist with General Guidance on Building 
Assessment and Strengthening 

 

Table 9	5 – General Guidance on Building Assessment and Strengthening (based on 
Hazard Classification) 

Hazard 
Classification 

Hazard Description1 
Building Assessment 

Required 
Likely Hazard 

Reduction Required 

H1 

Hydraulically suitable for 
parked or moving cars 

V<0.5m/s, D<0.3m 

Assessment required where 
flooding above floor level 

Wet or Dry Flood Proofing 
may be viable. 

H2 

Hydraulically suitable for 
parked cars or moving heavy 
vehicles 

V=0.600.08d 

V<1.5m/s, D<0.6m 

Structural assessment 
required 

No assessment for Vehicle 
Impact 

Wet flood proofing 

H3 

Typically suitable for light 
construction 

VxD<1 

V<1.5m/s, D<2m 

Full Structural assessment 
required 

Strengthening of light 
construction likely required 

Wet flood proofing 

Bracing strengthening 

Protection from debris/vehicle 
impact 

H4 
Light construction2 generally 
unsuitable 

Full structural assessment 
required 

Likely that strengthening of 

Wet flood proofing 

Bracing strengthening 
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Hazard 
Classification 

Hazard Description1 
Building Assessment 

Required 
Likely Hazard 

Reduction Required 

light construction is not viable 

Strengthening of timber 
framing may be viable if in 
lower section of H4 
classification 

Scour protection 

Protection from debris/vehicle 
impact 

H5 
Generally unsuitable As per assessment 

requirements for H4 
 

Note 1: 'V' is velocity in metres per second. 'D' is depth in metres. 
Note 2:  Examples of light construction are timber framing or brick veneer. 
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10  PROPERTY ACQUISITION AND IMPLEMENTATION 
STRATEGY 

10.1  Preamble 

As discussed in Section 8.4, Option 2 is the preferred option. In developing an implementation 
strategy for the preferred option a range of matters need to be considered including property 
acquisition which was expected to be a major component of the work. Property acquisition is 
discussed first and then the implementation strategy is presented. A summary of the 
implementation strategy is also given in Table 10�1. 

10.2  Property Acquisition Aspects 

10.2.1  Property Acquisition Envisaged in the FRMP 

The Brief envisaged the likelihood for a considerable extent of property acquisition to support 
the adopted mitigation option. This can be seen from the 5 mitigation options nominated in the 
Brief and the extent of works required to implement the key recommendations in the FRMP that 
targeted the reduction of flood risk by creating a flowpath with greatly enhanced conveyance 
through the Wallsend Commercial Centre area. 

The full identified flow path in the FRMP to increase flow conveyance through the Wallsend 
Commercial Centre extended from downstream of Stockland Wallsend shopping centre to Minmi 
Road, and had two main components as follows: 

• Increasing the flow capacity under Minmi Road; and 

• Removing designated buildings and bridges, and widening the Ironbark Creek Channel 
between the downstream end of the Stockland Wallsend shopping centre and Federal Park. 

The maximum extent of works envisaged in the FRMP for this flow path would require the 
following property acquisition and building demolition: 

• At least eight (8) designated industrial, commercial and residential properties identified for 
acquisition and demolition in order to create the new wider channel through the Wallsend 
Commercial Centre. 

• Four (4) additional properties were identified in the current study for partial / full acquisition 
and possible demolition within the channel corridor. 

• Six (6) additional properties were identified for partial / full acquisition within the channel 
corridor, currently being parks and open space and believed to be owned by or under the 
control of the CoN. 

10.2.2  Property Acquisition for the Preferred Option 

This current study commenced with the knowledge of the major flow path envisaged in the 
FRMP (essentially Option 1 + Option 5), and as required by the Brief investigated this flow path 
as well as numerous other less extensive and less costly mitigation options. Options nominated 
in the Brief as well as various other options and option combinations were investigated. A short 
list of 4 targeted options was developed for further detailed assessment and ultimately a 
preferred option was determined. The preferred option is Option 2 and is one of 5 options 
originally nominated in the Brief for consideration. 
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The preferred option (Option 2) requires bridges at Tyrrell and Boscawen Streets to be removed 
and modifications to the Nelson Street Bridge to enhance flow conveyance. However, at this 
time there are no properties identified for acquisition and demolition under Option 2. Subject to 
the completion of a traffic management assessment, there may be a need to acquire a 3m wide 
strip of land (120m long) to allow widening of Bunn Street between Tyrrell and Nelson Streets. 

As an adjunct to Option 2, a minor 'levee' is proposed to be constructed in Tyrrell Street. This 
would occupy an area no greater than 200m2 of Tyrrell Street, adjacent to Nelson Street, , and is 
expected this minor 'levee' would both reduce hazard in the area of the Tyrrell Street / Nelson 
Street intersection and increase the time for evacuation along Nelson Street and elsewhere. The 
works are envisaged to be located wholly within the road reserve and hence do not require 
property acquisition. 

10.3  Implementation Strategy 

10.3.1  Expediting The Preferred Option 

To promptly expedite the preferred option and to gain the maximum benefit particularly in terms 
of flood risk and hazard reduction, the FRMC should drive the core phases of the preferred 
option and the Essential Partner Activities. 

The core phases of the preferred option that need to be executed to enable timely 
implementation include: 

• Assess traffic management impacts of the preferred mitigation option. 

• Detailed design of preferred mitigation option. 

• Arrange funding and construction of preferred mitigation option. 

The FRMC should be instrumental in driving these 3 phases which are discussed further in 
Sections 10.3.2 to 10.3.4. 

Throughout these implementation phases the FRMC should encourage active community 
involvement so as to promote local ownership of the project and to assist in shaping the final 
form of the works. This is discussed further in Section 10.3.4. 

There are also Essential Partner Activities to the preferred mitigation option, that need to be 
jointly pursued to gain the maximum benefit from the preferred option particularly in terms of 
flood risk and hazard reduction. The FRMC should take a lead role in advancing partnering in 
the following activities: 

• Planning policies that are cognizant of the high flood risk and hazard in the commercial 
centre and adjacent areas. 

• Emergency management ; in particular emergency evacuation routes should be investigated 
in consultation with the State Emergency Service. 

• Building strengthening and shelter;in;place (NOTE: This is not feasible for the PMF, and 
therefore the community would need to consider a lesser standard). 

These aspects are described in Sections 10.3.5 and 10.3.6. 
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In the longer term, particularly if significant strides are not made with the abovementioned 
Essential Partner Activities, it would be appropriate to consider relocating the Wallsend 
Commercial Centre to flood free land.  

10.3.2  Assess Traffic Management Impacts of the Preferred Option 

Option 2 involves the removal of two road bridges and this will have substantial implications for 
road and pedestrian access in the Wallsend Commercial Centre. It will require the Nelson Street 
Bridge to convey an increased traffic volume and also require modifications to roadworks and 
traffic management. 

As part of Option 2, the flow conveyance of the Nelson Street Bridge is to be increased, by 
streamlining flow entry, removing or modifying obstructions and increasing waterway area 
(where feasible). It is anticipated that the trafficable width of the bridge will remain unchanged. 

The potential traffic and social impacts of these changes are substantial. A more detailed 
assessment of traffic management implications should be undertaken as a matter of priority to 
confirm the required modifications to roadworks and traffic management, as well as the social 
implications and how to best manage this aspect. 

10.3.3  Detailed Design of Preferred Option 

Once the traffic management aspects of the preferred option are confirmed, detail design can be 
undertaken. Where the detailed design is dependent on quantifying flood flows and forces, these 
aspects should be determined using a more finely detailed and refined hydraulic model to allow 
all impacts and design forces to be properly taken into account. 

10.3.4  Arrange Funding and Construction of Preferred Option 

The preferred option requires capital expenditure in the order of $5.89M for its implementation. 
There should also be ongoing annual expenditure to support the emergency management 
initiatives outlined in the FRMP, as discussed in Section 10.3.5. 

The implementation of the preferred option is likely to be beyond the financial resources of the 
CoN and may exceed budgeting guidelines for the State and Federal Floodplain Management 
Grants Scheme. 

Commencing with the traffic management investigation (refer Section 10.3.2), there are likely to 
be identified during the investigation and design phase of the preferred option, particularly with 
the active involvement of the community, opportunities to provide associated works that 
although not directly related to the mitigation option can provide social or environmental 
enhancements in Wallsend. This is to be encouraged since community involvement will promote 
local ownership of the project and be a source of ideas for enhancement works (social and 
environmental). 

Notwithstanding, as such additional enhancement works are unlikely to have a direct flood 
mitigation benefit the costs would not be considered part of the preferred mitigation option and 
funding would need to be sourced separately. 

During construction of the preferred option, very efficient project control will be required so as to 
minimise disruption to the day to day activities in the commercial centre. This is an opportunity 
for the FRMC to be a 'driver' of the project and monitor communication amongst the various 
parties, so as to achieve a well coordinated construction phase with minimal disruption to 
business, traffic and the other daily activities in the commercial centre. 
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10.3.5  Planning Policies and Emergency Management 

The Wallsend Commercial Centre is subject to flash flooding that allows very little time for 
mobilisation and assistance by external emergency management resources. The safety of 
people will rely entirely on the cognisance of individuals. 

Hence, as described in the FRMP high priority should be given to improving early flood warning, 
flood awareness and preparedness, as well as planning policies that promote flood compatible 
development and allow building strengthening and shelter;in;place which has been found to be 
problematic, as discussed in Section 10.3.6. Priority implementation of these actions will 
maximise the benefit from the preferred option particularly in terms of flood risk and hazard 
reduction. 

Emergency management and flood readiness implementation should be resourced and funded 
via emergency management agencies (such as the SES and Bureau of Meteorology). The 
FRMC should take an active role in pursuing and promoting these activities while at the same 
time driving the implementation of the preferred mitigation option. 

The FRMP said the implementation of an emergency management ‘Flood Plan’ and the creation 
of safe onsite flood refuges were required as a matter of urgency, and further said if this is not 
done, the public will not be prepared for an extreme flash flood and many lives could be lost. 

Due to rapidly rising flood waters and high velocities in major floods where people are unable to 
evacuate quickly before the evacuation hazard becomes extreme, shelter;in;place may become 
the only remaining viable option. That is, the option to shelter;in;place is preferable to trying to 
evacuate through deep and fast flowing flood waters. 

Given the magnitude of flood forces within the Wallsend Commercial Centre area it is not 
considered feasible to strengthen buildings to withstand PMF flood forces or to provide onsite 
flood refuge above the PMF level. Therefore the community will need to accept a lesser 
standard and ultimately decide whether to relocate the Wallsend Commercial Centre to flood 
free land in the longer term. 

In the meantime it will be necessary to make people aware that there is a limit to the magnitude 
of flood that can be safely managed with building strengthening and onsite flood refuge. Onsite 
flood refuge can only be considered as 'the line of last defence' and this must be widely 
promoted in the community. 

The community must be informed of the hazards and associated risks individuals may be 
exposed to, including informing them about what action to take in an emergency. Given there 
are so many lives at risk, it is imperative that this is a priority. 

10.3.6  Building Strengthening and Shelter�in�Place  

Severe flash flooding will always be part of the Wallsend Commercial Centre in its current 
location. On a busy day in the Wallsend Commercial Centre hundreds or even thousands of 
lives could be at risk in the event of an extreme flash flood. The safety of these individuals will 
depend upon the cognisance of individuals and where available heeding and acting immediately 
on warnings. 

In many cases however, it will necessary as a last resort to seek shelter;in;place using formal 
and informal onsite flood refuges when evacuation is not possible due to the rapid onset of 
extreme evacuation hazard. 
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The preferred mitigation option (Option 2) significantly reduces flood hazard and associated 
flood forces compared with existing conditions, notably at the 1% AEP level, but with much less 
impact at the PMF level. Option 2 essentially does not change the PMF Risk to Life hazard 
compared to existing conditions, with L5 extreme hazard throughout a majority of the Wallsend 
Commercial Centre area, as shown in Figure 61. 

Even with Option 2, given the magnitude of flood forces within the Wallsend Commercial Centre 
area it is not considered feasible to strengthen buildings to withstand PMF flood forces or to 
provide onsite flood refuge above the PMF level. Therefore the community will need to accept a 
lesser standard and ultimately decide whether to relocate the Wallsend Commercial Centre to 
flood free land in the longer term. 

For both existing conditions and Option 2 there are some L4 Risk to Life hazard areas on the 
eastern periphery of the PMF floodplain. In these areas it may be structurally possible to 
construct onsite flood refuges using heavy framed construction or similar. 

The Structural Assessment Report and the Building Condition Assessment (refer Section 9.6) 
can be used in the planning for shelter;in;place and provision of onsite flood refuge. However, 
specific structural engineering advice must be sought to design and certify building 
strengthening and flood refuge details for each and every building involved. 

The FRMC should take an active role in making the community aware that there is a limit to the 
magnitude of flood that can be safely managed with building strengthening and onsite flood 
refuge. Onsite flood refuge can only be considered as 'the line of last defence' and this must be 
widely promoted in the community. 

10.4  Summary 

The core phases in implementing the preferred option together with likely timeframes are 
summarised in Table 10�1 below. 

Table 10	1 	 Summary of Implementation Strategy 

Category Core Phases Funding Source Start Duration 

Preferred 
Mitigation 

Option 

(Option 2) 

Traffic 
Management 
Investigation 

CoN           
($20,000 est.) 

Immediate 3 months 

Detailed Design1 

CoN / OEH / 
Treasury       

($5.89M est.) 

12;18 months 
(once grant 

funding 
approved)1 

6;12 months 

Construction1 
After Detailed 

Design 
12 months 

Duration to Implement Preferred Mitigation Option 33�45 months 

Essential 
Partner 

Activities 

Planning Policies 
& Emergency 
Management 

CoN, OEH, SES, 
BoM 

Immediate Ongoing 
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Category Core Phases Funding Source Start Duration 

Building 
Strengthening 
and Shelter;in;

place &  

CoN, OEH, 
Owners 

3;6 months 

Ongoing 
(substantial 

implementation 
within 5;10 yrs) 

Note 1: Council have lodged a grant application for detailed design. Commencement of construction is subject to 
funding approval, and if not forthcoming may cause delays to the projected timeline. 

Note 2: Building strengthening and shelter;in;place are not feasible for the PMF, and therefore the community would 
need to consider a lesser standard and ultimately decide whether to relocate the Wallsend Commercial Centre to 
flood free land in the longer term. In the meantime it will be necessary to make people aware that there is a limit to the 
magnitude of flood that can be safely managed with building strengthening and onsite flood refuge. Onsite flood 
refuge can only be considered as 'the line of last defence' and this must be widely promoted in the community. 
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